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History of Mission 
 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation examines the early history of the East African Revival in the 
1930s and 1940s with careful attention to the way in which Christian beliefs and practices 
were appropriated and shaped by African revivalists in colonial Uganda and Ruanda-
Urundi. With the sympathetic support of the evangelical-minded missionaries of the 
Ruanda Mission, the African revivalists (widely known as Balokole, Luganda for “saved 
ones”) played an indispensable role in the expansion of the revitalization movement 
beyond geographic, social, and cultural boundaries. In addition, the African revivalists 
made significant contributions to the creation of a distinctive African Christian 
spirituality that precipitated moral and spiritual transformation of numerous individuals. 
This study shows how the Balokole Revival gained adherents and spread into 
nearby regions through the involvement of African evangelists, teachers, and hospital 
workers. The “Bible Team” of itinerant evangelists who served voluntarily in remote 
villages was key to the rapid expansion of the movement. To sustain the effects of their 
conversion experiences, the African revivalists employed creative practices such as 
public testimony and fellowship meetings. In schools, Balokole teachers spread new 
moral values by living out the virtues of the revivalist piety; in hospitals, converted 
		 ix 
workers led daily prayer meetings and engaged in personal evangelism. All these efforts 
built up a strong indigenous Christian community based on common experience, belief, 
and liturgy. 
This dissertation contributes to the existing scholarship of the Revival by tracing 
its social and theological roots in the Ruanda Mission, and by foregrounding the pivotal 
role of the African revivalists in the shaping of the unique spiritual character of the 
movement. Particular attention is given to the causes, nature, and effects of religious 
conversion in the colonial context. An important feature of this study is its integration of 
social scientific studies about religious conversion with insider perspectives in the form 
of interviews and personal narratives. As active agents in the multiethnic and 
multicultural movement, the African revivalists articulated through their words and 
changed lives what it meant to be “saved.” 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Ab’oluganda: the most commonly used appellation among the revivalists, meaning 
“brethren and sisters” 
 
Ankole: a traditional kingdom in western Uganda 
 
Baganda (pl.): people of Buganda 
 
Bagirwa (pl.): priests of Nyabingi  
 
Balokole (pl.): saved ones, revivalists 
 
Buganda: a prominent traditional kingdom in central Uganda  
 
Kiga (pl.): people of Kigezi 
 
Kigezi: a district in southwestern Uganda bordering Ruanda. 
 
Muganda (sg.): a person of Buganda 
 
Mugirwa (sg.): a priest of Nyabingi  
 
Mulokole (sg.): saved one, a revivalist 
 
Nyabingi: traditional deity prominent in southwestern Uganda and northern Ruanda in the 
precolonial and early colonial period 
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INTRODUCTION 
Project Description  
This dissertation reconstructs the early history of the East African Revival in the 
1930s and 1940s with careful attention to the way in which Christian belief and practices 
were appropriated and shaped by African revivalists in colonial Uganda and Ruanda-
Urundi. This influential revitalization movement (which in East Africa is known as 
Balokole, Luganda for “saved ones”) originated from an Anglican mission station in 
northern Ruanda in the early 1930s. It is significant to note that the movement was not 
entirely organized by European missionaries, but from the time of its inception was 
actually carried out by ordinary African teachers, hospital workers, and evangelists in 
partnership with the missionaries of the Ruanda Mission of the Church Missionary 
Society (CMS). 
This dissertation examines the indispensable role of African revivalists in 
expanding the scope of the movement and applying the European evangelical tradition in 
the colonial African context. Since religious and cultural accommodation involves a two-
way exchange of ideas and practices, the African revivalists went through a process of 
readjustment of their old customs as they indigenized the new religious teaching from the 
West. The thesis of this dissertation is that the East African Revival was a distinctively 
African revitalization movement through which the indigenous initiatives created an 
African Christian spirituality that transformed both individuals and societies. 
		
2 
Historiography of the Revival 
Starting in the early years of the movement, missionaries produced extensive 
literature on the East African Revival that documented its authenticity and influence. 
Popular, confessional literature, specifically biography, was a dominant form of writing 
in evangelical circles in that era and inspired a wide audience. A. C. Stanley Smith, the 
co-founder of the Ruanda Mission, wrote the two first accounts of the historical 
background and development of the Revival movement in Ruanda.1 The most well-
known literature on the subject is the autobiography of John E. Church (better known as 
“Joe Church”), who has been widely regarded as the founding leader of the movement.2 
In addition, H. H. Osborn, a former missionary and chairman of the Ruanda Council, 
produced several popular books on the Revival in East Africa.3 
Missionary administrators and historians of Christianity also addressed the 
significance of the movement from a broad historical perspective. Max Warren, General 
Secretary of the CMS from 1942 to 1963, wrote a concise book to sympathetically assess 
the East African Revival from a broader perspective that took into account the revivalist 
																																																								
1 A. C. Stanley Smith, The Ruanda Revival (London: Batterly Brothers Ltd., 1938); A. C. Stanley 
Smith, Road to Revival: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Church Missionary Society, 1946). 
2 John E. Church, Quest for the Highest: An Autobiographical Account of the East African 
Revival (Exeter, UK: The Paternoster Press, 1981). In addition, Joe Church produced several biographies of 
African Christians to testify to their exemplary Christian lives: John E. Church, Awake! An African Calling: 
The Story of Blasio Kigozi (London: Church Missionary Society, 1937); John E. Church, Forgive Them: 
The Story of an African Martyr (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1966). 
3 H. H. Osborn, Fire in the Hills (Crowborough, UK: Highland, 1991); H. H. Osborn, Revival: A 
Precious Heritage (Winchester, UK: Apologia, 1995); H. H. Osborn, The Living Legacy of the East African 
Revival (Eastbourne, UK: Apologia, 2006). 
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traditions in Christian history.4 Historians of African Christianity offered several 
important scholarly analyses of the Balokole Revival. Most notably, Kevin Ward outlined 
the basic history of the movement and its profound impact on the development of the 
Anglican Church of Uganda.5 Some scholars discussed the theological character of the 
East African Revival and pointed out the notable influence of the British Keswick 
theology over the Revival.6 
Recent years have seen increasing academic interest in the Revival. A growing 
number of academic articles and scholarly books have been published on the subject 
during the past decade. In 2008 a special conference at Westminster College in the 
University of Cambridge marked the establishment of the Joe Church Collection at the 
Henry Martyn Centre for the Study of Mission and World Christianity (now the 
Cambridge Centre for Christianity Worldwide). The sixteen papers presented at the 
conference were later published in a single volume edited by Kevin Ward and Emma 
																																																								
4 Max A. Warren, Revival: An Enquiry (London: SCM Press, 1954). 
5 Kevin Ward, “‘Obedient Rebels’: The Relationship between the Early ‘Balokole’ and the 
Church of Uganda; The Mukono Crisis of 1941,” Journal of Religion in Africa 19, no. 3 (1989): 194–227; 
Kevin Ward, “Tukutendereza Yesu: The Balokole Revival in Uganda,” in From Mission to Church: A 
Handbook of Christianity in East Africa, ed. Zablon Nthamburi (Nairobi, Kenya: Uzima Press, 1991), 113–
44; Kevin Ward, “The East African Revival of the Twentieth Century: The Search for an Evangelical 
African Christianity,” in Revival and Resurgence in Christian History, ed. Kate Cooper and Jeremy 
Gregory (Woodbridge, UK: Ecclesiastical History Society, 2008), 365–87. 
6 Brian Stanley, “The East African Revival: African Initiative within a European Tradition,” 
Churchman 92 (1978): 6–22; Emmanuel Hooper, “The Theology of Trans-Atlantic Evangelicalism and Its 
Impact on the East African Revival,” Evangelical Review of Theology 31 (2007): 71–89; Phillip A. 
Cantrell, “We Were a Chosen People: The East African Revival and Its Return to Post-Genocide Rwanda,” 
Church History 83 (2014): 422–45. 
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Wild-Wood.7 In this monumental volume, scholars of diverse academic disciplines 
suggested a comprehensive and multi-layered analysis of the East African Revival from 
historical, cultural, theological, and sociological perspectives. On top of that, several 
prominent church historians discussed the history of the Revival, though at an 
introductory level, in chapters of their analyses of Christianity as a global faith.8 
 Two major monographs on the East African Revival were recently published by 
scholars of African social history: Derek Peterson’s Ethnic Patriotism and the East 
African Revival and Jason Bruner’s Living Salvation in the East African Revival in 
Uganda.9 Peterson’s comprehensive study of the East African Revival examined the 
intricate relationship among religion, ethnicity, and nationalism during the late colonial 
period. Using the Revival as an interpretive framework to scrutinize the region’s socio-
political history, Peterson addressed the controversy between Christian revivalists and 
ethnic patriots over social order and civil duty in creating “moral legitimacy for their 
political communities on the eve of African nationalism.”10 He characterized the patriots 
as “conservative moral reformers whose goal was to defend their ethnic identity, family 
																																																								
7 Kevin Ward and Emma Wild-Wood, eds., The East African Revival: History and Legacies 
(Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2012). 
8 Mark A. Noll, The New Shape of World Christianity: How American Experience Reflects Global 
Faith (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2009), 169–87; Mark Shaw, Global Awakening: How 20th-
century Revivals Triggered a Christian Revolution (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2010), 91–111. 
9 Derek R. Peterson, Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival: A History of Dissent, c. 
1935–1972 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012); Jason Bruner, Living Salvation in the East 
African Revival in Uganda (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2017). 
10 Daewon Moon, “Review of Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival: A History of 
Dissent, c. 1935–1972 by Derek R. Peterson,” African Studies Quarterly 15, no. 2 (March 2015): 128. 
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customs, and traditional virtues,” and characterized the revivalists as cosmopolitans who 
crossed “geographic and societal boundaries to spread their message and were unwilling 
to settle in or identify with any particular civil society.”11 The original contribution of 
Peterson’s analysis is that he conceptualized the revivalists as dissenters who initiated “a 
form of political and cultural criticism.”12 Peterson carefully investigated “the socio-
political effects of conversion in a time of turmoil instead of seeing it merely as an 
inward reorientation in religious conviction.”13 
Bruner provided a social historical analysis of the Balokole Revival in Uganda as 
a lived experience and as a way of life. Instead of focusing on the Revival’s doctrines and 
beliefs, Bruner carefully examined how this religious movement in colonial Uganda 
entailed changes in its adherents’ mundane, daily practices. Particularly insightful is his 
argument that the cultivation of moral life should be seen as a creative act. Bruner 
presented ordinary African revivalists as active agents in social change, who created new 
ideals and lifestyles in accordance with what they called “the life of salvation.”14 
Highlighting the analytical importance of discontinuity vis a vis Balokole conversion, 
Bruner demonstrated how the revivalists articulated and enacted their new lives as living 
																																																								
11 Ibid., 129. 
12 Peterson argued that conversion in the colonial context was primarily “a political action that 
opens novel paths of self-narration, constitutes new ways of living, and unsettles the inventions of 
tradition.” Peterson, Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival, 6.  
13 Moon, “Review of Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival,” 129. 
14 As he investigated the life of salvation among African revivalists, Bruner was concerned less 
with their religious beliefs and rhetoric than he was with “how they located spiritual meaning in their 
everyday lives.” Bruner, Living Salvation in the East African Revival in Uganda, 144. 
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testimonies to those outside of the movement. With his discussion of important social 
factors in the Balokole movement such as food taboos, migrant labor, domestic life, and 
educational institutions, Bruner effectively revealed the practical and cultural shifts that 
the Revival precipitated. 
This dissertation seeks to fill an important gap in the research on the East African 
Revival by tracing its social and theological roots in the Ruanda Mission, and by 
foregrounding the crucial role of African revivalists in shaping a distinctive African 
Christian spirituality and expanding the scope of the movement to different regions. It is 
a historical reconstruction of how Africans’ experiences after they voluntarily joined the 
movement shifted their perceptions of their traditional society and religion, and of how 
their new religious ideas were put into practice in the context of colonial East Africa. 
Based on the conviction that behavior cannot be conveniently separated from belief, the 
so-called “internal component” (i.e., belief and doctrine) and “external component” (i.e., 
behavior and practice) of religious conversion will be considered together to demonstrate 
how both elements intricately influenced the “creation of a new self-identity and new 
way of life.”15  
A significant feature of this dissertation is its in-depth analysis of insider spiritual 
interpretations of the Revival, put in dialogue with outsider theoretical studies. Recent 
sociological scholarship on revitalization, religious conversion, conversion narrative, and 
																																																								
15 Lewis R. Rambo and Charles E. Farhadian, “Introduction,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
Religious Conversion, ed. Lewis R. Rambo and Charles E. Farhadian (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2014), 11. 
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identity reorientation can be appropriate and helpful in shedding new light on the 
historical interpretation of the Balokole Revival. As I account for what happened to those 
involved in the Revival, it is necessary to examine it from an external and neutral 
perspective. At the same time, I would not impose sociological theories on the critical 
assessment of interviews and personal narratives, because I aim to avoid the pitfalls of 
over-simplification and over-systematization in the historical reconstruction of religious 
ideas and practices among African revivalists. Throughout the dissertation, I not only 
analyze insider spiritual experiences through social scientific theories about conversion 
and spirituality, but also test those theories against the words of the participants of the 
Revival. By doing so, I endeavor to deepen research on the meaning of conversion, 
revitalization, and spirituality. 
Significance of the Project 
History of African Christianity 
 This dissertation will contribute to the historical understanding of African 
Christianity by presenting a historical narrative of the East African Revival that 
foregrounds the African initiative and inspiration in its early development. Previous 
scholars have noted the discernable link between the Balokole Revival and the Keswick 
movement.16 Several distinctive features of the Revival, such as genuine repentance, 
complete surrender, and victory over sin, evidently were influenced by the British 
																																																								
16 Ward, “Tukutendereza Yesu,” 113–114; Adrian Hastings, The Church in Africa, 1450–1950 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 596–604; Bengt Sundkler and Christopher Steed, A History of 
the Church in Africa (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 863–65. 
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Keswick theology of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Consequently, it 
was argued that the Balokole Revival was manifestly European in its theological 
orientation, but became a significant vehicle for the expression of independent African 
initiative.17 Although this assessment was built on historical data, it does not sufficiently 
narrate all facets of the Revival, especially the profound contribution of African 
revivalists. 
Careful reading of the primary sources on the Revival reveals that at the time of 
the movement’s inception it was inspired and exemplified by a specific conversion of an 
African medical worker, who worked with Joe Church in the Gahini station. The notable 
consequences of the conversion such as repentance, restoration, and restitution became 
the significant “steps” that other African converts were expected to follow. After 
dramatic conversion, the Africans “on fire” spread the message of the Revival to remote 
villages in Ruanda-Urundi, often travelling on foot more than 100 miles. Early Ruanda 
missionaries repeatedly acknowledged the crucial role of these African evangelists, many 
of whom came from Uganda voluntarily and served anonymously, as a secret key to the 
successful expansion of Christianity in Ruanda-Urundi.18 
Furthermore, the African revivalists appropriated the charismatic dimension of 
Christianity according to their spirituality and cosmology. Their worship contained 
predominantly emotional, spontaneous, and experiential elements such as fervent singing, 
																																																								
17 Stanley, “The East African Revival,” 6–22; Hooper, “Trans-Atlantic Evangelicalism,” 71–89; 
Cantrell, “We Were a Chosen People,” 422–45. 
18 Stanley Smith, Road to Revival, 34–35; Church, Quest for the Highest, 26–27. 
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weeping in prayer, and open testimonies. Some Africans built small “prayer huts” for 
deep spiritual experiences, which signified the accommodation of the African concept of 
a sacred place for divine encounter.19 It was not uncommon for the African leaders to 
report they had received divine discernment through dreams or visions. Thus, this 
dissertation will scrutinize the distinctive way in which Christian belief and practices 
were accommodated on the African soil. It is important to note, however, that they never 
called themselves Pentecostals; they did not endorse supernaturalism or divine healing. 
For the Balokole revivalists, the power of the Holy Spirit was manifest in the conviction 
of sin and the experience of its forgiveness.20  
Study of World Christianity 
This project will contribute to the study of world Christianity by providing a 
historical analysis of a revitalization movement led by indigenous Christians in the 
Global South. Scholars of world Christianity have demonstrated that the unprecedented 
growth of Christianity in the Global South in the twentieth century shaped the 
distinctively global, multicultural character of the Christian faith in the world today.21 
																																																								
19 Joe Church recorded the testimonies of African Christians that the presence of Christ was 
particularly real in prayer huts. Early African leaders like Blasio Kigozi went there quite often to meet 
Christ in prayer and fasting. Quest for the Highest, 98. 
20 Stanley Smith, Road to Revival, 55–57; Church, Quest for the Highest, 22–23; Patricia M. St. 
John, Breath of Life: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Norfolk Press, 1971), 116–119. 
21 Andrew F. Walls, The Missionary Movement in Christian History: Studies in the Transmission 
of Faith (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1996); Philip Jenkins, The Next Christendom: The Coming of the 
Global Christianity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002); Lamin Sanneh, Disciples of All Nations: 
Pillars of World Christianity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Dana L. Robert, Christian 
Mission: How Christianity Became a World Religion (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009); J. Steven 
O’Malley, Interpretive Trends in Christian Revitalization for the Early Twenty-First Century (Lexington, 
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The Balokole Revival illustrates a complicated indigenous response to Christianity, and 
the outcome. It cannot be neatly reduced to African propagation of a European religion, 
because it involved a process of critical reflection on the Christian faith in terms of 
Africans’ own spiritual awareness and existential reality. 
The African revivalists created a powerful notion of a “new clan,” stressing the 
intense solidarity of the Christian community beyond ethnic, linguistic, and cultural 
boundaries. Josiah Kibira rightly pointed out the significance of the revivalist concept of 
Ab’oluganda (Luganda for “brethren and sisters”) as a new clan and as a new blood 
brotherhood in the blood of Christ Jesus, which provided a stronger uniting effect than 
the traditional clan.22 By calling one another Ab’oluganda within the fellowship, African 
revivalists established and spread the idea of a new clan distinct both from the African 
traditional clan and from the nominal Christian clan. In submission to Christ, the true 
head of the clan, they claimed a new identity, new status, and new community. As active 
agents in the multiethnic, multicultural movement, the African revivalists exerted 
profound influence on the cultural life of African Christians. 
This dissertation will pay careful attention to social ramifications of the Balokole 
Revival in the late colonial world. The egalitarian ethos of the Revival particularly 
attracted women into the movement; it released them from various social constraints 
through its break with traditional norms and practices.23 Polygamy was strictly 
																																																								
KY: Emeth Press, 2011). 
22 Josiah Kibira, Church, Clan, and the World (Uppsala, Sweden: Gleerup, 1974). 
23 Birgitta Larsson, “Haya Women’s Response to Revival,” in The East African Revival: History 
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condemned, and women in polygamous marriages were advised to leave and begin new 
lives. In a break from the traditional system of arranged marriages within a tribe, 
revivalists found spouses for themselves within the revival fellowship. Drunkenness was 
not merely taken as a private issue but as a social matter, because brewing and drinking 
beer was often associated with ancestor cults and the rite of offering a beer libation.24 
That was probably why new converts almost always committed to stop drinking, and 
disposed of beer brewing pots from their homes. Consideration of this dimension will 
generate a socio-cultural interpretation of the Revival’s history rather than a merely 
confessional or institutional history of the missionary movement. 
History of Anglican Missions 
This dissertation will contribute to the history of Anglican missions by 
identifying and analyzing the motivations and dynamics of the groups linked to the East 
African Revival. As one of the most prominent Protestant mission societies in Britain, the 
CMS had remarkable influence on the emergence of the Anglican Communion as a 
global community with a common faith and liturgy. Highlighting the activities of 
indigenous Christians in the Global South in creating and shaping the Anglican 
Communion, historians like Kevin Ward have contended that appreciation of the 
historical roots of non-Western forms of Anglicanism can be an inspiring source of 
																																																								
and Legacies, ed. Kevin Ward and Emma Wild-Wood (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2012). 
24 Dominique Zahan, “Some Reflections on African Spirituality,” in African Spirituality: Forms, 
Meanings, and Expressions, ed. Jacob O. K. Olupona (New York: Crossroad, 2000), 4–25. 
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strength, as the Communion currently faces an uncertain future.25 The history of the 
Balokole Revival, especially the history of Africans’ agency in the movement, may well 
serve as evidence that legitimates the CMS’s original mission principle for the 
indigenization of Christianity.26 
As a profound expression of African Christianity, the Revival “challenged the 
old assumption of European superiority in the church, and opened the way for a recovery 
of African responsibility and leadership” in the Anglican Communion.27 “Anglican” had 
been commonly perceived as another word for “English” until the mid-twentieth century. 
Yet, indigenous movements like the Balokole Revival in the Native Church significantly 
contributed to the Communion’s transition to its current identity as a worldwide 
fellowship of autonomous Christian bodies. In a profound fashion, a growing world 
church transferred the meaning of “Anglican” from a parochial sense to a global one. 
Furthermore, the revivalists, both European and African, stressed the radical equality of 
all men and women in the Spirit regardless of race, ethnicity, gender, and class, because 
they saw the Revival as a Spirit-led movement. The “team principle” was fundamental to 
the larger development of the movement; European missionaries and African revivalists 
always served together as joint speakers in African Keswick conventions. The Revival 
																																																								
25 Kevin Ward, A History of Global Anglicanism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
26 For a historical overview of the CMS, see Jocelyn Murray, Proclaiming the Good News: A 
Short History of the Church Missionary Society (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1985); Kevin Ward, 
“Introduction,” in The Church Mission Society and World Christianity, 1799–1999, ed. Kevin Ward and 
Brian Stanley (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2000). 
27 John V. Taylor, The Growth of the Church in Buganda: An Attempt at Understanding (London: 
SCM Press, 1958), 102–103. 
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also emphasized the spiritual responsibility of women in the church and encouraged their 
leadership in the movement.28 Therefore, this dissertation will address how the Balokole 
Revival inspired and promoted African leadership not only in the movement but also in 
the established churches in East Africa.29 
Method of Investigation 
 The method of investigation for this dissertation is primarily historical. A 
historical approach is appropriate, because the project deals with people and events in the 
past. The primary sources for the study are archival materials pertinent to the East 
African Revival. The reading, assessment, and analysis of the archival materials have 
been fundamental to reconstructing the African initiative in the movement and to proving 
the significance of the study. Taking into consideration that the missionary archives do 
not contain comprehensive materials produced by Africans, the interviews that American 
sociologist of religion Catherine Robins conducted with African revivalists in 1970–1973 
are critically analyzed in order to unveil the lives and work of the African revivalists who 
had lesser voices in the institutional church during the colonial period. Details about this 
interview material are introduced in the section below on the sources of the study. 																																																								
28 It is significant that a Ugandan woman who was ordained as the first Anglican deaconess in the 
Province of East Africa, Rev. Florence Spetume Njangali, had long been an active member of the Balokole 
Revival. She had served as a teacher, headmaster, theologian, member of the Church Synod, and director of 
the Mothers’ Union in Uganda. Christopher Byaruhanga, “Called by God but Ordained by Men: The Work 
and Ministry of Reverend Florence Spetume Njangali in the Church of the Province of Uganda,” Journal of 
Anglican Studies 8, no. 2 (2009): 219–239.  
29 The Balokole Revival produced a number of important African church leaders. Among them 
were three particularly prominent Ugandan Anglican churchmen: Archbishop Erica Sabiti, Archbishop 
Janani Luwum, and Bishop Festo Kivengere. In Tanzania, the Lutheran Bishop Josiah Kibira, who led the 
Lutheran World Federation from 1977 to 1984, was also actively involved in the Revival movement. 
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This dissertation also employs a biographical research method in order to 
illuminate in a concrete way the contributions of the notable African leaders of the 
Revival. A biographical approach is appropriate for the project because the research 
question takes human agency seriously in its relation to wider social, cultural, and 
historical contexts. Biographical research is an effective tool to explore the relationship 
between the behaviors of individuals and their real-life situations; by extrapolating from 
stories of ordinary people as social agents, one can gain greater understanding of human 
agency in historical context.30 Using this approach, the project carries out the 
examination of personal documents (such as diaries, letters, memoirs, memoranda, and 
biographies), critical evaluation of interview materials, and personal narrative analysis. 
With its open-ended and dynamic nature, biographical research avoids the pitfalls of 
over-simplification and over-systematization in historical research.  
This study seeks to portray the community life and religious practices of those 
participating in the Revival, as seen through the eyes of the African leaders. A proper 
understanding of the social context is crucial for a meaningful interpretation of behaviors, 
beliefs, and attitudes of the African Christians under investigation. Therefore, this project 
draws on secondary sources on the socio-religious history of Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi 
in order to provide a detailed description of the social setting in which the African 
																																																								
30 Mary Jo Maynes, Jennifer L. Pierce, and Barbara Laslett, Telling Stories: The Use of Personal 
Narratives in the Social Sciences and History (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2008); Barbara Merrill 
and Linden West, Using Biographical Methods in Social Research (London: Sage, 2009); Dana L. Robert, 
ed., African Christian Biography: Stories, Lives, and Challenges (Pietermaritzburg, South Africa: Cluster 
Publications, 2018). 
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revivalists lived and engaged. To avoid unnecessary repetition of previously published 
studies, more attention is given to the African leaders whose remarkable contributions 
have been relatively underappreciated in academic circles.31 
Sources of the Project 
Significant archival materials document the Anglican missionary enterprise in 
Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi from the 1920s to 1940s. Two official archives are 
fundamental to this project: The Church Missionary Society Archive (CMS) and the 
International Missionary Council and Conference for British Missionary Societies Joint 
Archives (IMC/CBMS). The CMS Collection—which includes minutes, reports, papers, 
and letters—describes in detail how the CMS expanded its missionary endeavor to 
Ruanda in the 1920s and received news of the Revival from Ruanda in the 1930s and 
1940s. The IMC/CBMS Collection documents the beginning and development of the 
medical and educational enterprise of the Ruanda Mission in the 1920s and 1930s. 
Another important primary source for this project is the Joe Church Collection 
that was established in 2008 at the Cambridge Centre for Christianity Worldwide in 
Cambridge, United Kingdom. Beginning in the early 1930s when he took a leading role 
in the Revival, Joe Church meticulously collected numerous historical documents on the 
Revival—including reports, articles, letters, pamphlets, and memoirs. As a skillful 
organizer with exceptional team leadership skills, he effectively conducted revival 
																																																								
31 Prominent African revivalists such as Simeon Nsibambi are already well known, thanks to the 
popular literature on the Revival: for example, Mark A. Noll and Carolyn Nystrom, “Simeon Nsibambi: 
Revival Anchor,” in Clouds of Witnesses: Christian Voices from Africa and Asia (Downers Grove, IL: IVP 
Books, 2011). This dissertation will give only a brief account of these well-known individuals.	
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conventions in different parts of the continent, and extended the movement to Europe, 
North America, and India beyond denominational boundaries. In addition, all volumes of 
the Ruanda Notes—the quarterly magazine that began publication when the Ruanda 
Mission was established in 1921—are available in the Joe Church Collection. The articles 
in the magazine, written mostly by British missionaries and occasionally by African 
workers, reveal vivid descriptions of the beginning, progress, and controversies of the 
Revival in the Ruanda Mission. 
 This dissertation also makes use of important materials (only some of which have 
been published to date) that document interviews with African revivalists and European 
missionaries who served in Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi between 1930 and 1950. Most 
notable are the comprehensive interviews that H. H. Osborn conducted with several key 
African and European leaders of the Revival about their lives and ministries during that 
period.32 The diocese of Kigezi in the Church of Uganda published a book to celebrate 
the long-standing legacy of the Revival in the church, which contains interviews with and 
testimonies of prominent indigenous leaders in the movement.33 As noted earlier, 
American sociologist of religion Catherine Robins’ extensive interviews with 62 African 
revivalists and 15 European missionaries in 1970–1973 during her doctoral fieldwork 
also are key resources for this dissertation.34 Transcriptions of the interviews are 																																																								
32 H. H. Osborn, Pioneers in the East African Revival (Winchester, UK: Apologia, 2000). 
33 William Rukirande, The East African Revival through Seventy Years: Testimonies and 
Reflections (Kabale, Uganda: Diocese of Kigezi, 2005). 
34 Robins presented one of the earliest scholarly analyses of the Revival by comparing its two 
major patterns in the dioceses of Uganda: Catherine E. Robins, “Tukutendereza: A Study of Social Change 
and Sectarian Withdrawal in the Balokole Revival of Uganda” (PhD dissertation, Columbia University, 
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currently housed at the Bishop Tucker Theological Library of Uganda Christian 
University (UCU) in Mukono, Uganda; in March 2015 I made a trip to Uganda and 
collected the 376 pages of transcriptions.35 Existing formal and informal interviews with 
the African revivalists are valuable historical sources in understanding, analyzing, and 
reconstructing their religious belief and practices. 
Secondary sources offer background information for reconstructing the social 
setting and political context of the movement in colonial Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi.36 
The secondary sources on the social, religious, and political history of these regions 
contribute to a nuanced understanding of the social context in which the African 
revivalists lived and engaged. The sources will be particularly helpful for assessing the 
readjustment of the African tradition in the rapidly shifting context. 
Delimitations of the Project 
The influence of the East African Revival reached a wide range of regions in 
Ruanda-Urundi, Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika, and Sudan. Though it started as an attempt 
to revitalize the Anglican Church of Uganda from its spiritual formalism and ethical 
																																																								
1975). 
35 Interestingly, many of the Africans interviewed by Robins employed a form of testimony to 
share their religious experience during the Revival and its profound consequences in their lives. Some of 
the interviews were conducted with a translator, but the transcriptions in the UCU Archives are all in 
English. 
36 For example, Roland Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa (London: Longman, 1952); 
Roland Oliver and Gervase Mathew, eds., History of East Africa (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963); P. H. 
Gulliver, ed., Tradition and Transition in East Africa: Studies of the Tribal Element in the Modern Era 
(London: Routledge & K. Paul, 1969); Paul Ngologoza, Kigezi and Its People (Kampala, Uganda: East 
African Literature Bureau, 1969); D. A. Low, Buganda in Modern History (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1971). 
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compromises, in the 1940s and 1950s the movement crossed denominational boundaries 
and spread to the Presbyterian and Methodist churches of Kenya and the Mennonite and 
Lutheran churches of Tanganyika. Writing an exhaustive history of the Balokole Revival 
throughout the East African region, in multiple religious denominations, is beyond the 
scope of this dissertation. 
This project focuses on the origin and development of the Balokole Revival 
within Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi. Although the Revival grew far beyond those two 
countries, its manifestations in other areas of East Africa were less directly linked to what 
was experienced in the Ruanda Mission. A revival team from Ruanda visited Kenya and 
Tanganyika several times to hold conventions, but the evangelistic work the conventions 
led to in those nations was carried out by local Africans from distinctively different 
social, cultural, and ecclesiastical backgrounds. For instance, the revival in western 
Kenya was more intimately related to the ministry of American Quaker missionary 
Arthur Chilson, who led a series of revival movements in the 1920s and 1930s.  
In terms of ecclesiastical organization, this project primarily examines the history 
and major issues of the Balokole Revival in the Ruanda Mission. Although all scholars 
have agreed that the Revival originated from the Ruanda Mission, very few studies have 
discussed the social and theological characteristics of the Mission and analyzed its 
significant role as the seedbed for the Revival. Because nearly all Ruanda missionaries 
and revivalists remained loyal to the Anglican Church of Uganda, whose diocese 
included all of Ruanda-Urundi until 1965, the momentum of the Balokole movement in 
the first two decades of its history remained substantially in the Church of Uganda; 
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therefore, the dissertation also examines the internal organization of that denomination 
and the dynamics between its leaders and those of the Revival.  
Outline of the Project 
The first chapter discusses the origin and characteristics of the Ruanda Mission, 
and demonstrates how it served as the seedbed for the East African Revival. The 
founders’ evangelical theological conviction was critical to creating the amicable 
preconditions for the emergence of a revitalization movement in the Ruanda Mission. As 
heirs of the conservative evangelicalism in the Church of England, the Ruanda 
missionaries developed a single-minded missionary method that put the preaching of the 
gospel at the center of its enterprise. The social context of the missionary venture in 
Ruanda such as colonialism and traditionally-led resistance to colonialism is carefully 
examined in order to appreciate the social and theological factors that prompted the 
revitalization movement in this particular mission station. 
The central feature of the Balokole Revival was what the revivalists called 
“genuine repentance” and “conversion experience.” Chapter 2 examines a notable case of 
conversion of a senior African hospital staff member in the Ruanda Mission named 
Yosiya Kinuka. Foregrounding the African initiative in the beginning stage of the 
Revival, the chapter offers a critical analysis of previous scholarship on religious change 
during the colonial period, and demonstrates how Kinuka’s conversion set a certain type 
of conversion as ideal and exemplary, and documents how its profound impact triggered 
numerous responses among African people. Special attention is given to the emergence 
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of the Bible Team from the Gahini station and its contribution in expanding the Revival, 
in a voluntary manner, to other regions of Ruanda and Uganda. 
Chapter 3 offers a historical analysis of the shaping and deepening of Balokole 
spirituality that was centered on individual and communal lived experience of God. 
Highlighting the distinctive charismatic features of African Christianity, the chapter 
demonstrates that African leaders of the Balokole Revival were instrumental in the 
formation of a certain pattern of African Christian spirituality with emphasis on 
conviction and confession of sin. Testimony and fellowship were two major methods that 
the revivalists employed in order to reinforce their new religious and moral conscience. 
The chapter examines the crucial role of testimony and fellowship in upholding the 
authenticity of a person’s conversion experience while also cultivating ongoing 
conversion through involvement in the new religious community. In addition, the chapter 
explores the dynamics of conversion narratives and identity reorientation in the 
conversion process. 
African revivalists were careful and selective in forging their own modernity 
through education and religious change. They were open to new ideas and lifestyles 
introduced together with the Christian faith, but did not hastily endorse Westernization as 
an ultimate ideal. Chapter 4 examines the ways in which the Balokole Revival and the 
educational venture of the Ruanda Mission worked together to bring about holistic 
changes in the lives of African converts. Modern education and revivalist piety may seem 
contradictory, but those in the leadership positions of the Revival struggled with how to 
integrate two seemingly conflicting approaches to improve people’s lives. In particular, 
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the chapter scrutinizes the significant role of the eschatological vision of the Balokole 
movement in determining the purpose of Christian education in the Ruanda Mission. 
Chapter 5 discusses theological and phenomenological controversies pertaining 
to the Balokole Revival. At the heart of the controversies was the complicated 
relationship between the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda Church, rooted in their 
theological, liturgical, and ecclesiological divergence. The Bishop of Uganda, Cyril 
Stuart, became particularly concerned about the enthusiastic revivalists’ criticism and 
disobedience of church authorities. The “Mukono Incident” of 1941 was a tipping point 
of the conflict between the two groups, which led the bishop to restrict the scope of 
revivalist activities in Uganda. The chapter demonstrates that the Balokole movement 
began to expand across geographical and denominational boundaries as the revivalists 
were unfavorably excluded from the mainstream of the Church of Uganda. 
The East African Revival is a good historical example of how African agents 
took a significant role in shaping and disseminating the character of the religious 
movement that precipitated moral and spiritual transformation of numerous individuals in 
the colonial context. With the sympathetic support of the Ruanda missionaries, the 
African revivalists made crucial contributions to building up the strong indigenous 
Christian community with a common experience, belief, and liturgy beyond their own 
ethnic and cultural communities. Aiming for the highest holiness, the Balokole practiced 
and modeled the life of salvation in their everyday lives so that unbelievers and nominal 
Christians might see and learn what it meant to be “saved” in both spiritual and practical 
matters.
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CHAPTER ONE 
RUANDA MISSION: THE SEEDBED FOR THE REVIVAL 
Any meaningful study of the East African Revival (also known as Balokole, 
Luganda for “saved ones”) requires careful discussion of the origin and development of 
the Ruanda Mission of the Church Missionary Society (CMS). The historiography of the 
Revival has attested to the fact that the movement in its early years was widely called the 
“Ruanda Revival.”1 This was primarily because the inspiration and manifestation of the 
Revival originated from the Ruanda Mission. Therefore, understanding the distinctive 
features of the Ruanda Mission is critical to appreciation of the social and theological 
factors that prompted the revitalization movement in this particular mission in the 1930s. 
The Ruanda Mission (or as it was formally named, the “Ruanda General and 
Medical Mission”) was established in 1921 by two young British missionaries: A. C. 
Stanley Smith and Leonard Sharp.2 With a grand vision to reach out to numerous people 
in Ruanda, they pioneered a medical mission in Kigezi, a district adjacent to Ruanda that 
was one of Uganda’s least evangelized areas. In terms of organizational structure, the 
																																																								
1 A. C. Stanley Smith, Road to Revival: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Church 
Missionary Society, 1946), 107; John E. Church, Quest for the Highest: An Autobiographical Account of 
the East African Revival (Exeter, UK: Paternoster Press, 1981), 146; Jocelyn Murray, Proclaim the Good 
News: A Short History of the Church Missionary Society (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1985), 191; H. 
H. Osborn, Revival: A Precious Heritage (Winchester, UK: Apologia, 1995), 1. 
2 Stanley Smith and Sharp established the new medical mission under the direction of the Uganda 
Mission of the CMS. The Ruanda Mission attained administrative autonomy in 1926 when the Ruanda 
Council was formed in London as a CMS committee in charge of the administration of the work. The year 
of the Ruanda Mission’s foundation is stated differently in various academic and popular literature; some 
view it as 1921 whereas others as 1926. I consider 1921 as the year of establishment because it is consistent 
with the two founders’ description in their personal and official accounts. 
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Ruanda Mission was placed under the auspices of the Uganda Mission of the CMS for 
the first twelve years of its existence. It is important to note that the Ruanda Mission was 
established during a critical period in the history of the CMS when the Society was 
embroiled in a ten-year internal theological controversy. The founders of the Mission 
strove to safeguard the evangelical theological tradition through the newly pioneered 
mission in the border between Uganda and Ruanda. This evangelical character of the 
Ruanda Mission was crucial to creating favorable preconditions for the inception of the 
revitalization movement in the 1930s. 
This chapter examines the origin and characteristics of the Ruanda Mission and 
demonstrates how it served as the seedbed for the East African Revival. The first half of 
the chapter will discuss the historical context in which the Ruanda Mission was 
established by two young missionaries steeped in the Church of England’s conservative 
evangelical tradition.3 With focus on the two founders’ previous experience at Cambridge 																																																								
3 As Mark Hutchinson and John Wolffe rightly noted, Evangelicalism is a diffuse term, not an 
ideology or doctrine. It commonly referred to an experiential, dynamic, and interdenominational religious 
movement in the Christian church that started in the mid-eighteenth century. Evangelicals in the Church of 
England defined themselves as those who regard the Bible as the ultimate authority, emphasize a 
conversion experience and a spiritually transformed life, and promote mission and evangelism for the 
salvation of others. There were close links and important interactions between British and American 
evangelicals in the late nineteenth century. For example, D. L. Moody saw great success in his evangelistic 
mission in England, and American evangelicals such as A. T. Pierson and R. A. Torrey were regular 
speakers at Keswick conventions. However, British evangelicals should be regarded as distinct from 
American evangelicals (or American Fundamentalists, as they were often referred to in the early twentieth 
century), because their social and ecclesiastical contexts differed. Unlike the democratic spirit and vast 
infrastructure of the parachurch in America, the Church of England maintained a parochial ecclesiastical 
system and a close link with the state. More important, British evangelicals did not withdraw from the 
mainstream of society, but engaged in it with the goal of reforming society according to biblical principles. 
The most significant example of this within the Church of England is the so-called “Clapham Sect,” that 
launched philanthropic movements in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In this chapter, 
evangelicals denotes those who hold to the evangelical faith in a general sense, whereas Evangelicals refers 
to the evangelical group within the Church of England. Mark Hutchinson and John Wolffe, A Short History 
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and Keswick, the chapter argues that the founders sought a substantial degree of 
autonomy from the CMS in order to maintain the Mission’s theological conviction at 
home and abroad. The second half will offer a historical analysis of how the evangelical 
theological conviction of the Ruanda Mission was put into practice in the context of 
social changes caused by British colonialism, traditionally-led resistance to colonialism, 
and its failure. The chapter argues that the evangelicalism of the Ruanda missionaries and 
religious change among African people under colonialism were the seeds of the Balokole 
Revival that occurred in the Ruanda Mission in the 1930s. 
The Origin and Characteristics of the Ruanda Mission 
The Church Missionary Society in the Early Twentieth Century 
The Parent Society of the Ruanda Mission, the Church Missionary Society, had 
long treasured its identity as “the visible centre of Evangelicalism” in the Church of 
England.4 In essence, becoming a supporter of the CMS meant characterizing oneself as 
an Evangelical Churchman. A small group of Evangelical clergymen and laymen in the 
Anglican Church established the Society in 1799 in order to promote foreign missions to 
Africa and Asia. John Venn, Rector of Clapham, presided over the founding meeting of 
the Society and wrote its charter. The son of a prominent leader in the Evangelical 
Revival at the time of the Wesleys, John Venn was pastor to the famous “Clapham Sect,” 
the second-generation British Evangelicals who are best remembered for combating the 
																																																								
of Global Evangelicalism (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012). 
4 “The Month,” Churchman 26, no. 6 (June 1917): 402. 
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slave trade.5 The Clapham Sect also led philanthropic campaigns to help the poor and 
educate children. From its inception, therefore, the CMS inherited the British Evangelical 
tradition that emphasized the need for social activism as well as personal conversion.  
Henry Venn, the son of John Venn, was instrumental in transforming the 
fledgling CMS from a small voluntary society into one of Britain’s major Protestant 
missions. Under his capable leadership from 1841 to 1873, the CMS not only grew 
dramatically in personnel and resources, but also crafted sophisticated mission principles 
and strategies. Widely recognized as one of the nineteenth century’s most influential 
mission theorists, Henry Venn proposed what he called the “indigenous church 
principle,” which envisioned a self-reliant “native” church at the center of missionary 
work. He made the important case that a self-governing, self-supporting, and self-
propagating indigenous church is the most effective agent for the advance of 
Christianity.6 This significant mission theory was built on British Evangelical 
																																																								
5 The best-known leader of the Clapham Sect was William Wilberforce, who led the anti-slave-
trade movement in Parliament and served as vice president of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 
Wilberforce maintained that missionary service in Africa would be seriously impeded if the slave trade 
continued. On the vision and contribution of the Clapham Sect, see Ernest Marshall Howse, Saints in 
Politics: The “Clapham Sect” and the Growth of Freedom (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1952); 
Michael Hennell, John Venn and the Clapham Sect (Cambridge: Lutterworth Press, 2002); Eric Metaxas, 
Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and the Heroic Campaign to End Slavery (New York: Harper San 
Francisco, 2007). 
6 Max Warren, ed., To Apply the Gospel: Selections from the Writings of Henry Venn (Grand 
Rapids, MI: W. B. Eerdmans, 1971), 61–63. Henry Venn is credited with the concept of “the Euthanasia of 
a Mission,” by which he emphasized that the missionaries’ goal should be to work themselves out of a job 
by building autonomous indigenous churches. On Venn’s mission theory to build culturally adapted and 
authentically local churches, see Peter Williams, “‘Not Transplanting’: Henry Venn’s Strategic Vision,” in 
The Church Mission Society and World Christianity, 1799–1999, ed. Kevin Ward and Brian Stanley (Grand 
Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2000): 147–72. 
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philanthropy’s theological premise that all humans, whether Europeans or Africans, are 
equal in their fundamental capacity to hear and respond to the gospel message. Henry 
Venn cogently argued that indigenous people had an equal capacity for pastoral and 
evangelistic ministries.7 Furthermore, because he considered native agency to be 
fundamental to the creation of autonomous indigenous churches, he advocated translation 
of the Bible, and education in the vernacular. Profoundly influenced by his father and by 
other early leaders of the Society, Henry Venn endeavored to solidify and pass down two 
important legacies of the CMS: 1) the evangelical heritage of conversionism and 
activism; and 2) fidelity to the Church of England.8 
At the turn of the twentieth century in the heyday of the British Empire, the CMS 
became the largest British mission society in terms of personnel and resources.9 Two 
important groups drove the remarkable growth of the Society during the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century. The first was young university-educated missionaries imbued 
with Keswick spirituality. Starting in the 1870s, holiness revival movements such as the 
Keswick Convention and the Mildmay Conference gained considerable influence among 
																																																								
7 Henry Venn eagerly supported the consecration of Samuel Ajayi Crowther in 1864 as the first 
African bishop in the Anglican Communion. Venn considered Crowther a living example of his mission 
principle, as an indigenous church leader spiritually and intellectually capable of initiating and leading 
missionary activities. For a biographical account of Crowther, see Andrew F. Walls, “The Legacy of Samuel 
Ajayi Crowther,” International Bulletin of Missionary Research 16, no. 1 (1992): 15–21. 
8 Warren, To Apply the Gospel, 113–14, 119–20, 152, 158–59. See also Wilbert R. Shenk, “Henry 
Venn’s Legacy,” Occasional Bulletin of Missionary Research 1, no. 2 (April 1977): 16–19.	
9 As of 1906, the CMS had 548 foreign mission stations, 975 European missionaries and 7,494 
accredited native agents working overseas. Irene H. Barnes, In Salisbury Square (London: Church 
Missionary Society, 1906), 77–78. 
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young Englishmen.10 Concurrently, the evangelistic missions of Dwight Moody and Ira 
Sankey in England in 1874–75 led a wide circle of British Christians to be more open to 
experiential and dynamic movements with missionary enthusiasm. All British mission 
societies significantly benefited from this new wave of evangelistic energy.11 In 
particular, the departure of the “Cambridge Seven” to China in 1885 signaled the 
beginning of the golden age of the student missionary movement in Britain. Between 
1885 and 1900, for example, approximately 50 percent of the male missionaries sent out 
by the CMS were university graduates.12  
The second important group that boosted the missionary enterprise of the Society 
was unmarried women, whom the CMS began to accept as official missionaries in the 
mid-1880s. Although a small number of single women had served earlier as teachers and 
nurses in the field, until 1885 the Society maintained a policy that discouraged single 
women candidates.13 In 1885 the Society started discussing the need for “female 
																																																								
10 The first interdenominational “Convention for the Promotion of Practical Holiness” was held at 
Keswick in July 1875. For the history and theology of the Keswick movement, see Charles F. Harford-
Battersby, The Keswick Convention: Its Message, Its Method and Its Men (London: Marshall Brothers, 
1907); John C. Pollock, The Keswick Story: The Authorized History of the Keswick Convention (London: 
Hodder and Stoughton, 1964). 
11 For the history of the British Protestant missionary movement in the late nineteenth century, 
see Andrew Porter, Religion versus Empire? British Protestant Missionaries and Overseas Expansion, 
1700–1914 (New York: Manchester University Press, 2004), 225–81; Andrew Porter, “Evangelicalism, 
Islam, and Millennial Expectation in the Nineteenth Century,” in Converting Colonialism: Visions and 
Realities in Mission History, 1706–1914, ed. Dana L. Robert (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 
2008), 60–85. 
12 Among 605 male missionaries newly sent out between 1885 and 1900, 303 held degrees from 
liberal arts universities. Church Missionary Society, The Centenary Volume of the Church Missionary 
Society for Africa and the East (London: Church Missionary Society, 1902), 617–49. 
13 For social, practical, and theological reasons, the Society preferred sending out married couples 
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evangelists” and decided to send out a single woman, Mary W. Harvey, to East Africa.14 
Two years later when CMS missionary J. R. Longley Hall appealed at the Keswick 
Convention for women missionaries to minister to Muslim women in Palestine, single 
women candidates started flooding into the Society.15 The number of women 
missionaries rapidly increased, and nearly equalled the number of men by the end of the 
nineteenth century.16  
Despite the remarkable growth of most British mission societies, the second 
decade of the 1900s was marked by increasing conflict between conservative and liberal 
British Evangelicals. At the root of the raging debate was the status of the Holy Scripture. 
Liberals were open to a scientific and modernist approach to the Bible, whereas 
conservatives were concerned that it would undermine the authority of the Bible as 
divinely inspired. Acute controversy led to schism in several evangelical organizations.17 																																																								
as its missionaries. For a historical account of the changing role of women missionaries in the CMS, see 
Jocelyn Murray, “The Role of Women in the Church Missionary Society, 1799–1917,” in The Church 
Mission Society and World Christianity, 1799–1999, ed. Kevin Ward and Brian Stanley (Grand Rapids, MI: 
William B. Eerdmans, 2000): 66–90. 
14 An article by R. N. Cust entitled “The Female Evangelists” in the Church Missionary 
Intelligencer (October 1885) had a profound impact on the Society. It served as a strong appeal for the 
multiplication of women missionaries to reach indigenous women in India and China, and defended the 
position on apologetic grounds. Eugene Stock, The History of the Church Missionary Society: Its 
Environment, Its Men and Its Work, vol. 3 (London: Church Missionary Society, 1899), 321. 
15 Ibid., 289, 369. 
16 From 1885 to 1899, 566 men and 457 women (not including wives) were commissioned by the 
Society. This was a phenomenal growth in the proportion of women when compared to the period from 
1800 to 1884, during which 997 men and 95 women (not including wives) were commissioned. Church 
Missionary Society, The Centenary Volume of the Church Missionary Society, 617–663. 
17 For instance, in 1910 the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian Union (CICCU) disaffiliated 
from the Student Christian Movement (SCM), the umbrella organization of the British College Christian 
Unions, over the issue of biblical criticism. Criticizing the SCM for accepting a modernist interpretation of 
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It is important to note that the CMS, despite its evangelical tradition, intended to be an 
inclusive society rather than an exclusive party group in the Church of England.18 Cyril 
Bardsley, General Secretary of the CMS from 1910 to 1923, was a progressive holding 
fast to the principle of comprehensiveness and the spirit of cooperation in missionary 
ventures that the 1910 World Missionary Conference promoted. However, the CMS was 
not immune to the theological debate over biblical inspiration. 
A serious internal conflict within the CMS began in 1917 when the Bishop of 
Chelmsford, John Watts-Ditchfield, presented a memorandum pleading for greater 
comprehensiveness in the Society. Particularly controversial was whether or not the 
Society needed to clarify its position about the inspiration of the Bible. Watts-Ditchfield 
contended that the CMS should simply follow the formulary of the Church of England 
without adding to its definition of belief.19 A special committee backed by Bardsley took 
a stance in favor of approving “legitimate differences of opinion” in the Society to secure 
																																																								
the Bible, the CICCU declared “its first and final reference to the authority of Holy Scripture as its inerrant 
guide in all matters concerned with faith and morals.” John C. Pollock, A Cambridge Movement (London: 
John Murray, 1953), 178. 
18 John Venn’s dictum at the founding meeting of the CMS in 1799 was that the Mission must be 
founded upon “the Church-principle, not the High-Church principle.” This became the guiding principle of 
the Society’s relationship with other communions in the Church of England. Venn cogently argued that 
every Christian, not only certain groups ordained by bishops, is called to participate in the Great 
Commission to bring the gospel to the “heathen.” Stock, The History of the Church Missionary Society, vol. 
1, 64–68. 
19 The controversial point of Bishop Watts-Ditchfield’s memorandum was as follows: “the 
Society’s position with regard to revelation and inspiration is defined for it simply by the formularies of the 
Church of England; and . . . no further restriction or definition of belief on these subjects is sought from its 
candidates, agents, or supporters.” Gordon Hewitt, The Problems of Success: A History of the Church 
Missionary Society, 1910–1942, vol. 1 (London: SCM Press, 1971), 463. 
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harmonious cooperation for missionary service.20 This outraged CMS conservatives led 
by Henry Fox and Daniel Bartlett, who maintained that modernist views of the Bible 
were incompatible with the founding evangelical principles of the Society, and in 
particular with its affirmation of the absolute authority of the Bible. In a number of 
meetings that followed, the CMS General Committee could not resolve the theological 
controversy between the two polarizing groups. Finally, in 1922 a conservative faction 
decided to split away to form a new mission society called the Bible Churchmen’s 
Missionary Society (BCMS) with the intention of restoring the CMS’s “original” 
vision.21  
The Ruanda Mission was established in this critical period in the history of the 
CMS and its missionary enterprise in Uganda. The launch of the Ruanda Mission in 
1921, with its firm evangelical foundation, served as an important token for the 
conservatives who were deeply concerned about the Society’s theological identity.22 The 
newly established Mission demonstrated that there was enough room for conservatives to 
continue to work with the Society. In fact, the theological convictions of Stanley Smith 
and Sharp were much more sympathetic to the BCMS.23 However, they were persuaded 
																																																								
20 The phrase “legitimate differences of opinion” was the crux of the ensuing General Committees 
of the Society until mid-1922. On July 12, 1922, the General Committee of the CMS affirmed in a formal 
resolution that “there are certain legitimate differences of opinion amongst us.” 
21 Hewitt, The Problems of Success, 467–73; Murray, Proclaim the Good News, 177–78. 
22 During the controversy and conflict, the conservative group repeatedly pointed out the identity 
of the Society as “the barometer of the Evangelical party” in the Church of England. H. Cockayne to editor, 
March 1922, in The Record 30, 213, quoted in David Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A 
History from the 1730s to the 1980s (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1992), 217. 
23 Stanley Smith and Sharp were well aware of the theological controversy and grieved at the 
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to remain within the structure of the CMS and pioneer a new mission in a new country 
with a separate identity and administrative autonomy based on evangelical theology. 
Stanley Smith and Sharp made explicit their theological position as follows in the 
doctrinal preamble to the constitution of the Ruanda Mission:  
1. The Ruanda Council and the missionaries of the RGMM (Ruanda General 
and Medical Mission) stand for the complete inspiration of the whole Bible 
as being, and not merely containing, the Word of God. 
2. Their determination is to proclaim full and free salvation through simple faith 
in Christ’s atoning death upon the Cross. 
3. They are satisfied that they have received from CMS full guarantees to 
safeguard the future of RGMM on Bible, Protestant and Keswick lines.24 
 
Cambridge and Keswick: The Founders of the Ruanda Mission 
The spiritual and theological formation of the Ruanda Mission’s founders was 
fundamental in shaping the character of a new mission in a new frontier country in 
Central Africa. Stanley Smith and Sharp both were born in 1890, and they both began 
their studies at the University of Cambridge in 1908.25 They met and developed a strong 
friendship in the fellowship of the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian Union (CICCU), 
the forerunner of many Christian student organizations in Britain. They also regularly 
																																																								
schism of the Society. They made it clear that they stood with the conservative conviction on the authority 
of the Bible. For example, Stanley Smith wrote in 1922: “In this matter we have no hesitation as to the 
course we must pursue. Heart and soul we stand with those who hold to the whole Bible, the impregnable 
Rock of Scripture.” A. C. Stanley Smith, Ruanda Notes: A Quarterly Account of the Work of the Ruanda 
General and Medical Mission 5 (September 1922): 43. 
24 Ruanda Notes 29 (July 1929): 3; Stanley Smith, Road to Revival, 42. 
25 Katherine Makower wrote several biographies of early Ruanda missionaries such as A. C. 
Stanley Smith, Leonard Sharp, and Joe Church. Among the sources she consulted during her research were 
official publications of the Ruanda Mission and personal diaries and correspondence that were made 
available to her. For biographical accounts of Stanley Smith and Sharp, see Katherine Makower, Not a Gap 
Year but a Lifetime (Eastbourne, UK: Apologia, 2008). 
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attended the Keswick Convention in England’s Lake District. Thus, the missionary ideals 
and vision of Stanley Smith and Sharp were rooted in two significant evangelical 
movements in England: Cambridge and Keswick. 
Beginning with its first convention in 1875, Keswick inspired the holiness 
movement and rekindled missionary fervor among young Englishmen. Although some 
Christian leaders initially regarded the Keswick movement with suspicion, as a new sect 
with “perfectionist error,” early Keswick leaders calmed those fears by demonstrating the 
biblical basis for their spiritual movement for a “higher life.”26 Handley Moule, the first 
principal of Ridley Hall at Cambridge, played a crucial role by endorsing Keswick 
theology and advocating the movement’s expanding influence.27 Drawing on his own 
experience of revival in the 1860s, Moule was instrumental in bringing exuberant 
Keswick spirituality to Cambridge and promoting missionary interest among university 
students.28 Thanks largely to Moule’s linking of the two leading evangelical movements, 
Keswick developed strong ties with Cambridge, particularly with the CICCU.29 Moule 
																																																								
26 Early Keswick leaders aptly selected the phrase full growth instead of perfection in order to 
avoid theological misunderstanding. Advocating that a higher life could be attained by complete trust in 
God, they argued for “the consecration of the whole being to God as a real and definite act, intended to 
bring the life into closer conformity to the revealed Will and Word of God.” Harford-Battersby, The 
Keswick Convention, 82. 
27 Ridley Hall was established in 1881 as an Anglican theological college with evangelical 
leanings. For the origin and history of Ridley Hall, see Frederick W. B. Bullock, The History of Ridley Hall 
Cambridge, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1941). 
28 It was reported that approximately one third of Ridley Hall graduates (193 out of 514 
graduates) became missionaries or overseas chaplains during Moule’s tenure as principal from 1881 to 
1899. Ibid, 332–33. 
29 Andrew Porter, a leading historian of nineteenth-century British Protestant missions, conducted 
some of the earliest and most influential research on the relationship between Keswick and Cambridge. 
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was sympathetic toward the plan to invite Dwight Moody to Cambridge in 1882; 
Moody’s evangelistic mission at Cambridge profoundly influenced the emergence of the 
Cambridge Seven.30 With emphasis on “personal commitment and service as the 
expression of true holiness,” Keswick and the CICCU inspired and challenged young 
students to be committed to overseas mission.31 As a consequence, Cambridge produced 
more missionary candidates than any other university in Britain in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Between 1881 and 1894, for instance, the CMS commissioned 
170 university-educated missionaries; a hundred were from Cambridge, twenty-four from 
Oxford, sixteen from Dublin, and seven from Durham.32 It was from Cambridge that 
more than two thirds of the Ruanda missionaries came, including its two founders.33 
A. C. Stanley Smith was born in Tianjin, China. His father, Stanley P. Smith, one 
of the Cambridge Seven, was then working with the China Inland Mission. For his 
education, the son was sent to Winchester College in England, where he accepted Jesus 
Christ as his personal savior. After listening to an inspiring speech by Albert Cook, a 
CMS medical missionary to Uganda, A. C. Stanley Smith came to the conclusion that the 																																																								
Andrew Porter, “Cambridge, Keswick, and Late-Nineteenth-Century Attitudes to Africa,” The Journal of 
Imperial and Commonwealth History 5, no. 1 (1976): 5–34. 
30 Pollock, A Cambridge Movement, 71–89. 
31 Porter, “Cambridge, Keswick, and Late-Nineteenth-Century Attitudes to Africa,” 19. 
32 Stock, The History of the Church Missionary Society, vol. 3, 354.  
33 The first three medical missionaries (A. C. Stanley Smith, L. Sharp, J. E. Church) and the first 
three clerical missionaries (J. Warren, H. Guillebaud, H. Jackson) of the Ruanda Mission were all from 
Cambridge and shared Keswick spirituality that highlighted the ministry of the Holy Spirit for a higher life. 
Lindesay Guillebaud, A Grain of Mustard Seed: The Growth of the Ruanda Mission of CMS (London: 
Ruanda Mission, 1960), 25. 
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only honorable response to the love of Christ was to commit his life to Christian 
service.34 He decided to follow in his father’s footsteps and serve as a missionary to 
China, using medicine as a strategic means of spreading the gospel message.35 Thus, he 
enrolled at Cambridge to study medicine. 
Leonard Sharp’s story is quite different. He was born into a prestigious family in 
London. The deep Christian piety of his mother, Mary Sharp, profoundly influenced his 
faith.36 When Sharp began his studies at Cambridge, however, he was not considering the 
possibility of missionary work. His change of heart was inspired by visiting preacher 
John Mott in 1908.37 Mott, then the influential leader of the World Student Christian 
Federation (WSCF) and later chairman of the World Missionary Conference in 
Edinburgh, spoke of the unique opportunity for world evangelization and ardently 
challenged Cambridge students to get involved in bringing the gospel to distant 
continents.38 His unwavering dedication to world evangelization inspired numerous 
students to offer their lives for overseas mission. 
																																																								
34 Patricia St. John, Breath of Life: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Norfolk Press, 
1971), 16–17. 
35 Makower, Not a Gap Year but a Lifetime, 16. 
36 Mary Sharp had a conversion experience during Moody’s evangelistic mission in London in the 
1870s. Her evangelical spirituality was extraordinarily influential for her children, four of whom became 
foreign missionaries. Ibid., 285. 
37 Ibid., 15. 
38 For the life and vision of John Mott, see C. Howard Hopkins, John R. Mott, 1865–1955 (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1979). 
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Stanley Smith and Sharp were active members of the CICCU when it went 
through an uneasy, attenuated parting with the Student Christian Movement (SCM), the 
interdenominational umbrella organization of the British College Christian Unions. 
Starting in the late 1890s the SCM attempted to broaden its appeal beyond the confine of 
Evangelicals in the Church of England.39 It intended to embrace even High Churchmen 
and Nonconformists. This move unwittingly indicated that the SCM was open to a 
positive view of modern biblical studies. The CICCU, with its solid roots in the 
Evangelical wing of the Anglican Church, stood against this new theological perspective. 
A group of Cambridge graduates serving in the Anglican Church pressured the CICCU to 
hold tight to its evangelical theological stances on the inspiration of the Bible, the 
substitutionary view of atonement, and the imminent return of Christ.40 Although the 
CICCU was the Cambridge branch of the SCM, it did not follow the SCM’s inclusive 
policy, and in 1910 the CICCU voted to end its affiliation with the SCM. As stout 
Evangelicals, Stanley Smith and Sharp supported this decision.41 
																																																								
39 Martin Wellings, Evangelicals Embattled: Response of Evangelicals in the Church of England 
to Ritualism, Darwinism, and Theological Liberalism 1890–1930 (Carlisle, UK: Paternoster Press, 2003), 
273–81. 
40 Tissington Tatlow, The Story of the Student Christian Movement of Great Britain and Ireland 
(London: SCM Press, 1933), 381–85. 
41 During their study at Cambridge, Stanley Smith and Sharp became deeply concerned about two 
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Osborn, Fire in the Hills (Crowborough, UK: Highland, 1991), 24–25. 
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While at Cambridge, Stanley Smith and Sharp were particularly influenced by 
three inspiring figures.42 The first was David Livingstone, a renowned missionary and 
explorer of Africa. His book Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa was a 
bestseller in the late nineteenth century. His famous speech at Cambridge in 1857 
continued to echo down the subsequent decades: “I go back to Africa to try to make an 
open path for commerce and Christianity; do you carry out the work which I have begun? 
I LEAVE IT WITH YOU!”43 Just as those who heard Livingstone’s speech in person 
immediately and impressively responded to his passionate plea by forming the 
Cambridge Mission to Central Africa (which later became the Universities’ Mission to 
Central Africa), when Stanley Smith and Sharp read his lecture fifty years later they were 
deeply inspired by the pioneering spirit of Livingstone as they prayed and prepared for 
their future missionary work.44 For the next five decades, the missionary vision of 
Stanley Smith and Sharp can be encapsulated as “pioneering evangelism” in Ruanda-
Urundi.  
																																																								
42 Makower, Not a Gap Year but a Lifetime, 18–19. 
43 Adam Sedgwick and William Mond, eds., Dr. David Livingstone’s Cambridge Lectures 
(Cambridge: Deighton, Bell, 1858), 24. 
44 Livingstone emphasized that pioneers of evangelistic mission should be “the ablest and best 
qualified of men.” Jack Simmons, Livingstone and Africa (London: English Universities Press, 1955), 79. 
Highly educated missionaries in East Africa like Chauncy Maples shared the same conviction that 
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Chauncy Maples, The African Church and Its Claims upon the Universities (Cambridge: W.P. Spalding, 
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to Africa. The high educational level of the Ruanda Mission may have been a feature in attracting young, 
African men who had strong leadership potential. 
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The second inspiration for the young Stanley Smith and Sharp was C. T. Studd, 
the influential leader of the Cambridge Seven who sailed to China for missionary service. 
Studd regarded “winning the lost souls” as the most urgent and important goal of 
missionary work. This is best illustrated in a newspaper interview in which Studd 
explained why he gave up cricket: “How could I spend the best years of my life in living 
for the honours of this world, when thousands of souls are perishing every day?”45 
Stanley Smith and Sharp learned from Studd, who spoke at a CICCU meeting, that the 
ultimate aim of missionary work was the salvation of lost souls. Like many evangelicals 
in the early twentieth century, Stanley Smith and Sharp held fast to the view that 
salvation of souls should be the ultimate end of missionary work, rather than social 
reform or world peace. This missionary aim was evident during their pioneering work in 
Ruanda when they wrote that they did not look forward to “slowly-progressing Utopia 
through Evolution,” but eagerly awaited “the coming of the King.”46 The conviction that 
missionary work is a solemnly spiritual enterprise, although one could utilize medicine 
and education for achieving this aim, became the central policy of the Ruanda Mission 
under their leadership. 
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 The last and most intimate missionary inspiration came from Albert Cook, a 
renowned CMS medical missionary to Uganda. A Cambridge graduate, Cook was well-
known for establishing Mengo Hospital in Kampala, the oldest hospital in East Africa, in 
1897. His life and ministry embodied a unique combination of medical and evangelistic 
mission. An extraordinary gift for languages enabled Cook to be actively involved in 
evangelistic outreach in addition to his medical service. He also was gifted in building 
close relationships with kings and chiefs through medical treatment, and later capitalized 
on these opportunities to share the Christian gospel.47 Cook was keen to practice a 
mission strategy that employed medical work to create openings for evangelistic outreach 
in areas with “difficulty of otherwise preaching the Gospel” and “special evangelistic 
opportunities especially amongst Indians, Mohammedans, and Roman Catholics.”48 His 
famous dictum had been long remembered at Mengo Hospital: “To attempt to heal the 
suffering body is much. To carry the water of salvation to thirsty souls is more, but to 
combine the two is the grandest work a man can have.”49 Cook shared with Stanley Smith 
																																																								
47 For example, one of his first patients was Kabaka Mwanga, King of Buganda, who had 
previously persecuted the British missionaries. After a successful surgical operation, Mwanga became 
friendly with Cook and supportive of the CMS’s medical mission in Uganda. Albert R. Cook, Uganda 
Memories, 1897–1940 (Kampala, Uganda: Uganda Society, 1945), 47. 
48 W. D. Foster, “Doctor Albert Cook and the Early Days of the Church Missionary Society’s 
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his vision for medical mission in Uganda, and eventually brought him to Mengo 
Hospital.50 
 Stanley Smith and Sharp represented a new missionary approach at the end of the 
Victorian era. With the surge of a new brand of evangelical revivalist movements, young 
enthusiastic Christian students aptly combined a piety of radical holiness, absolute 
submission to God, and dedication to Christian service, particularly missionary work 
among unevangelized peoples. The two young, devout Cambridge students inherited a 
pioneering spirit from Livingstone, concern for the lost souls from Studd, and the 
combination of medical and evangelistic mission from Cook. The subsequent history of 
the Ruanda Mission lays out how these missionary inspirations were applied and put into 
practice in the colonial African context. 
The Evangelistic Vision of the Ruanda Mission 
A. C. Stanley Smith and Leonard Sharp arrived in Uganda in 1915 to serve at the 
CMS’s Mengo Hospital in Kampala. World War I was raging, and the British 
Protectorate of Uganda was at war with German East Africa. As the only equipped 
hospital in the region, Mengo Hospital—although it had been founded as a mission 
hospital—also functioned at that time as a British military hospital.51 Albert Cook, 
																																																								
50 Stanley Smith later acknowledged that Cook profoundly influenced his understanding and 
practice of medical mission. His first meeting with Cook compelled him to pursue medical studies for 
missionary service. St. John, Breath of Life, 17. 
51 In 1920 Mengo Hospital was the only hospital in the Uganda Protectorate that had reliable X-
ray equipment. “Mengo Medical Mission: Report for 1921,” International Missionary Council and 
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Mengo Hospital’s founder, was appointed to the rank of captain in the British Army and 
attached to the Uganda Medical Service.52 The two doctors’ arrival in the middle of the 
war was a great relief to Cook, who was overwhelmed with an enormous amount of work 
in tending the sick and those wounded during combat. 
Cook was an inspirational figure with a grand vision for medical mission in 
Africa. When he first reached Uganda in 1897, senior missionaries opposed construction 
of a mission hospital; they argued it was more urgent to focus on evangelism in vast areas 
of Uganda.53 They believed that modest dispensaries would be enough to provide medical 
treatment. Cook had to persuade them by explaining the rationale and purpose of medical 
mission for effective evangelization of indigenous people in Africa. Backed by the 
sympathetic support of Bishop Alfred Tucker, Cook was able to build a hospital in 
Kampala under the policy of the CMS that the hospital’s medical services must be 
subordinate to the evangelistic enterprise.54 All CMS missionary doctors and nurses in 
Uganda were expected to engage in evangelism in addition to their tremendous amount of 
medical work.55 
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54 Some early missionaries to Uganda even suggested that the primary purpose of CMS medical 
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Like any other missionary from Cambridge imbued with Keswick spirituality, 
Cook was deeply concerned about the spiritual dimension of missionaries’ work. He 
contended that the missionaries must experience what they preached, and he frequently 
quoted the motto of the CMS, “spiritual men for spiritual work.”56 Cook understood the 
Christian faith not as a new creed to be learned, but as a renewed life to be lived. 
Furthermore, as Christianity in Uganda grew rapidly in numerical terms, he perceived the 
“danger of shallowness and formalism.”57 Aware that conversion to Christianity should 
be accompanied by an inner change of heart, not simply an outer change of religious 
membership, Cook saw a great need for training African teachers who would be in charge 
of actual evangelistic work.  
Although Cook’s commitment to the spiritual aspects of mission work never 
wavered, his later life in Uganda was much devoted to practical matters such as the 
training of African hospital staff, the management of Mengo Hospital, and research on 
tropical medicine. As medical work expanded and branch dispensaries were established 
in different parts of Uganda, medical training of African assistants became more 
important and urgent. This led Cook to establish Mengo Medical School in 1917 and 
Maternity Training School in 1919.58 He also made endless efforts to secure financial 
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57 Ibid., 149. 
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resources for the mission hospital, which competed for funds with a large government 
hospital.59 Under his able leadership, Mengo Hospital became fully self-supporting in 
1923. However, starting in 1930 it began to run serious financial deficits, owing £2,000 a 
year to the Parent Society. Furthermore, his reputation as a leading expert in the field of 
tropical medicine pushed Cook to engage in more medical research.60 He also served as 
President of the Uganda Branch of the British Medical Association from 1914 to 1918. 
When Stanley Smith and Sharp began to work with Cook in Uganda in 1915, 
they admired Cook for his immeasurable dedication and sacrifice for medical mission. 
However, Sharp became critical of what he perceived as the “institutionalization of 
Mengo Hospital.”61 Since their time at Cambridge, Sharp and Stanley Smith had desired 
to launch out into a place where Christ was not known so that they could demonstrate the 
love of Christ through their medical service.62 In fact, when they were invited to work 
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with Cook for a year at Mengo Hospital, they had two goals in mind: to acquire firsthand 
experience in the mission field, and to investigate unevangelized areas in Central 
Africa.63  
In 1916, Stanley Smith and Sharp came across a book entitled In the Heart of 
Africa, an English translation of a German account of an expedition to Ruanda. The book 
offered detailed descriptions of the geography, people, cultures, and political systems of 
the kingdoms in Central Africa.64 Reading the book about a relatively unknown country 
piqued their interest in Ruanda and its people. The two doctors decided to explore the 
region in person, and obtained permission to visit Ruanda for three weeks in December 
1916.65 This exploratory tour confirmed for them God’s calling to pioneer new mission 
work there. Sharp wrote to the African Secretary of the CMS a few months after the 
scouting trip: 
It was my fixed desire to spend my life as a Medical Missionary in Central 
Africa for the very reason that it was one of the largest unevangelised fields of 
the world. And it was my highest duty to work among unevangelised tribes. I 
shall never be satisfied to spend my life helping to run a large Missionary 
institution at the centre of an already evangelised and Christianised country.66 
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When the Bishop of Uganda received an appeal for medical assistance from 
Kigezi in southwestern Uganda bordering Ruanda, Stanley Smith and Sharp immediately 
volunteered to pioneer medical and evangelistic work in that newly opened region.67 
However, the Executive Committee of the CMS in London faced serious financial 
problems and was unwilling to expand its mission work to a new region. The Uganda 
Missionary Committee was also reluctant to send its staff to a new area unless the Parent 
Society guaranteed it would send new well-trained missionaries to replace them. 
Nevertheless, Stanley Smith and Sharp confidently started raising funds independently 
for a new missionary venture, even while serving as missionary doctors in Kampala and 
Toro, respectively. By 1919 they secured enough donations and pledges of future support 
to cover four years’ expenses for establishment of a hospital in Kigezi.68 In January 1921, 
the Uganda Missionary Committee finally approved the scheme to found a new medical 
mission in Kigezi.69 The new mission was named the Ruanda Mission. 
The founders of the Ruanda Mission strove to cement its evangelical character at 
an institutional level. With the vision to reach out to numerous people in Ruanda, Stanley 
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Smith and Sharp were convinced that they needed a more solid governing board for 
effective administration. Therefore, Stanley Smith submitted a proposal to form an 
auxiliary committee within the CMS to increase interest in the Ruanda Mission, find 
recruits, and raise support. He suggested three aims for the formation of a board of 
governors in London, to be called the “Ruanda Council”:  
1. The great needs and opportunities among the Ruanda speaking peoples. The 
field of the Mission contains a larger population than the whole Uganda 
Protectorate, speaking one language, and containing the Batutsi tribe, one of 
the finest in Central Africa.70 For the Evangelization of these people there is 
at present no one but the Missionaries of the Belgian Protestant Church and 
ourselves. 
2. The great commitments of and burden upon the CMS everywhere necessitate 
the work being put upon a self-supporting basis in view of the great openings 
for advance in Ruanda. 
3. As the Ruanda Mission has always stood for the whole Bible and the 
principles of the Reformation, it is felt to be desirable that those who work 
together should think alike; only so can the workers depend upon God for the 
necessary financial support.71 
 
The Ruanda Council identified itself as a conservative evangelical group, which 
was a positive signal to those Evangelicals who were worried about the theological stance 
of the CMS and which hence retained for the Society the membership and financial 
support of Evangelicals.72 At a time when the CMS was embroiled in internal theological 
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disputes, the leaders of the Ruanda Mission endeavored to operate a new institution along 
conservative evangelical lines.73 The Council was to be composed of “members of CMS 
in whole-hearted sympathy with the Protestant and Evangelical principles of the 
Society.”74 As a result, the Ruanda Mission was able to maintain its evangelical tradition, 
relatively free from dependence on the CMS for funding and personnel. When the 
Ruanda Mission became fully self-supporting in 1928, its leaders argued for recognition 
as a separate mission with its own governing council.75 Finally, the Society granted it the 
status of a self-governing mission in 1933.76 
Formation of the Ruanda Council was a crucial step toward full autonomy for the 
Ruanda Mission. Although the Ruanda Mission remained officially affiliated with the 
CMS, its governing body and financial arrangements operated like an independent 
mission organization. There was little formal hierarchy. The leaders emphasized 
organizational flexibility. 
This was characteristic of evangelical movements in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Historically speaking, evangelicals have tended to be more 
sympathetic toward individualism than toward ecclesiocentrism. With their stress on a 
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personal experience of conversion, throughout history evangelicals unwittingly 
undermined ecclesiastical (or denominational) loyalty. The famous dictum of John 
Wesley—“I look upon all the world as my parish”—ought to be read in light of his 
defiance of the parochial constraints of the Church of England.77 It was no accident that 
the emergence of interdenominational faith missions paralleled that of evangelical 
revivalist movements in the late nineteenth century. Loosely-structured mission 
organizations such as the China Inland Mission became the major outlets for energetic, 
radical Christians committed to evangelical activism and overseas mission.78  
In a similar fashion, the leaders of the Ruanda Mission were less concerned about 
building ecclesiastical structure; they put individual piety, not ecclesiastical tradition, at 
the center of religious life. That was probably why the younger missionaries in Ruanda 
were favorable to the revival, whereas the majority of older, more experienced 
missionaries in Uganda tried to suppress it because they were suspicious of what they 
considered excessive enthusiasm and exclusivism in the movement. The evangelical 
character of the Ruanda Mission, at both personal and institutional levels, was critical to 
creating the preconditions for the emergence of the revival movement in the early 1930s. 
Religious Change and Seeds of the Revival in Kigezi 
Missionaries’ Encounters with Traditional Religion 
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Stanley Smith and Sharp arrived in Kigezi in February 1921 in order to pioneer a 
new medical mission. They considered Kigezi a strategic place that would serve as a 
stepping-stone to Ruanda. Two African medical assistants from Uganda accompanied 
them: Erisa Mutiaba from Kampala and Yusitasi from Toro.79 Mutiaba was a former 
student of Stanley Smith at Mengo Medical School; Yusitasi had worked with Sharp at 
Toro Hospital. In addition, Toro Hospital sent three African nurses to support the work in 
Kigezi. Sharp had worked at Toro Hospital for two years after serving at Mengo Hospital, 
and at Toro he shared with a number of African Christians his calling to Ruanda as a 
missionary; consequently, many African hospital workers, teachers, and evangelists 
volunteered to serve in Kigezi when they heard Sharp had commenced his mission in the 
region.80 
The first medical team of the new mission in Kigezi was greatly indebted to the 
contribution of African medical workers from other parts of Uganda. As in other cases in 
the history of Christian mission in Africa, Africans, not Europeans, carried out most of 
the actual missionary activities in Kigezi, including medical and evangelistic ministries. 
Erisa Mutiaba is a good example. Born and raised in Buganda (the central kingdom of 
Uganda), Mutiaba met Sharp when he worked for the Uganda Medical Service during 
World War I. Under Sharp’s influence, Mutiaba sensed a missionary calling and 
dedicated himself to mission in Ruanda. After his training at Mengo Medical School from 
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1917 to 1920, Mutiaba volunteered for the mission in Kigezi that was then in the 
planning stages. He considered himself a missionary for the lost souls in Ruanda. In the 
quarterly magazine published by the Ruanda Mission, Mutiaba shared his testimony and 
spoke of the practical challenges of living in an entirely new environment, and his 
willingness to endure them for the sake of the gospel.81 Quoting James 1:27 (“Pure 
religion … is this, to visit the sick in their affliction”) as his missionary motivation, 
Mutiaba exemplified an indigenous agent’s holistic approach to mission, combining 
physical and spiritual service.  
From the outset, Stanley Smith and Sharp were convinced that medical and 
exploratory safaris were essential to the successful establishment of the new mission. 
Often traveling with their wives, the two doctors undertook several safaris a year, for 
three or four weeks each time, to the distant regions in Kigezi and Ruanda. They 
provided medical treatment in scattered villages far from Kabale, the district center of 
Kigezi. African workers accompanying them seized opportunities to preach the gospel to 
those waiting in line to see a doctor. During safaris, the missionaries also paid pastoral 
visits to village churches in order to encourage African catechists and evangelists. They 
sometimes questioned baptismal candidates and conversed with new readers to check 
what they had learned from their teachers. It is important to note that the purpose of the 
safaris was not simply to consolidate the existing churches, but more importantly to 
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investigate new sites to plant village churches and schools. For instance, Stanley Smith 
reported that during his safari in 1922, three new sites were identified (and later 
pioneered): Kamwezi, Kitanga, and Nalusanje.82 
Caught in between two powerful kingdoms (i.e., Ruanda and Ankole), 
indigenous people in Kigezi known as the Kiga were hostile to external hegemony and 
preserved their own unique culture. The “stubbornness” and “unresponsiveness” of the 
Kiga was repeatedly reported to the Uganda Missionary Committee in the 1910s.83 Prior 
to the two doctors’ arrival, several African evangelists from the CMS station in Ankole, 
western Uganda, had pioneered evangelism in Kigezi.84 Despite their earnest efforts, only 
a handful of people converted to Christianity, largely due to the Kiga’s suspicion of 
strangers from the outside world.85 After efforts to bring the gospel to the Kiga proved 
unsuccessful, it was suggested that a more strategic approach—such as carefully planned 
medical or educational mission—might be more effective in Kigezi.  
With several years’ experience in Uganda, Stanley Smith and Sharp were 
considered to be well prepared to conduct this kind of strategic mission work in Kigezi. 
Stanley Smith submitted to the African Secretary of the CMS a plan to commence a 
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medical mission in Kigezi, and made it clear that the hospital was intended “not as a 
merely philanthropic Christian agency, but as a pioneer missionary force.”86 He was 
convinced that medical work would prove to be useful in breaking down local opposition 
to foreigners, and in creating amicable relationships critical to pioneering evangelism. 
Sharp shared the same view of medical mission; he pointed out that Mengo Hospital was 
becoming “more and more philanthropic in contradistinction to missionary in 
character.”87 Neither doctor wished to devote his life to purely humanitarian work; their 
primary commitment was to the evangelization of Africa. 
The early 1920s was a transitional period in the political history of Kigezi. From 
the time the district was established in 1910, the relationship between the British 
administration and indigenous people in Kigezi had been tense. The Kiga employed their 
prophetic religion called Nyabingi as an ideology of resistance against foreign intrusion. 
Although this religious tradition was influential in a wide range of areas in western 
Uganda and northern Ruanda, it was particularly prominent in the Kigezi district as a 
force uniting the politically decentralized Kiga society for anti-European rebellion. 
Several violent incidents by Nyabingi adherents in the 1910s alarmed the British 
authorities, who attempted several strategies to settle the conflict, but with no success. 
The origin of Nyabingi is not historically verifiable due to the obscure oral 
tradition of the Kiga.88 Two different oral traditions were handed down from generation 																																																								
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to generation concerning the origin of the divinity. The first tradition claimed that 
Nyabingi was a spirit of a deceased female prophet who had functioned as a rain-maker 
at Mukyante near the Uganda-Ruanda border.89 This healer and miracle worker was said 
to have been respected and revered by her servants, who later became the first priests of 
Nyabingi. The second tradition held that Nyabingi was an ancestral spirit of Queen 
Kitami, a historical figure who ruled at Mpororo in northern Ruanda and was the mother 
of a prominent ruler of the pastoralist Shambo clan in that area.90 Kitami was said to have 
been murdered by someone of alien origin, so her spirit Nyabingi became a symbol of 
obstinate resistance to foreign invasion.91 Although the origin of Nyabingi is unclear, 
there is broad consensus among historians and anthropologists that the Nyabingi cult had 
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long served as a major rallying point of protest against external hegemony in the 
precolonial and early colonial history of Kigezi.  
Geographically, the Kigezi area was full of steep hills and volcanic mountains. 
The name of a major district in Kigezi derived from the name of a hill in the area.92 
Accommodating themselves to the hilly landscape, the Kiga people formed a fragmented 
political community without a king or monarch. The majority of Kiga farmers cultivated 
food crops such as beans and corn on hillsides, and each hill community was a relatively 
independent economic entity that defended its political autonomy.93 Small political units 
were based on clan relationship, and the heads of lineage in each clan were in charge of 
administration to deal with disputes and conflicts.94 Their small committees (called 
abakuru b’emiryango) investigated such cases and decided how to intervene, and how to 
punish those breaking the law. An ethnographer who conducted field research in Kigezi 
in the early 1930s noted that the region’s history featured no grand kingdoms or royal 
traditions, and described the Kiga as a “people united only in their common disunity.”95 
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Scholars postulate that the Kiga may have immigrated to the borderland between 
powerful kingdoms as political refugees from those kingdoms.96 The border region 
between Uganda and Ruanda was constantly buffeted by socio-political conflicts 
involving foreign kingdoms and peoples. As a segmented minority living in the 
borderlands, the Kiga preserved a religiosity distinct from the dominant tradition of their 
neighbors. Prevalent in western Uganda and northern Ruanda was a spirit religion called 
Emandwa that had long served as a sort of state religion; the ruling ethnic group invoked 
it to uphold social and moral order.97 The Emandwa cult’s spiritual authority involved 
healing power, and its cosmology was composed of three categories of beings: living, the 
living-dead, and spirits. Although both the Emandwa and Nyabingi traditions involved 
spirit-possession and appointed priests, there was a notable difference between the two 
traditions. Emandwa, with the king at its head, supported the established political order, 
whereas Nyabingi functioned as a “reforming religion with revolutionary potential” for 
the oppressed.98 Therefore, it is not surprising that the dominating Tutsi king and chiefs 
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adhered to the Emandwa tradition, but the marginalized Kiga gathered around the 
prophetic religion of Nyabingi. 
For scattered Kiga agriculturalists living in remote huts, the prophetic religion of 
Nyabingi was a crucial tradition that united them for common social and spiritual 
objectives. It is noteworthy that even before the arrival of Europeans, the Nyabingi 
priests (called mugirwa in singular, bagirwa in plural) mobilized military strikes against 
Tutsi chiefs in the neighboring kingdom of Ruanda. One major struggle was against the 
prominent Tutsi King Rwabugiri, who invaded Kigezi with his strong army in the late 
nineteenth century. According to the oral tradition, it was Nyabingi who inspired Kiga 
defenders to stand against Rwabugiri’s foreign hegemony; Nyabingi trapped Rwabugiri, 
threatened him, and forced him to give his word that he would leave Kigezi immediately 
and guarantee perfect freedom to the Kiga.99 Since that strategic victory over the Tutsi 
king, Nyabingi was widely regarded as the embodied ideal of Kiga autonomy against 
external threat. 
Resistance and Disillusionment 
When the first British official was posted to Kigezi in 1910, the Nyabingi cult 
became a socio-political vehicle for protest against colonial rule. In 1911, a Nyabingi 
mugirwa named Muhumusa initiated a militant campaign to oppose the British 
occupation of Kigezi. Proclaiming herself as the personification of Nyabingi, Muhumusa 
successfully mobilized numerous followers from Kigezi and Ruanda to drive all 
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Europeans out of the region.100 In September 1911, the British authorities arrested 
Muhumusa. (She remained in custody in Kampala until her death in 1945.) Another 
notable uprising associated with Nyabingi took place during World War I, in 1917, when 
three European powers at war in Africa—Britain, Belgium, and Germany—clashed on 
the border between Uganda and Ruanda. In the midst of this conflict a Nyabingi mugirwa 
named Ndochibiri organized violent rebellion against the British. The followers of 
Ndochibiri attacked one of the colonial headquarters in Kigezi and murdered sixty-three 
administrative employees of the British government, all of them Ganda (people of 
Buganda).101 Nyabingi adherents also destroyed Kigezi’s courthouse, church, and tax 
registers. District Commissioner J. H. G. McDougall immediately reported the incident as 
a horrible massacre directly associated with the prophetic religion of Nyabingi. The 
British no longer regarded the cult as purely religious, but as a politically charged 
movement; they rejected the legitimacy of the Nyabingi tradition in British territory. 
After suppressing the rebellion, in 1918 the British administration executed two key 
leaders in public in order to signify the seriousness of the incident.102 
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To repress the Nyabingi tradition in Kigezi, the British administration employed 
both punitive and appeasing strategies. One was to suppress rituals related to the cult. 
Enforcement of the Witchcraft Ordinance of 1912 had been spotty, but the British 
stepped up strict enforcement in order to eliminate from the public sphere all rituals, 
chants, and objects of Nyabingi in the district.103 The British also tactically created and 
spread the definition of the cult as a criminal and anti-social activity.104 In addition, they 
prohibited the brewing of honey beer, one of the preferred offerings to Nyabingi, at any 
place in Kigezi. They required registration of all cattle transactions, so that no animal 
could be offered to the Nyabingi bagirwa without the administration’s authorization.105 
Concurrently, the British authorities introduced education, social reform, and religious 
education designed to “civilize” and Christianize the local population.106 They also 
introduced a forced reeducation program to change the public perception of Nyabingi. In 
particular, the administration strategically leveraged formal education and medical 
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service to diminish the influence of the Nyabingi bagirwa. They envisioned that Africans 
would no longer believe in the supernatural power of Nyabingi if they experienced the 
effect of modern medicine and learned about the “great” Western civilization. 
The British Provincial Commissioner’s special appeal to the Uganda Mission to 
send missionaries to Kigezi should be seen as his tactical effort to handle the disturbing 
issues related to the Nyabingi cult.107 The colonial administration needed the help of 
missionaries with gentle spirits and capable hands, preferably medical doctors, in order to 
quiet the fears of the Kiga and bring peace to the region. From the outset, therefore, 
British officials supported the plan to establish a medical mission in Kigezi. Portraying 
the Kiga as turbulent, drunken, hostile people, the administrators anticipated that the 
newly arrived missionaries’ sincere Christian love would enable them to cope with those 
involved in the cult.108 Sharp and Stanley Smith developed and maintained a mutually 
beneficial relationship with the colonial authorities.109 The affinity between the 
administration and the mission is illustrated by the very close proximity of the two 
stations.110 Without fully realizing the significance of their time in the history of Kigezi, 
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Stanley Smith and Sharp started their medical mission fully expecting that they could 
reach the Kiga with the love of Christ. 
The medical work of the Ruanda Mission in Kabale progressed gradually. The 
temporary twelve-bed hospital was soon filled with patients from the neighborhood.111 
One of the diseases that the doctors dealt with effectively was yaws, which was common 
in the area, and deadly.112 Yaws began with a small sore on the arm or leg, but soon 
spread across the body, causing terrible ulcers. The Mission’s medical staff could dry up 
yaws completely by administering strong injections. At first, the local population was 
skeptical of Western medicine, but the injections proved to be more powerful and reliable 
than traditional methods. Before long the ruling chief of British Ruanda and other local 
chiefs came to see a doctor for medical treatment.113 Stanley Smith and Sharp strove to 
build close friendships with the chiefs, in hopes of their support later when the Mission 
expanded into Ruanda. 
From the very beginning, the Ruanda Mission envisioned its hospital in Kabale 
as a “centre of healing and salvation to all the country round.”114 The early missionaries 
hoped that medical treatment would help break down the invisible wall of prejudice and 
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fear so that indigenous people might hear, understand, and respond to the Christian 
gospel. The founders remained always straightforward about the purpose of the medical 
mission: “[T]he primary object of the hospital is the evangelisation of the heathen, and 
this we have endeavoured to keep in the very forefront of our work.”115 It became a 
common practice for an African staff member to lead a prayer meeting every morning 
and a Bible reading every afternoon in each ward. This evangelistic ministry in the 
hospital was so crucial to the Mission that one of the most important qualifications for 
African medical workers was spiritual maturity manifesting the transformative power of 
the Holy Spirit in their lives.116 
Another important venture of the Ruanda Mission was education. The founders 
were convinced that effective evangelization, for and by indigenous agents, was 
impossible without good educational institutions. In their proposal to set up schools in 
Kigezi, they made it plain that the foremost purpose of the schools was not the “spread of 
higher education” but “individual conversion and the building up of Christian 
character.”117 When several chiefs opposed Stanley Smith’s efforts to start a central 
school, Stanley Smith came up with a plan to build a boarding school for sons of the local 
chiefs in Kabale. Kabale High School was opened in July 1922 by the Provincial 
Commissioner, with twenty-four students. A girls’ school was opened a year later when 
Constance Hornby joined the Ruanda Mission. She had extensive experience as a teacher 																																																								
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in Uganda, which helped her overcome local distrust and misunderstanding of female 
education.118 Like the Missions’ founders, she had a pioneering spirit and a vision for 
strategic ways to reach the unevangelized. She clarified that she moved to Kigezi 
specifically to serve girls who would otherwise have no opportunity for education, in 
contrast to her earlier experience in Kampala working with girls who desired higher 
education.119 In addition to teaching, Hornby led a social campaign to improve women’s 
status. She fought against child marriages and the oppression and slavery of women, 
which were prevalent in Kiga society.120 
The Ruanda missionaries held an extremely negative view of indigenous 
religions, especially the Nyabingi cult. Their attitude was epitomized by the term that 
they invented to portray Nyabingi: sitani (meaning “Satan”).121 Kiga Christian converts 
began to use the appellation sitani to refer to Nyabingi. Like other British Evangelicals in 
the early twentieth century, based on Romans 1:18–25 the Ruanda missionaries viewed 
other religions as consequences of human rebellion against God the Creator. This 
theological conviction was in keeping with the late Victorian period’s strong tendency to 
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condemn indigenous religions as idolatrous.122 Missionaries in Africa often stressed the 
darkness and degradation of idolatrous peoples, claiming that “idolatry is the master-sin 
of Heathenism.”123 As an idol was seen as God’s rival and enemy, a militant approach to 
adherents of African religions was inevitable. Spiritual battle against the satanic forces of 
heathenism was a frequent theme of missionary reports in the early twentieth century. 
Ruanda was no exception: the leaders considered their missionary enterprise to be a 
crusade against idolatry.124  
In his assessment of the Kiga traditional religion, Sharp pointed out that the Kiga 
people in general had no concept of sin or guilt in their religious worldview.125 What was 
notable in their relationship with the divinity was a sense of fear. The Nyabingi bagirwa 
were believed to exert coercive authority over the Kiga through their power to cause 
sickness or death, which is why Kiga people brought offerings to priests when they 
became ill or experienced misfortune. Sharp concluded that Kiga religious practices 
demonstrated that their religion had no moral principles, but were merely human attempts 
to appease a malicious divinity. Several decades later, the expert on African Christianity 
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F. B. Welbourn offered a similar analysis: that most African societies, including Uganda, 
had no “concept of guilt” based on a shared moral or ethical standard, but only a “concept 
of shame” linked to an individual’s failure to fulfill a role or duty in the tradition.126 
According to Welbourn, therefore, Africans had to learn a concept of guilt when they 
converted and dealt with their past sins. British missionaries from the evangelical 
tradition tried to reconstruct the Kiga religious worldview so that Kiga converts could 
shift their practice of faith from “tradition-directed” toward “inner-directed.”127 This 
became extremely important during the later Revival movement in the 1930s, because the 
core message of the Revival was a deep conviction of sin. 
Religious Change and Evangelicalism in the Ruanda Mission 
A majority of Ruanda missionaries showed little interest in the local political 
situation while serving in the newly opened area in southwestern Uganda. That does not 
mean, however, that they were completely free from the enormous influence of British 
colonialism. Their language, clothing, food, laws, and customs ostensibly reflected 
“civilized” European political and economic power. Their efforts to convert indigenous 
people to Christianity required sophisticated analysis that took account of the complex 
motifs and dynamics of religious change in the colonial context.128 
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This section surveys how to assess the evangelistic enterprise of the Ruanda 
Mission and the religious change of the Kiga to the Christian faith. For a thorough 
understanding of religious change on the communal level, it is helpful to use the 
theoretical model of the conversion process proposed by Marc David Baer. 
Conceptualizing religious change as a “gradually unfolding, dynamic, yet often 
incomplete process,” Baer maintained that there are four major categories in the 
conversion process: 1) acculturation; 2) adhesion; 3) syncretism; and 4) 
transformation.129 He made a case that converts adopt a new religious belief alongside 
their previous one by translating and reshaping the new religion “in light of their own 
interpretation.” Syncretistic coexistence of two religions usually continues, according to 
Baer, until converts undergo what he called “transformation (or turn to piety).” Reform or 
pious movements within a particular religion can precipitate intensification of faith 
commitment, which often is regarded as “pure, original faith free of adhesion to earlier 
practices.”130  
 Religious change in Kigezi can be analyzed on several different levels. First, it 
can be argued that political and economic factors were at the root of Kigezi converts’ 
decision to adopt the religion of the new empire. This is what Baer called acculturation in 
his model of the conversion process. The large-scale conversion to Christianity in the 
1920s seems to relate to the Kiga’s recognition that a new era had arrived, and they had 																																																								
129 Marc David Baer, “History and Religious Conversion,” in The Oxford Handbook of Religious 
Conversion, ed. Lewis R. Rambo and Charles E. Farhadian (New York: Oxford University Press, 2014), 
25–47. 
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to adapt to it. After Nyabingi uprisings failed repeatedly, more and more Kiga people lost 
their confidence that Nyabingi could effectively cope with the new socio-political order. 
Disillusionment with the Nyabingi movement led to a dramatic growth of Christian 
converts in Kigezi. Some scholars paralleled the profound religious transformation of 
Kigezi in the 1920s with the “Christian revolution” in Buganda in the late 1890s.131 New 
favorable policies of the colonial administration propelled the process even faster: In a 
major administrative reform in Kigezi in the 1920s, the British authorities began to 
replace Ganda employees with Kiga agents, and they promoted Swahili as an official 
language rather than Luganda. In this socio-political context, the modern education 
provided by the Ruanda missionaries offered Kiga converts an unprecedented opportunity 
to join the colonial administration’s workforce and become incorporated into the new 
reality.132 
 A second possible explanation is that the Kiga found it easy to convert to 
Christianity because many distinctive features of the Balokole Revival were compatible 
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with their traditional religion. Baer employed the concepts of adhesion and syncretism to 
account for the coexistence of two different religions in the conversion process. Some 
scholars have noted that the traditional Nyabingi cult and the later Balokole Revival were 
“religion[s] of expression” filled with emotional and experiential elements.133 Several 
ritual and spiritual manifestations of the Revival, such as visions, weeping, trembling, 
and singing in the night, seemed quite similar to manifestations of Nyabingi. Trembling 
was a typical phenomenon of spirit-possession in the Nyabingi and Emandwa cults; 
singing and dancing at night were also prevalent during the Emandwa initiation rite.134 
Furthermore, former adherents of Nyabingi found in the Revival an alternative conduit 
for their subversive rhetoric against the established order, whether political or 
ecclesiastical. Quoting the Uganda scholar Murindwa Rutanga, for instance, Derek 
Peterson argued that Nyabingi adherents and revivalists were “alike in their resistance to 
the organizing conventions of territorial governance.”135 
While some elements of this assessment are plausible, there is little support for it 
in primary documents. Many of the transcribed testimonies of Christian converts in 
Kigezi speak of a radical break with traditional religion. For instance, many of them 
destroyed their charms and sacred objects in public to signify the profound shift in their 
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religious identity.136 After conversion to Christianity, the Kiga Christians disengaged 
from polygamy, clan taboos, and the practices of the ancestral cult, which were at the 
center of their traditional life. Smoking and drinking were strictly forbidden, because they 
were often associated with the Nyabingi bagirwa.137 Of course, there were different 
degrees of commitment to the new religion from the outside, but the ideal model of 
conversion in the Ruanda Mission was what Baer called transformation (or turn to piety). 
This model was, in fact, exactly what had inspired and driven the young enthusiastic men 
and women at Cambridge to get involved in the Ruanda Mission. Nearly all Ruanda 
missionaries shared evangelical theology that was built on the premise that conceptual 
and personal change is possible, and even essential, in Christian life.  
As discussed earlier, the two founders of the Ruanda Mission inherited the 
tradition of conservative evangelicalism in the Church of England. They held a high view 
of the Scripture, and emphasized the message of the cross as the essence of their mission 
work. For Stanley Smith and Sharp, the message of the cross was not merely a 
theological proposition. It was something to be experienced in the heart of converts: a 
living truth of power and transformation that affects the whole person. This evangelical 
position was well discussed in a very popular book of the 1920s written by Albert 
Richardson, How to Live the Victorious Life, which emphasized the danger of mere 																																																								
136 Various historical examples of conversion stories and their immediate consequences will be 
offered and analyzed in chapter 3 which examines the shape of African Christian spirituality in the 
Balokole Revival. 
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knowledge of the Bible without the experience of its power.138 Stanley Smith 
acknowledged that he found Richardson’s book particularly helpful when he prayed for 
the transformation of Kiga converts in the 1920s.139 The integration of head and heart in 
the knowledge of Christ was what the Ruanda missionaries prayed and hoped for.140 
 Thanks to the combined efforts of medical, educational, and evangelistic 
missionaries, the number of Christians in Kigezi increased substantially in the first five 
years of the Ruanda Mission. Despite the numerical growth of African converts, 
however, the early missionaries were often frustrated to see repeated moral failures of 
African leaders at the school and hospital. Stanley Smith reported in 1922 that he had to 
dismiss the headmaster of the newly established school for his “evil living.”141 Stanley 
Smith continued to struggle with the first group of African teachers and hospital workers 
about behavior he considered inconsistent with Christian morals.142 Another early 
missionary, Jack Warren, analyzed the moral issues of African converts from a spiritual 
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perspective, arguing that the power of evil is “beyond all human means to cope with.”143 
The missionaries concluded that the only way to deal with backsliding was to focus on 
the inner transformation of African converts through what they believed was the ministry 
of the Holy Spirit. 
 Building strong character was a key theological emphasis of the Keswick 
movement. The Keswick leaders maintained that character and service were closely 
linked and Christian service would have little effect without a full Christian character. 
One prominent speaker of the Keswick Convention ardently proclaimed: 
Character, and not service was the aim… What we were intended to be, and not 
what we were called to do, was the prominent thought in the whole Convention. 
We did not profess to meet in order to develop the fullest Christian activities, but 
to develop the highest possible Christian character.144 
 
Strongly influenced by this emphasis on the formation of Christian character, the Ruanda 
missionaries always asserted that transformation of the inner person should be evident in 
the way a person spoke and behaved. A high moral standard—uncompromising rigor, 
even—became a key characteristic of the Ruanda Mission. 
It should be also noted that the Ruanda missionaries made little distinction 
between moral and spiritual issues. Under the influence of their Keswick tradition that 
stressed a spiritually transformed life, the Ruanda missionaries understood the moral 
failure of African converts as a spiritual problem. That is why Sharp frequently asked 
supporters in Britain to pray for revival among the African teachers and hospital 
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workers.145 He considered revival to be the only way to keep the African workers morally 
and spiritually responsible. The conviction that “revival answers every problem” was 
profoundly shared among the early Ruanda missionaries.146 Stanley Smith later 
encapsulated the first two decades of the Ruanda Mission’s history as a “road to 
revival.”147 That they used that word so frequently implies that the Ruanda missionaries 
saw themselves as bringing revival, including both conversion and social change, in 
Ruanda.148 
As Andrew Porter aptly pointed out, Evangelicals in the Church of England in 
the late nineteenth century had often turned to “hopes of religious revival as the main 
source of new religious life for themselves and their churches,” and thus it was no 
wonder that revivalism was “a recurrent feature of mission fields overseas as well as the 
societies’ home base.”149 In this respect, the Ruanda missionaries’ Keswick-based 
evangelicalism was a cornerstone of the revival movement in the Ruanda Mission. The 
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Ruanda missionaries regarded the revival as an answer to their steadfast prayer that the 
Ruanda Mission might be a “great centre for Evangelization and Revival.”150 
Conclusion 
The Ruanda Mission was a surprising and significant offshoot of the Uganda 
Mission of the CMS during the Society’s financial, theological, and organizational crisis 
in the 1920s. That crisis was not a promising context for expansion of mission among the 
unevangelized. However, the conservative evangelicalism of Keswick and Cambridge 
that the founders shared undergirded their development of a single-minded missionary 
method that put the preaching of Christ at the center of its enterprise. The Mission 
leveraged the founders’ medical skills as a strategic means to win the trust and 
confidence of indigenous people in Kigezi.151 Competently and resolutely, Stanley Smith 
and Sharp mobilized funds and personnel to work in unity toward their clear common 
goal of taking the gospel to Ruanda. 
The evangelicalism of the Ruanda missionaries and religious change among the 
Kiga people created an amicable context in which the revival movement could sprout up. 
As in the remarkable expansion of evangelicalism to different parts of the world in the 
twentieth century, the missionary venture in the newly opened region in southwestern 
Uganda was a “product of evangelical experimentalism, whereby a doctrinal core was 
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freed from European origins by being associated with the mobile personal self.”152 Rather 
than propagating a set of rigid doctrines, the missionaries shared their transformative 
religious experience. Their unwavering conviction that men and women could be 
profoundly changed through what they believed to be the ministry of the Holy Spirit was 
fundamental to preparing the seedbed for the revitalization movement in the 1930s. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIVAL AND AFRICAN CONVERSION1 
The East African Revival has been often characterized as a conversionist 
movement or a repentance movement. Based on what they had experienced in Kigezi, the 
Ruanda missionaries and the African revivalists sought to challenge and revitalize a vast 
number of nominal Christians in the Anglican Church of Uganda. In the words of Joe 
Church, the revival in East Africa was “repentance and a daily coming back to the Cross 
with a broken and contrite heart.”2 Kevin Ward rightly noted that the Balokole 
predominantly focused on the initial conversion as “an overwhelming experience of 
brokenness at the Cross.”3 For the Balokole revivalists, the power of the Holy Spirit was 
manifest in the conviction of sin and the experience of its forgiveness. The main themes 
of the revivalist preaching were sin, repentance, and the cross. In his study of the process 
of conversion in the Balokole movement, Jason Bruner analyzed public confession as a 
strategic attempt “through which East African revivalists envisioned and articulated a 
new world” defined by new moral boundaries.4 By contrasting their “dark” past with the 
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“light” of salvation in confession, African converts created a new public identity that 
marked them as “saved ones.”5 
The task of this chapter is to demonstrate how the Balokole Revival was 
prompted by a specific conversion in the Gahini station and inspired thousands of 
Africans to follow the example of that conversion model. The chapter will begin with an 
overview of the major sociological theories of revitalization movements, and examine the 
history of revival movements in the Church of Uganda in order to situate the Balokole 
movement in its social and historical context. Next, the chapter will discuss the different 
views about the origin of the Balokole Revival, and will argue that the dramatic 
conversion of a senior African hospital worker at Gahini Hospital served as an ideal 
model for African conversion that shaped the character of the Revival as a primarily 
conversionist movement. Particular attention will be given to the contribution of the 
“Bible Team” from Gahini in expanding the movement to other stations in Uganda. 
Understanding the Nature of Revivalism 
Scholars have identified several major characteristics of religious revivals: 
reinvigorating personal piety, preaching for the “new birth,” precipitating 
overwhelmingly emotional response, promoting lay engagement, creating a number of 
dissenting religious bodies, and emphasizing the necessity for evangelism. Despite these 
widely recognized features of revivalism, there have been long scholarly debates 
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concerning its origin and nature. Various theoretical models have been proposed to 
scrutinize the nature of revivalism. Social scientists provide a narrative portrayal of 
revival movements and their effects, using the neutral term “revitalization.” On the other 
hand, Christian theologians pay more attention to the underlying spiritual force of 
revivalism from insiders’ perspectives. To better understand the distinctive nature of the 
East African Revival, therefore, it is necessary to investigate the important theories and 
analyses of revitalization movements in general, and revivalism in particular. 
The Theory of Revitalization Movements 
The theory of revitalization movements originated with Anthony Wallace, who 
utilized a social scientific framework to investigate successful innovation within cultural 
systems. Wallace analyzed a revitalization movement as “a deliberate, organized, 
conscious effort by members of a society to construct a more satisfying culture.”6 
Viewing a human society as a kind of integral organism, Wallace claimed that members 
of a society deliberately seek revitalization when the current social system is seriously 
dysfunctional. He used the term “stress” to indicate external factors that negatively affect 
how efficiently an existing culture can satisfy needs. Drawing from the vast amount of 
anthropological data about Asia, Africa, and North America, Wallace observed that 
revitalization movements have a progressive structure. He identified five major stages in 
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the revitalization process: 1) steady state; 2) period of individual stress; 3) period of 
cultural distortion; 4) period of revitalization; and 5) new steady state.  
Wallace described the generic structure of revitalization movements through the 
methodological principle of event analysis.7 First, the steady state is the period in which a 
society is capable of meeting all basic needs in a satisfying manner. There may be 
chronic stress within a social system, but it is “within tolerable limits.”8 Second, during 
the period of individual stress, social tension increases. Factors such as climate change, 
epidemic, economic distress, war, and internal cultural conflict may generate levels of 
stress beyond what the society’s current stress-reduction system can allay. Third, the 
period of cultural distortion is the stage in which a majority of members of the society 
recognize that the current cultural system is failing to cope with a new crisis. The culture 
begins to be “internally distorted” and its elements become “mutually inconsistent and 
interfering.”9 The whole cultural system is eventually destroyed as an old and inadequate 
system. Fourth, in the period of revitalization, cultural innovation takes place, inspired 
(or revealed) through a prophetic leader. The new idea is established in the organization 
of this charismatic prophet, and if the innovative idea successfully undergoes the process 
of adaptation and transformation, satisfying social reform can take place. Fifth, the new 
steady state is the period in which a recent cultural transformation is widely recognized 
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and supported. As the new cultural system is rationalized and routinized, it is accepted as 
the new social norm.   
Of particular importance in the revitalization process is the role of a prophet: an 
individual who through inspiration (or revelation) is capable of coming up with a new 
ideal to competently cope with the current crisis. As acute personal and social stress leads 
to fundamental doubts about culture, identity, and authority, people look for a new leader 
who can formulate a new ideal and vision to overcome the prevailing problems. The 
prophet usually claims to have an intense relationship with a supernatural being, and 
demonstrates his or her power—whether in moral, spiritual, or intellectual quality—to be 
recognized as a leader and build leader-follower relationships. The principle that a 
charismatic prophet typically leads a revitalization movement is borne out by the ease 
with which one can identify the leaders of major revival movements in modern Christian 
history, from Edwards and Wesley to Finney and Moody.  
For widespread diffusion of the new ideal, the prophet and his or her disciples 
form a community with a strong sense of solidarity.10 Here what Wallace called “ecstatic 
revelatory experience” plays a crucial part. In order for the prophet to build the 
community for ongoing personal and societal transformation, the prophet’s followers 
must share this unique ecstatic experience. The process appears somewhat similar to the 
story of Jesus and his disciples. However, Wallace’s model has long stood as a 
foundational theoretical framework to examine not only religious revitalization 
																																																								
10 Ibid., 273–74. 
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movements such as millenarian movements and messianic movements, but also cultural 
movements such as nativistic movements.11 
 One of Wallace’s notable contributions was his holistic view of society as an 
organism. He convincingly pointed out the interdependent characteristics of a human 
society, employing the concept of a mazeway—a shared mental image of the society that 
regulates its members’ behaviors.12 As Wallace rightly assumed, the relationship between 
the society and its members is by no means static, but rather constantly interactive and 
developing. The members are not merely passive recipients of social stress; they 
deliberately, actively seek a new ideal and solution. Furthermore, Wallace’s 
interdisciplinary concept of human society integrates physical, behavioral, psychological, 
and cultural studies in investigating the complicated process of social change. Since any 
religious or cultural change involves a multilayered process, scholars are open to 
employing different types of approaches in order to comprehensively analyze that 
change. 
The revitalization theory of Wallace is considered best suited to explain 
revitalization movements in the colonial era in which external hegemony is a formidable 
threat to traditional society. It must be remembered that his theory is based primarily on 
his research about the revitalization of traditional religion in the Iroquois Indian society 
																																																								
11 For example, Wallace understood nativistic movements as a subcategory of revitalization 
movements with “strong emphasis on the elimination of alien persons, customs, and values.” Millenarian 
movements can be regarded as a type of revitalization with immense stress on “an apocalyptic world 
transformation engineered by the supernatural.” Ibid., 267. 
12 Ibid., 266. 
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led by Handsome Lake, a great prophet, in nineteenth-century America. Thus, it is 
legitimate to critique Wallace’s theory as unable to take full account of the complex, 
pluralistic context of globalization.13 Nonetheless, Wallace provided an insightful 
analysis that can shed new light on the active, creative role of members of a society in 
coping with externally-imposed social and political issues. In the case of the Balokole 
Revival, for example, African converts decided for themselves to join in the Revival 
movement, looking for the best solution to the spiritual and physical challenges they 
faced. 
Two Opposing Models for Analyzing Revivalism 
A famous debate between William McLoughlin and Timothy Smith on the nature 
of revivalism illustrated the two major opposing views of the complicated topic.14 
Although both these scholars focused their research primarily on revivalism in American 
history, they clearly affirmed that revivals occur in all cultures, reshaping their identity 
and transforming their fundamental ideology. Following the revitalization theory of 
Wallace, McLoughlin proposed a cyclical model for understanding revivalism as a social 
phenomenon. According to McLoughlin, revival often begins in a period of social turmoil 
as an attempt to search for a new idea and way of life to cope with social stress. Focusing 																																																								
13 Michael A. Rynkiewich, “Models and Myths of Revitalization: Wallace’s Theory a Half-
Century On,” in Interpretive Trends in Christian Revitalization for the Early Twenty-First Century, ed. J. 
Steven O’Malley (Lexington, KY: Emeth Press, 2011), 43–44. 
14 William McLoughlin of Brown University and Timothy Smith of Johns Hopkins University 
discussed historical perspectives on religious awakening at the 1982 joint meeting of the Association for the 
Sociology of Religion, the Religious Research Association, and the Society for the Scientific Study of 
Religion. Their debate and other panels’ observations were well documented, and published in Sociological 
Analysis 44, no. 2 (1983): 81–122. 
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on the social function of religious systems, he explained revival as a “cultural 
reorientation” in which revivalist converts move “from states of anxiety and inhibition to 
states of functionally constructive personal and social action.”15 McLoughlin contended 
that revival often occurs when traditional norms and institutions are slow to adjust to 
rapidly changing realities: “Awakenings begin in periods of cultural distortion and grave 
personal stress, when we lose faith in the legitimacy of our norms, the viability of our 
institutions, and the authority of our leaders in church and state.”16 Revival is caused by 
cultural stress and social dysfunction, and ultimately leads to social reform. Accumulated 
pressures for change produce important shifts “from a corporate ideal to an individual 
ideal, from a top-down theory of politics toward a bottom-up theory of politics.”17  
On the other hand, Timothy Smith asserted that revival is a consequence of 
internal Christian life, not external social factors. Highlighting the “inner dynamic of 
Christian ideology and faith,” Smith regarded revivals (including modern Pentecostalism) 
as the major impetus for the steady expansion of Christianity. Although he acknowledged 
that revival may entail constructive social reforms, Smith denied that social stress or 
anomie can be the motivating factor. It is noteworthy that Smith frequently used the 
expression “unusual” as he described religious revival, whereas the proponents of 
																																																								
15 William G. McLoughlin, Revivals, Awakenings, and Reform: An Essay on Religion and Social 
Change in America, 1607–1977 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 8.	
16 Ibid., 2. 
17 William G. McLoughlin, “Timepieces and Butterflies: A Note on the Great-Awakening-
Construct and Its Critics,” Sociological Analysis 44, no. 2 (1983): 108. 
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Wallace’s theory affirmed that revival is a “recurrent” phenomenon in Christian history.18 
The word “unusual” alludes to the understanding of revival as an illogical, improbable 
result of social stress and personal crisis. To put it more traditionally, religious revival is 
better explained as “the surprising work of God” rather than as an anticipated result of 
social dysfunction searching for a more satisfying culture.19 
Each of the two major views has its own strengths and limitations as a theoretical 
framework. The cyclical model of McLoughlin carefully examines a sociocultural setting 
to better understand the correlation between historical actors and their backgrounds. It 
situates a religious movement in a particular social circumstance by searching for sources 
of social stress and consequential social change. The inclusive stance of the cyclical 
view, however, runs the risk of generalizing a specific situation in a particular period by 
employing sociological theory that originated from a completely different time and 
context. On the other hand, the linear model of Smith is effective in dealing with the 
origin and development of a movement from an insider’s perspective. It emphasizes the 
integrity of a specific religious movement, and provides coherent accounts and 
explanations of key individuals or institutions. Due to its insistence on the stubborn 
																																																								
18 Timothy L. Smith, “My Rejection of a Cyclical View of ‘Great Awakenings,’” Sociological 
Analysis 44, no. 2 (1983): 97–101. 
19 The phrase the surprising work of God was coined by Jonathan Edwards in 1737 when he tried 
to give detailed accounts of the process of Christian conversion among his congregation in Northampton, 
Massachusetts. See Jonathan Edwards, A Faithful Narrative of the Surprising Work of God in the 
Conversion of Many Hundred Souls in Northampton, and the Neighbouring Towns and Villages of New 
Hampshire in New-England (London: John Oswald, 1737). 
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independence of data, however, the linear view tends to isolate the historical data from 
the larger social context by suggesting that it has a life of its own.20 
Christian theologians assert that revival “originates from and is rooted in the 
Triune God.”21 Structuring this concept of revival around the Trinitarian approach to 
history and salvation, theologians and church historians attending the Edinburgh 
consultation in 2010 sponsored by the Center for the Study of World Christian 
Revitalization Movements (CSWCRM) defined revival as “a movement of spiritual 
awakening, both personal and social, within existing faith communities which are 
perceived to be deficient or lacking signs of a living faith.”22 While they put the primary 
emphasis on the work of the Holy Spirit in revival, they did not downplay the role of 
human agency, because it is humans who manifest the invisible power and vitality of the 
Spirit. Moreover, it is important to note that revivals have always arisen “within existing 
faith communities.” In other words, there is no revival without an existing church. 
Revival ought not to be confused with mass conversion or church growth (though revival 
has been often followed by mass conversion), because revival is primarily about radical 
transformation of nominal Christians rather than about conversion of non-believers. 
Andrew Walls once explained revival as a process of transformation from “ordinary” 
																																																								
20 John F. Wilson, “Perspectives on the Historiography of Religious Awakenings,” Sociological 
Analysis 44, no. 2 (1983): 117–20. 
21 Eunice L. Irwin, “How Do You Spell Revitalization? Definition, Defining Characteristics, 
Language,” in Interpretive Trends in Christian Revitalization for the Early Twenty-First Century, ed. J. 
Steven O’Malley (Lexington, KY: Emeth Press, 2011), 233. 
22 Ibid., 230. 
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Christians to “dedicated” Christians through what they believed to be the empowerment 
of the Holy Spirit.23 
Theologians seek to explain the origin of revitalization in the “internal life of the 
churches themselves.”24 A spiritually felt need that “we are missing something” plays a 
crucial part in initiating a new revitalization movement in the church.25 During a process 
of re-examination and re-appropriation of the core values of Christianity, people regain, 
and often surpass, the spiritual insight and vision they had lost for a while. Some 
theologians make a bold case that the church, by its nature, is the revitalization 
movement, because one can find an instance of revitalization in the history of every 
Christian tradition and denomination.26 More significantly, Christian history 
demonstrates that denominational boundaries are often obscured or matter little in 
revitalization movements. Therefore, revitalization can be regarded as an integral part of 
the Christian faith, reflecting God’s continuous interaction with humanity through His 
Spirit. 
In some cases, external stress or anxiety cannot fully explain the surge of 
revitalization movements. As Wallace and McLoughlin noted, social stress might prompt 
																																																								
23 Andrew Walls, “Religious Movements of Renewal, Revival, and Revitalization,” Yale-
Edinburgh Group Meeting on the History of the Missionary Movement and World Christianity, University 
of Edinburgh, UK, June 28, 2012. 
24 John L. Hammond, “The Reality of Revivals,” Sociological Analysis 44, no. 2 (1983): 113. 
25 Irwin, “How Do You Spell Revitalization?,” 232–33. 
26 Daryl Ireland, “The Church Alive: Beyond the Commonalities and Anomalies of Revitalization 
Models,” in Interpretive Trends in Christian Revitalization for the Early Twenty-First Century, ed. J. Steven 
O’Malley (Lexington, KY: Emeth Press, 2011), 57–65. 
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people in an existing church to look for viable solutions to handle the reality of crisis. It is 
more likely, however, that Christians—whether nominal or committed—perceive 
problems in terms of spiritual downfall as they turn to the Spirit of God for help. In 
addition, there is another important reason why one cannot assert without reservation that 
there is a definite correlation between social crisis and religious revival: in human history 
there are many cases in which natural catastrophes, epidemics, wars, and depressions 
occurred but no revival movements followed. For instance, World War I did not inspire 
any religious revival in Europe; the same goes for the Great Depression in the United 
States. Thus, it can be argued from a historical perspective that social anomie or cultural 
confusion is not the ultimate source of revitalization movements. This does not mean, of 
course, that one should regard the social context of revival as insignificant. This study of 
the revival in East Africa acknowledges the social crisis in colonial Africa, but with 
careful attention to the active participation of African revivalists in articulating a new 
accommodation of their religious worldview in response to the changing reality. 
The History of Revival Movements in the Church of Uganda 
 Before discussing the inspiration and characteristics of the Balokole Revival, it is 
necessary to situate the movement in its social and historical context. Two important 
religious institutions were associated with the rise of the Revival in East Africa: the 
Ruanda Mission and the Church of Uganda. As discussed in the previous chapter, the 
theological character of the Ruanda Mission was an important basis for the emergence of 
the Revival. However, one should not underestimate the role of ecclesiastical authority in 
the Church of Uganda, because the Ruanda Mission was under the direct supervision of 
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the Bishop of Uganda until 1951 when the first bishop was consecrated in the Province of 
Ruanda-Burundi.27 Therefore, the Revival movement maintained its intimate—
sometimes uneasy—relationship with clergy and lay leaders in the Church of Uganda. 
The Balokole Revival was not the first Christian revival in Uganda. The 
“Pilkington Revival” in 1893–1894, led by lay missionary George Pilkington of the 
Church Missionary Society, had been well remembered as the first great revival in the 
Church of Uganda.28 Envisioning another remarkable Christian movement, the Ruanda 
missionaries were repeatedly seeking revival in the newly opened country. Early 
Balokole leaders such as Simeon Nsibambi often looked back to Pilkington as a role 
model of the genuine Christian spirituality (specifically the Keswick spirituality of the 
deeper life) that the Church of Uganda had to restore. Although not grand in scale, the 
Pilkington Revival had one notable and lasting result: ordinary African Christians offered 
themselves as teachers and evangelists to take the gospel to distant parts of the country.29 
																																																								
27 Jim Brazier, a missionary of the Ruanda Mission, was ordained as Assistant Bishop of the 
Church of Ruanda-Urundi in 1951. Emmanuel Mukeshimana, “L’Eglise Episcopale au Rwanda,” in The 
Wiley-Blackwell Companion to the Anglican Communion, ed. J. Barney Hawkins (Malden, MA: Wiley-
Blackwell, 2013), 184. 
28 George Pilkington, one of the earliest Anglican missionaries in Uganda, arrived in the 
Kingdom of Buganda in 1891 with Alfred Tucker, who later became Bishop of Uganda. After his 
extraordinary spiritual experience in 1893, Pilkington organized and led the revival meetings at which 
hundreds of Africans, including several notable chiefs, experienced a deep spiritual blessing. Charles F. 
Harford-Battersby, Pilkington of Uganda (London: Marshall Brothers, 1898), 221–39. 
29 Pilkington was recognized for creating the first large-scale indigenous missionary movement in 
the Church of Uganda. Under his capable leadership, for example, in 1894 the number of village churches 
in Buganda grew tenfold in a single year—from twenty to more than two hundred. John V. Taylor, The 
Growth of the Church in Buganda: An Attempt at Understanding (London: SCM Press, 1958), 62–64; 
William B. Anderson, The Church in East Africa, 1840–1974 (Dodoma, Tanzania: Central Tanganyika 
Press, 1977), 38–39; Tom Tuma, “Church Expansion in Buganda,” in A Century of Christianity in Uganda, 
1877–1977: A Historical Appraisal of the Development of the Uganda Church over the Last One Hundred 
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Inspired by the lay missionary imbued with revivalist piety, the movement emphasized 
the significance of lay leadership and encouraged the laity to take on evangelistic 
responsibilities within the newly established Church of Uganda.30 The revival and the 
missionary movement went hand in hand in the early history of the Church in the 1890s; 
this connection served as an important prototype for many African revivalists who 
followed a similar pattern in the 1930s. Considering the many similarities between the 
Pilkington Revival and the Balokole Revival, such as Keswick spirituality and lay 
leadership, the cyclical view of Anthony Wallace and William McLoughlin therefore 
might seem applicable to the history of the revivals in Uganda.31 
Examining both insider and outsider perspectives provides helpful insights about 
the dynamics of the East African Revival. It should be noted that none of the Ruanda 
missionaries actually expected that a new wave of revival would come any time soon. It 
																																																								
Years, ed. A. D. Tom Tuma and Phares Mukasa Mutibwa (Nairobi, Kenya: Uzima Press, 1978), 23–24. 
30 John Baur, an expert on the history of African Christianity, attributed the successful spread of 
the gospel in the early history of the Church of Uganda to the remarkable missionary work by those whom 
he called “lay apostles.” With the scant number of missionaries, nearly all evangelistic ministries had been 
carried out by African teachers and evangelists with revivalist fervor. Thanks to their contribution, the 
membership of the Anglican Church of Uganda had exploded from 2,000 in 1890 to 127,000 in 1911. John 
Baur, 2000 Years of Christianity in Africa: An African History, 62–1992 (Nairobi, Kenya: Paulines, 1994), 
240–41.  
31 Presumably aware of the cyclic model of revivalism, Kevin Ward pointed out interesting 
parallels between George Pilkington in 1893 and Joe Church in 1929: 1) both men shared a strong 
evangelical piety through their previous experiences at Cambridge and Keswick; 2) both became lay 
missionaries of the CMS in the Church of Uganda; 3) both underwent an extraordinary experience of the 
Spirit at a critical moment; and 4) both promoted African leadership and involvement in the subsequent 
revival movement. Kevin Ward, “Tukutendereza Yesu: The Balokole Revival in Uganda,” in From Mission 
to Church: A Handbook of Christianity in East Africa, ed. Zablon Nthamburi (Nairobi, Kenya: Uzima 
Press, 1991), 114–16. 
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is true that they had earnestly prayed and longed for the revival, but they were simply 
amazed when they recognized the transforming power of the Holy Spirit in the lives of 
African people. One clerical missionary in the Kabale station depicted the manifestation 
of the Revival as follows:  
There has been a wonderful work of the Spirit going on....[M]any of the 
Christians have been having new experiences of the Lord, and are now on fire. 
Many have been convicted of secret sins and have found wonderful new blessing 
after confessing them…. It is extraordinary how God seems to have been using 
dreams to convict people.32 
 
If the missionaries really believed that the revival had its own cycle and would occur in 
its due time, their response should have been completely different from their accounts of 
the event, which are peppered with expressions such as “wonderful,” “amazing,” and 
“extraordinary.” Yet, their responses reveal that the Revival was not perceived as an 
inevitable outcome of social stress (as Wallace represented it), but rather as an 
unexpected and even supernatural answer to their sustained prayer. They cherished the 
glorious history of the Pilkington Revival, and regarded prayer for revival as a significant 
precondition for the revival that followed. 
Another important aspect of the Revival was that it emerged in a context of 
crisis. On the eve of the Revival, the Ruanda Mission faced two crises: a social crisis 
resulting from the severe famine in 1928, and a moral crisis caused by the superficial 
faith of African teachers and hospital workers.  
																																																								
32 A. W. N. Tribe, Ruanda Notes 55 (January 1936): 35–36. 
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The infamous 1928 famine in Ruanda devastated numerous Africans physically, 
socially, and economically. It also seriously affected the British missionaries who strove 
to help them. One newly arrived missionary described the appalling situation: “Over a 
thousand squatted down on either side of the path up to the Hospital, and we passed down 
the line giving food tickets to the more emaciated since all cannot have them.”33 A 
missionary nurse at Gahini Hospital in Northern Ruanda was horrified to see such a 
dreadful scene with her own eyes: “Some of the dysentery people seem to crawl here just 
to die and one is glad to show them a little kindness during their last few days.”34 
A handful of missionaries in Ruanda were overwhelmed by huge crowds coming 
to the station for food and medical treatment. Gahini Hospital, the only equipped hospital 
in Belgian Ruanda, had only seventy beds, and was far too small to care for a thousand 
famine-related patients. Joe Church, the future leader of the Balokole movement, tried to 
understand the famine in terms of spiritual cause. As he witnessed ten to fifteen deaths 
each week in the hospital, Church gained first-hand experience of the cruelty of death in 
both spiritual and physical senses: “Satan had dragged them down and given death and 
disease as his reward.”35 Church and his African associates began to seek a spiritual 
solution to this formidable problem they faced. 
 The moral crisis that the Ruanda Mission had to deal with was the shallow faith 
and resulting frequent moral failure of African workers. Even in the successful early 																																																								
33 Cecil Verity, Ruanda Notes 27 (January 1929): 26. 
34 L. G. Wilkinson, Ruanda Notes 28 (April 1929): 27. 
35 J. E. Church, Ruanda Notes 28 (April 1929): 24. 
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work of evangelism in the Kigezi area, there were signs of spiritual superficiality. A. C. 
Stanley Smith, the founder of the Mission, reported several cases of trusted African 
evangelists and teachers falling away into disapproved practices such as heavy drinking, 
sexual misbehavior (such as a return to polygamy), and practice of witchcraft.36 Almost 
every issue of the quarterly magazine of the Mission from 1927 to 1932 mentioned a case 
of moral problems of African Christians. For instance, one missionary lamented how 
strikingly low the spiritual standard was in the Kigezi area after the decade’s effort:  
Just at present there is a lack of missionary spirit and enthusiasm amongst our 
Christians, and a very lethargic contentment with things as they are and in 
consequence, we hear of Christian backsliding. Now we have been praying about 
this, here in Kabale, asking God to revive us again.37  
 
 Starting in 1928, some evangelical-minded missionaries argued for the need of 
spiritual renewal through prayer. The earliest proponent of this effort was Jack Warren, 
the first clerical missionary of the Ruanda Mission, who shared the theological roots of 
the founders of the Mission: Cambridge and Keswick.38 In early 1928, he made an 
impassioned call for all missionaries and supporters of the Mission to participate in a 
“Special Week of Prayer and Humiliation” to pray for the genuine transformation of 
African Christians.39 The Ruanda missionaries all shared Warren’s profound sense of a 
																																																								
36 A. C. Stanley Smith, Ruanda Notes 31 (January 1930): 10; A. C. Stanley Smith, Road to 
Revival: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Church Missionary Society, 1946), 36–37.  
37 E. Lawrence Barham, Ruanda Notes 39 (January 1932): 12. 
38 Jack Warren was a brother of Max Warren, later General Secretary of the CMS, who was 
widely recognized as one of the most influential mission theorists in the twentieth century. After Jack 
Warren’s sudden, premature death in 1929, his missionary motivation and strategy in East Africa 
profoundly influenced Max Warren. 
39 As he wrote the rationale and purpose of the prayer week, Jack Warren vividly portrayed the 
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desperate need for revival—as the ultimate solution to all practical and spiritual 
challenges the Mission was facing. 
 If one presumes that the Balokole Revival emerged in response to the serious 
social and moral crisis of the Ruanda Mission in a context of colonialism, the theoretical 
scheme of Anthony Wallace seems to fit with the historical data of the Revival. A 
remaining question, then, is who played the important role of leading a new revitalization 
movement in order to cope with the crisis? Wallace maintained that formation of a 
dedicated community that could conduct a renewal movement hinges on the community 
sharing a religious experience with an inspired prophet who offers a new ideal. Who 
served as the prophet in the East African Revival? How was the faith community formed, 
what built its strong solidarity, and what was its shared experience? What were the 
revivalists’ new ideals, inspiration, and motivation? It is important for anyone who 
wishes to appreciate the character of the Balokole Revival to be fully aware of how it all 
started in Ruanda in the early 1930s. The earliest inspiration of the movement exerted a 
profound influence in shaping the distinctive features of the Revival. 
																																																								
moral failure among African Christians: “There are now close on 2,000 Baptised Christians but we are only 
too conscious that the signs of real heart change are very few and far between. Moral lapse upon lapse and 
tragedy upon tragedy have been following one on top of the other. Only this very week has come the 
evidence that one of our most trusted teachers has been stealing the readers’ money, cheating fellow 
teachers and, to crown it all, obtaining money under false pretences [sic] from two old men learning the 
Catechism, who thanked me so pitifully when I returned the money that had been stolen. Another senior 
teacher has been drinking heavily and has been dismissed.” J. E. L. Warren, Ruanda Notes 23 (January 
1928): 4. 
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Different Views on the Origin of the Revival 
No clear consensus exists about exactly when the East African Revival began in 
the Anglican mission station in Ruanda. Most historians, at best, have somewhat 
obscurely put its inception as “the early 1930s.” The vague dating of this important event 
in the history of African Christianity may seem strange, especially when compared to the 
scholarly consensus about the beginning of the Azusa Street Revival; any written work 
on the Azusa Revival affirms quite precisely that it started in April 1906 from a meeting 
led by William J. Seymour. In stark contrast, even official ecclesiastical and missionary 
documents suggest different dates for the beginning of the Balokole Revival in the 
Church of Uganda. While it is difficult to document exactly when it started, the effort is 
worthwhile, because it aids in understanding the inspiration, aspirations, and 
development of the movement. This section examines three major views on the origin of 
the Revival: that it grew out of 1) a prayer meeting of Joe Church and Simeon Nsibambi 
in 1929; 2) large-scale conventions in 1933 and 1935; or 3) the Synod of the Church of 
Uganda in 1936.40 
A Prayer Meeting of Church and Nsibambi 
First and foremost, Joe Church regarded his time of extraordinary spiritual 
experience with Simeon Nsibambi in 1929 as the beginning of the Revival. Completely 
drained physically and spiritually after intense service during the Ruanda famine in 
1928–1929, Church visited Kampala for a spiritual retreat. Something unexpected and 
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remarkable took place during his brief visit: he encountered Simeon Nsibambi, a second-
generation Christian from an aristocratic family in Buganda, on the Namirembe Hill 
leading to the Cathedral.41 Nsibambi recognized Church at once, because they had met in 
1927 at a Bible class led by Irish CMS missionary Mabel Ensor.42 
 Church and Nsibambi shared dissatisfaction with what they perceived to be 
spiritual laxity in the Church of Uganda. Convinced that the revival of the institutional 
church must begin with the renewed faith of individual Christians, they prayed for the 
Holy Spirit to give them insight about how to address the spiritual formalism in the 
church. After two days of prayer and Bible study together, both of them claimed they had 
a very real experience of the Holy Spirit.43 Particularly significant was the fact that 
Church finally met a “saved” African Christian who, it seemed, could point numerous 
																																																								
41 For brief biographical information about Simeon Nsibambi, see Mark A. Noll and Carolyn 
Nystrom, “Simeon Nsibambi: Revival Anchor,” in Clouds of Witnesses: Christian Voices from Africa and 
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disappointed with nominalism and liberalism in the Church of Uganda, she broke off from the Anglican 
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SCM Press, 1961), 59–76. 
43 The story became well known thanks to Church’s own account and other historians’ reports. 
Church, Quest for the Highest, 66–70; Patricia St. John, Breath of Life: The Story of the Ruanda Mission 
(London: Norfolk Press, 1971), 69–70; H. H. Osborn, Pioneer in the East African Revival (Winchester, UK: 
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nominal Christians to “the Victorious Life” in the transformative power of the Spirit.44 
Deep spiritual fellowship with a truly saved African was something Church had prayed 
for since his earliest year in Ruanda. In a sense, the meeting of Church and Nsibambi was 
“a merging of two streams”—one from the Pilkington Revival in Uganda and the other 
from the Keswick movement in England.45 This convergence of the African and 
European revivalist traditions illustrated the most significant legacy that the Balokole 
movement left: a remarkable partnership between the European missionaries and the 
African revivalists.46 
Nsibambi remained at the center of the Revival throughout its history, providing 
direction and counsel to African revivalists. This explains why Church frequently 
referred to their experience of spiritual blessing in 1929 as the origin of the East African 
Revival. Church explained in detail how their own experience of the Spirit defined the 
character of the revival movement: “There was nothing very spectacular, nothing ecstatic; 
it is easy to become proud if one has received a special gift. The only special gift is the 
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experience of the transforming vision, of the risen Jesus himself.”47 It seems clear that 
what the two young men experienced was not visibly ecstatic or supernatural. They 
simply studied the references to the person and work of the Holy Spirit in the Scofield 
Reference Bible, and quietly prayed for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. What they 
received as they prayed was not a powerful spiritual gift, but a transformative experience 
of salvation in Christ. The Balokole movement’s emphasis on a “genuine” conversion 
experience, not external spiritual manifestations such as speaking in tongues and 
prophesying, paralleled Church and Nsibambi’s experience.48 Although a few African 
converts later took visible phenomena seriously, the majority of the movement’s 
leaders—following the role model of Church and Nsibambi—never pursued or valued 
supernatural elements such as bodily trembling and miraculous healing.49 
The immediate result of the extraordinary experience of the Spirit was obvious in 
Nsibambi’s life. He left his well-paid government job as the Chief Health Officer, and 
became a full-time evangelist witnessing to Christ to everyone he met in Kampala. One 
agitated missionary asked Joe Church, “What has happened to Nsibambi? He has gone 
mad. He is going about everywhere talking to people about their sins.”50 Nsibambi soon 
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became a famous figure in Kampala, urging people to repent of their sins and live 
changed lives. Under his leadership, a small but influential group of Baganda evangelists 
was formed, and they often visited his house near Mengo Hospital for spiritual 
counseling. Of particular significance to them was that Nsibambi left a good job for the 
sake of the gospel; a resolute commitment to evangelistic ministry (even if it might 
involve costly sacrifices during one’s earthly life) became one of the important 
characteristic features among the early revivalist converts. 
In addition, Nsibambi initiated the famous “Friday Meeting” in May 1930. It was 
primarily an informal, devotional meeting for prayer, praise, and fellowship in the small 
room at the back of the Synod Hall of Namirembe Cathedral.51 This small gathering 
became one of the most long-lasting prayer meetings in the history of Christianity in 
Uganda; it continued for five decades. It was in this meeting that countless African 
teachers, evangelists, and hospital workers committed themselves to Christ for 
evangelism not only in different parts of Uganda, but also in many unevangelized areas 
of Ruanda-Urundi. 
Large-Scale Conventions at Gahini and Kabale 
A second view of the origin of the East African Revival held by many historians 
of African Christianity is that the Revival grew out of the Gahini Convention in 1933 or 
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Highest, 74. 
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the Kabale Convention in 1935.52 Following the ideal and pattern of the British Keswick 
movement, the European leaders of the Revival utilized large-scale gatherings 
strategically to promote genuine repentance and personal holiness. Like Keswick leaders, 
the Ruanda missionaries regarded the convention as a spiritual clinic where sin was to be 
diagnosed and dealt with properly. It is interesting to compare the programs of a Keswick 
convention and a Balokole convention; they took place on different continents, but the 
daily subjects were almost identical. The daily subjects of the early Keswick Convention 
in the 1880s were sin, grace, consecration, Spirit-filling, and Christian service; those of 
the 1935 Kabale Convention were sin, repentance, the new birth, consecration, the Holy 
Spirit, and the victorious life.53 
The year 1933 was especially significant in the history of the Ruanda Mission, 
because in that year the CMS granted the Mission the status of a self-governing 
mission.54 In its historic first meeting in February 1933, the Executive Committee of the 
Ruanda Mission publicly acknowledged and reaffirmed the Christocentric theological 
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heritage which had defined the purpose and character of the Mission since its inception in 
1921: 
These 12 years have convinced us more and more that salvation for the African, 
as for all men, can only be found in a simple faith in Christ crucified for us, 
giving pardon and life, the obedient acceptance of all His Word, and the 
consecration of the whole man to His service.55 
 
The missionary ideal of the founders of the Mission—the evangelistic purpose of all of its 
missionary activities, whether medical or educational—had been successfully handed 
down to the new generation of younger missionaries. 
To mark the Mission’s new identity as a self-governing institution, its leaders 
planned its first Keswick Convention. They invited A. St. John Thorpe and Arthur Pitt-
Pitts from England as Keswick delegates to speak at the September 1933 convention, 
which was primarily for missionaries. It was in this memorable gathering on the Leper 
Island of Lake Bunyonyi in southwestern Uganda that the founder of the Ruanda 
Mission, A. C. Stanley Smith, came to realize the spiritual barrenness and lack of prayer 
in the rapidly growing mission society.56 From then on, Stanley Smith favored all 
attempts to promote spiritual renewal among the missionaries and African staff in the 
Mission. In particular, Stanley Smith recognized that laymen could play a big role in 
sparking revitalization movements, and therefore he favored laymen playing increased 
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roles in the Mission.57 When Joe Church proposed to hold a convention for Africans at 
Gahini during the Christmas holiday in 1933, Stanley Smith wholeheartedly supported 
the plan. Two thousand attended; the Gahini Convention was a great success, inspiring 
African Christians to make a deeper spiritual commitment. Joe Church—writing in his 
diary under the title of “The beginning of revival at Gahini”—provided a vivid 
description of the Convention: 
A wave of conviction swept through them all and for two and a half hours it 
continued, sometimes as many as three on their feet at once trying to speak…. 
Three at least were born again through dreams…. Numbers of others got up and 
said they were convicted at these meetings, many of bad living and adultery…. So 
we rejoiced to feel that the Word had gone home to their hearts.58 
 
It was at this convention that the African revivalists were first called Abaka (meaning 
“those on fire”), an appellation that became widely used to refer to those involved in the 
Revival. When the Ruanda Mission held its first Annual Conference in January 1934, a 
series of reports from the different stations of the Mission were made concerning “a 
striking evidence of the power of the Holy Spirit working in our midst.”59 
The Kabale Convention in 1935, with its notable spiritual manifestations on a 
grand scale, was a watershed moment for the dramatic development of the Revival. Until 
that moment, the movement was more or less confined to missionaries and African 
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workers in the Gahini station. Lawrence Barham, a clerical missionary in the Kabale 
station, was seeking a breakthrough in his long struggle against nominalism in the 
church, and he invited Joe Church and his team from Gahini to hold a convention at 
Kabale. Barham noticed the clear evidence of the working of the Spirit in that 
Convention:  
Confession of sin, restitution, apologies followed… Many had dreams, sometimes 
receiving strong impressions to read certain verses of the Bible, which led them to 
put away some sin, notably native beer drinking, which is such a curse to this 
district. Preaching bands have gone all through the District, and very many are 
stirred.60 
 
A missionary nurse at Kabale reported on the ongoing impact of the Convention: “God 
has been working very wonderfully in Kabale and still is doing so. There is a new spirit 
among our Hospital boys which is a great joy.”61 A number of backslidden Christians 
were restored, and recommitted themselves to the Christian cause. The circle of Africans 
touched by the flame of the revitalization widened so much that in 1935 some church 
authorities started using the word “revival” to indicate the perceived spiritual movement 
in southwestern Uganda.62 The majority of missionaries in the Ruanda Mission became 
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convinced of the transformative power of the Spirit, and saw the possibility of enlarging 
the revitalization movement in the Church of Uganda.63 
The Synod of the Church of Uganda in 1936 
The official ecclesiastical authorities of the Church of Uganda had their own view 
of when the Revival began. They affirmed that it started in the Synod of the Uganda 
Diocese in 1936. Cyril Stuart, Bishop of Uganda from 1934 to 1953, claimed that the first 
manifestation of the Revival was evident in the Synod of 1936 as he observed “a 
complete change” of spiritual atmosphere among clergymen and lay leaders in the 
Church.64 The inspiring vision of a young Muganda missionary in Ruanda, Blasio Kigozi, 
left a profound impact on the whole Synod. His sudden premature death, due to tick 
fever, prevented him from attending the Synod of 1936 in Kampala, but his impassioned 
plea—Zukuka (“Awake”)—to the sleeping church clearly resonated, though in a written 
form, and challenged many African Christians who were concerned about the spiritual 
state of the Uganda Church.65 Since Kigozi was in Bishop Stuart’s ordination class at 
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Mukono in 1932–1933, the Bishop had deep personal affection and respect for him as a 
spiritually prepared African leader who could light the fire of revival in the Church of 
Uganda. Indebted to the inspiring leadership of Kigozi, the Bishop heartily acknowledged 
that “there are many signs in Uganda at present of a rather amazing revival.”66 
It is worth noting that Bishop Stuart was a controversial figure in the history of 
the Balokole Revival. A typical Anglican churchman who studied at Cambridge, he had 
warmly supported the Revival in the early years in anticipation of its positive role in 
promoting spiritual renewal of the Church.67 Impressed by the spiritual quality of the 
missionaries and African staff of the Ruanda Mission, Bishop Stuart suggested that Joe 
Church and his associates from Ruanda should come and lead a convention at Bishop 
Tucker Theological College at Mukono in 1936, in preparation for the Diamond Jubilee 
of the Uganda Church in the following year.68 The convention at Mukono was not as 
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successful as the Kabale Convention due to the dispassionate stance of the college’s 
chaplain and the arrogant attitude of some Baganda students.69 
Bishop Stuart’s attitude toward the Revival was completely changed, however, by 
the so-called “Mukono Incident” in 1941.70 Twenty-six Balokole students were dismissed 
from the Theological College for disobeying the warden’s policy that prohibited the 
revivalists from holding prayer meetings at dawn. Among them was William Nagenda, 
who Bishop Stuart himself had trained for ordination with affection and had high hopes 
for. Uneasy and offended by the spiritual pride of the young revivalists, Bishop Stuart—
the most important authority in a hierarchical religious institution in East Africa—
became aloof from any activities of the Balokole, but was more concerned about 
safeguarding the order and stability of the Church by using disciplinary measures to 
maintain the upper hand in revivalists’ conflicts with church authority. 
The changed attitude of Bishop Stuart toward the Balokole group is evident in his 
unpublished autobiography. He recounted that the Revival started in 1936 under the 
capable leadership of John Herbert, then the warden of Bishop Tucker Theological 
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College.71 A veteran missionary with three decades’ experience in East Africa, Herbert 
was instrumental in supervising the training of African clergy at Mukono and in a series 
of evangelistic missions for church workers in every province of Uganda.72 It seems 
surprising, however, that Bishop Stuart gave no credit to Joe Church for creating a 
favorable spiritual environment through the Convention, and by championing several 
prominent African leaders such as Simeon Nsibambi, Blasio Kigozi, and Yosiya Kinuka. 
This omission, which presumably was intentional, is a sign of the uncomfortable 
relationship between the Bishop and Joe Church and of the tension between clerical 
privilege and lay initiative in the Church of Uganda.73 
 The three major views described above about the origin of the Balokole Revival 
are all based on historical data. Given the complexity of revivalism, it is conceivable that 
there may have been multiple entry points for the revival movement in East Africa. I 
want to propose, however, that none of the previous scholars have taken into account 
another crucial event that influenced the emergence of the revivalist spirituality and 
practices at Gahini. Careful reading of 1930s-era personal and official documents of the 
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Ruanda Mission reveals that the dramatic conversion of an African hospital worker at 
Gahini was an important turning point that changed the spiritual atmosphere of the 
Gahini station.74 As the Gahini station had long served as the center of the Balokole 
movement, the 1931 conversion of Yosiya Kinuka, the head hospital assistant, should be 
regarded as an event of enormous significance in discussing the origin of the Revival.75 
The Conversion of Kinuka and the Beginning of the Revival 
Kinuka’s Conversion as an Ideal Model for Conversion 
Yosiya Kinuka was born in 1905 as a son of a county chief at Bwera in Ankole, 
Western Uganda.76 He first encountered the missionary doctor Leonard Sharp when he 
visited Ankole on one of his medical safaris. Noticing that Kinuka had skin lesions 
indicating yaws, a tropical infection, Sharp invited him to Kabale Hospital for medical 
treatment.77 Kinuka entered the hospital and received medical care provided by Sharp. 
While in the hospital, Kinuka started attending the prayer meeting and the Bible class that 
the Ruanda Mission conducted there. In his letter to supporters of the Mission in 1923, 
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Sharp reported that he had no doubt that Kinuka “ha[d] accepted Christ and underst[ood] 
the meaning of salvation.”78 After his health improved, Kinuka decided to remain and 
work for the hospital as a sign of gratitude. He soon attended the baptism class in the 
Kabale station; he was baptized in November 1924.79 
Kinuka quickly learned to read and write. After his medical training in Kampala, 
he proved his ability to work as a medical assistant at Kabale Hospital. His choice to 
become a medical worker rather than a church teacher had a pragmatic purpose: to 
receive a better salary.80 As he later professed, Kinuka was still an umupagani (literally 
meaning “a pagan” but often used among Revival brethren to refer to “an unsaved 
Christian”) when he was working at Kabale Hospital.81 It was rather surprising, therefore, 
that Kinuka volunteered to go to Ruanda, a country foreign to him, when Gahini Hospital 
was under construction and expected to open in 1928. Perhaps he wanted to grasp the 
unique opportunity to work as a head medical assistant at a new hospital. His supervisor, 
Joe Church, recognized his medical skill and organizational leadership, and desired to 
form a genuine partnership with him for mission rather than a mere contractual 
relationship.82 
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After their intense medical service during a famine in Ruanda in 1928 and 1929, 
a conflict arose between Joe Church and Kinuka. At the core of the conflict was Church’s 
insistence that all hospital staff should be involved in evangelistic ministry, along with 
church teachers. Proud of his status as a member of the senior medical staff, Kinuka 
consistently opposed this plan; he did not want to have anything to do with church 
workers, and he considered evangelism the sole responsibility of “a poorly paid 
evangelist.”83 Pessimistic about his own ability to change Kinuka’s attitude, Joe Church 
suggested that Kinuka should visit Simeon Nsibambi, a respected African Christian in 
Kampala.84 Church arranged and paid for Kinuka’s trip to Kampala for this spiritual 
consultation during the Christmas holiday in 1930.85 
After his extraordinary spiritual experience with Joe Church in 1929, Simeon 
Nsibambi had become an influential figure in Kampala as an independent evangelist, 
preaching about the seriousness of sin and the need for repentance. Nsibambi was well 
known for challenging all whom he met to confess any hidden sin, and to quest for a 
higher spiritual life. He was even willing to challenge an old European missionary in 
whom he perceived spiritual weariness.86 After counseling and praying with Kinuka for 
several days, Nsibambi asserted that he had identified the cause of many problems at 
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Gahini Hospital: unrepented sins in Kinuka’s heart. Nsibambi told Kinuka his pride and 
stubbornness were at the root of his troubled relationship with his supervisor and other 
hospital staff. Nsibambi exhorted Kinuka in his typically challenging manner: “The 
hospital is rotten because you are rotten. You must open your heart to Jesus.”87 Given the 
tendency of traditional religions to blame external causes for misfortune, the connection 
Nsibambi drew between problems at the hospital and personal, internal causes was a 
remarkable diagnosis that illustrated the transformative change in worldview among the 
early Balokole.88 
Although Kinuka understood and agreed with Nsibambi’s point intellectually, his 
heart was unchanged. On his way back to Gahini in January 1931, however, he began to 
realize what Nsibambi really meant. A few years later Kinuka wrote:  
In the motor lorry on the road back to Gahini, I kept pondering over these things, 
and before I got to Gahini I was deeply convicted. My sins became like a burden 
upon me and I yielded to Christ.89 
 
Arriving home at Gahini, Kinuka immediately shared with his wife, Dorokasi, about his 
spiritual experience. He said, “Something happened on the way coming back. The Lord 
has saved my life.”90 Dorokasi was perplexed, because she had never heard of this kind 
of testimony before. Kinuka continued his confession by asking Dorokasi for forgiveness 
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for his misbehavior and mistreatment of her. Then, Kinuka went to other hospital staff to 
do the same; he brought back what he had stolen from the hospital and asked for 
forgiveness for his abrupt and haughty attitude.91 
Kinuka set a significant example for other revivalists converts concerning the 
marked consequences of conversion. An important issue to be noted is that in the early 
years of the Balokole movement, the practice of confession was not considered central. 
More crucial than that were deep conviction of sin and the changed life after conversion. 
The so-called “putting things right”—restoration of broken relationships and restitution 
of misappropriated items—soon became the expected outcome of true conversion. 
Although the revivalists understood conversion as involving strongly inner-directed 
conviction of sin, they also believed its consequences should be evident in one’s changed 
attitudes and behaviors. In this regard, they regarded conversion not merely as an 
individual acceptance of a new faith, but as also entailing a variety of social ramifications 
that reshaped the moral standard of new converts. Their pre- and post-conversion lives 
had to be distinctly different in order to be recognized as true regeneration by the power 
of the Holy Spirit.92 
The transformed life of Kinuka had significant impact on other African staff at 
Gahini Hospital. His testimony concerning his previous sinful life and the new joy he 
found in salvation led several other African staff members to search their hearts and 
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repent of their sins. For example, Paulo Gahundi, a member of an aristocratic family in 
Ruanda, underwent a dramatic experience of conversion and volunteered for evangelism 
in Kigali, Central Ruanda, where there was no Protestant missionary at that time.93 Other 
hospital workers began participating in the evangelistic ministry led by Blasio Kigozi, the 
headmaster of Gahini School. Kinuka and Kigozi became fast friends and functioned as a 
team to share the gospel message with other Africans. This collaboration overcoming 
“departmentalism” in mission was exactly what Joe Church had longed to see since his 
arrival in Africa.94 With a clear calling to witness to Christ, Kinuka realized that Christ’s 
charge to his followers “to preach and to heal” means that the salvation of the body is 
inseparable from the salvation of the spirit.95 A sense of brotherhood between different 
ethnic, racial, and social groups began to grow stronger and eventually became the 
hallmark of the new spiritual movement.96  
It did not take long for the radical change in the lives of the African hospital 
workers to positively affect the spiritual climate of the Gahini station. Missionaries 
visiting Gahini were impressed by “constant prayerful work” and “a splendid spirit of 
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courage and devotion” among the African teachers and hospital staff.97 While visiting the 
Gahini station with his wife in August 1931, senior missionary Harold Guillebaud 
recognized the significant change in its spiritual atmosphere: 
[M]y wife and I were much struck by the evidences of the Holy Spirit’s working. 
It was something to warm one’s heart through to see that place, to give one 
renewed joy and courage in the work, and to rebuke feeble faith. The whole place 
was pervaded with the atmosphere of keenness. One could see faces really 
shining with the joy of the Lord, answering as we were assured to lives really 
changed by the Holy Spirit’s power.98 
 
Joe Church’s firsthand observation of the remarkable change of Kinuka 
convinced Church that Africans could be completely transformed through a genuine 
conversion experience. He wrote to his supporters: “[Kinuka] has come back an 
absolutely changed life. There is no doubt that an African can have a ‘second blessing,’ if 
you like to call it so.”99 This was a crucial moment not only for Joe Church but also for 
other missionaries, as they came to recognize and support African leadership in the 
evangelistic ministry of the Mission. In persuasive articles in the quarterly magazine of 
the Ruanda Mission, Joe Church countered the prevalent perception that African 
Christians were spiritually infants who were in need of continuous guidance and 
supervision by the missionaries: 
I have learnt that at heart the African is by no means such a child as he is made 
out to be, and that his sense of sin, his need, and his spiritual experiences are the 																																																								
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same as our own. I am not saying these things lightly; they are real convictions, 
and, as I said, have greatly increased my faith.100 
 
The conversion of Kinuka profoundly reshaped the Ruanda missionaries’ point of view 
about African conversion. Through this remarkable event they came to realize the 
feasibility of a great spiritual movement initiated and led by Africans in Ruanda, and they 
identified Kinuka’s story as an ideal model for “genuine” conversion. To sum up, the 
process of Kinuka’s conversion and the consequences of it in his life involved four 
significant elements that served as a model for other Africans who followed his inspiring 
transformation: 1) a deep conviction of sin; 2) a desperate need for salvation; 3) a visible 
change in attitude and behavior; and 4) a great sense of responsibility to witness Christ to 
others.101 
Religious Conversion in the Colonial Context 
Analysis of religious conversion under colonial rule requires sophisticated 
appreciation for historical investigation, because two or more unequal levels of power 
were intricately intertwined in the process. Scholars rightly argue for the need to consider 
sociocultural dynamics in understanding religious conversion. Examination of major 
theories of conversion also will illuminate the complexity of Kinuka’s conversion in the 
colonial context.102 
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Among various theories concerning religious conversion to world religions, two 
theoretical schemes are particularly relevant to the examination of African conversion to 
Christianity in the twentieth-century colonial context: the utilitarian approach and the 
intellectualist approach.103 The former is concerned about those seeking worldly 
advantages such as goods, power, and position in their contact with world religions; the 
latter is about those turning to world religions to find new ways to explain and 
comprehend a changing reality. John Peel and Linford Fisher, among many others, 
argued for the utilitarian approach; Robin Horton was a leading proponent of the 
intellectualist approach.104 
 John Peel noted the utilitarian motivation of indigenous people when they 
expressed their initial interest in Christianity. In the colonial context, converts recognized 
the potential promise that the new religion would bring about, and decided for themselves 
to pursue it for pragmatic reasons. Based on his research on religious encounter in 
Yorubaland, Peel saw Christianity as an ideology that not only was imposed upon the 
people in West Africa, but also was used by them in order to protect and advance their 
status in the new social reality.105 Highlighting the Yoruba as active participants in the 
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historical processes of defining who they were, and of clarifying their options for the 
future, Peel demonstrated how the Christian faith was appropriated by the local agents, 
who consciously endeavored to form and develop a “pan-Yoruba identity” beyond 
traditional tribalism. Behind this complex process, Peel explained, was the utilitarian 
motivation to achieve the common goal of the Yoruba: 
[T]he search for power, individual or collective, was the dominant orientation of 
the Yoruba towards all religions… There were both social and technical aspects 
to this power, but the former—power in and over material things, power as 
practical knowledge—was primary, an end in itself, as well as a means to the 
latter.106 
 
Peel convincingly argued that “world religions offered more powerful techniques and 
associations to those who wanted to advance themselves in the new colonial situation.”107 
A similar theoretical analysis of conversion for utilitarian purposes in a colonial 
setting can be found in the seminal work of Linford Fisher, whose research focused on 
religious change among American Indians in the eighteenth century.108 Noting their 
practical and provisional modes of religious engagement, Fisher proposed the term 
“affiliation” rather than conversion to describe more precisely the way American Indians 
responded to the missionary enterprise of the New England evangelicals. In Fisher’s 
opinion, American Indians’ acceptance of Christianity was not merely a matter of 
religious commitment; more importantly, it was deeply related to their utilitarian 																																																								
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motivation to defend their land rights and protect their cultural autonomy through access 
to education provided by the missionaries. 
 On the other hand, Robin Horton, who described the intellectualist approach, 
conceptualized conversion as a social process through which Africans modify their 
traditional cosmology in order to accommodate a new social reality that incorporates a 
wider world than their own.109 According to Horton, prior to encountering Europeans, 
Africans used to live in a microcosmic world with their own cultural particularities. As 
they experienced a series of foreign invasions, however, Africans needed to rearrange the 
elements of their traditional worldview to take account of a new global reality. 
Conceiving of African traditional religions as “theoretical systems intended for the 
explanation, prediction, and control of space-time events,” Horton contended that 
Africans gradually accepted and adapted to new cultural meanings of the macrocosmic 
world by reordering their traditional beliefs in line with new experiences.110 
The basis of Horton’s intellectualist approach is the fundamental assumption that 
“a strong core of human cognitive rationality [is] common to the cultures of all places on 
earth and all times.”111 Affirming that all humans share universal cognitive capacity, 
Horton had no doubt that African traditional thought has logical consistency and 
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intellectual power as a system to explain the ultimate questions of life (i.e., other-worldly 
issues) as well as everyday human affairs (i.e., issues of this world). As Africans in the 
microcosmic societies faced new political and epistemological challenges from the wider 
world, they could not help but to revise and expand their traditional thought through the 
process of conversion. In Horton’s framework, therefore, religious conversion is 
primarily a cosmological adjustment.112 
Jean and John Comaroff advanced the theoretical discussion of religious 
conversion in the colonial context beyond the previous scholarship dominated by the 
utilitarian and intellectualist approaches. The Comaroffs are widely credited for 
proposing a methodological innovation to address the intricate relationship between 
religion and colonialism through their influential and contested term “colonization of 
consciousness.” Conceptualizing British missionaries in Southern Africa as cultural 
agents of the British Empire, the Comaroffs critically assessed their missionary enterprise 
as “the effort of others to impose on them [the Tswana] a particular way of seeing and 
being, to colonize their consciousness with the signs and practices, the axioms and 
aesthetics, of an alien culture.”113 
The core analytical concept of the Comaroffs is hegemony—an internalized, 
taken-for-granted face of power in everyday social relationships.114 To balance previous 																																																								
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scholars’ preoccupation with political economy in discussions of colonialism, the 
Comaroffs paid careful attention to the role of hegemony, as a hidden domain of power, 
in changing cultural meanings and practices among the colonized. They made the case 
that the conversion of the Tswana to Christianity went hand in hand with the acceptance 
of a new relation of power in European hegemony in “civilizing” the Tswana culture in 
the British mode. By colonizing the consciousness of the Tswana, the Comaroffs argued, 
the missionaries inducted them into global capitalism and political colonialism. In this 
light, African conversion should be seen as an inextricably political issue that entails 
highly political consequences.115 
A significant contribution of the Comaroffs’ theoretical framework is to 
recognize the issue of hegemony in the process of cultural change in a colonial situation. 
A study of consciousness—for example, why people articulate belief in certain ways, or 
why people take certain social practices for granted—reveals the relatively 
underappreciated aspects of colonialism: culture, symbolism, and ideology. Viewing 
missionaries as agents of cultural colonialism, however, the Comaroffs put undue stress 
on the capacity of missionaries to change the consciousness of indigenous people. They 
were less meticulous in their examination of Africans’ struggle and negotiation in 
adapting to overpowering foreign intrusion in the forms of religion, economy, and 
politics. It should be noted that the Comaroffs did not address the indispensable role of 
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African evangelists and teachers in the spread of Christianity in Southern Africa. 
Furthermore, some scholars have pointed out that the link between cultural colonialism in 
the early nineteenth century and political colonialism in the late nineteenth century was 
less direct than the Comaroffs assumed.116 
Taking into consideration the major theories of conversion in the context of 
colonial Africa, how can historians understand and analyze the conversion of Yosiya 
Kinuka? Was his conversion a utilitarian strategy to seek privilege and wealth? Did his 
conversion provide him with a more convincing way to explain the new reality? Or was 
his consciousness “colonized” by Joe Church and other missionaries? What were his 
driving motivations and the visible consequences of his conversion?117 
First of all, it should be noted that Kinuka had nothing to gain in material terms 
when he pronounced a dramatic conversion in 1931. He was already employed as the 
head hospital assistant by the Ruanda Mission. In fact, he had long enjoyed a privileged 
position since his first contact with the missionaries in 1923: healthcare, friendship, 
education, and a good job as an African working with European doctors. Utilitarian 
motivation might explain Kinuka’s initial interest in Christianity, yet it cannot account 
for his later conversion experience. While working at the hospital in the foreign country, 																																																								
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Kinuka seriously considered returning to his own country, Ankole, to be a sub-county 
chief (gombolola, “district officer”).118 Given that he had this high-status option, he had 
no pragmatic reason to assert his conversion if he simply wished to pursue worldly 
success and material prosperity. It is more probable that Kinuka would have wanted to 
find an explanation of the meaning of life. This demonstrates the other-worldly stance of 
the Balokole movement, although not all participants shared exactly the same view. As 
he became convinced of what he found in his conversion experience, Kinuka was willing 
to lay down all other possibilities for better living under the cross of Christ.119 
Second, it is worth noting that no European missionary was directly involved in 
Kinuka’s conversion. Joe Church wrote several times that he had little authority, in a 
spiritual or organizational sense, over his hospital assistants. Because the number of daily 
patients far exceeded the capacity of the doctor, the missionary doctors in the Ruanda 
Mission came to depend on African hospital workers to provide some medical 
services.120 Thus, the relationship between Joe Church and Kinuka cannot be typified as a 
master-servant relationship as in other colonial missions. Church arranged for Kinuka to 
travel to Kampala to meet Simeon Nsibambi, but it was Nsibambi and other African 
Christians who directly influenced Kinuka in the days leading up to his conversion. Thus, 
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it is undoubtedly true that the conversion of Kinuka was less influenced by European 
missionaries than by African Christians. This became the important pattern in the 
development of the Balokole Revival. Many African converts testified that the African 
preachers had much more direct influence on their conversion than the European 
missionaries did.121 
Third, very few of the Ruanda missionaries considered Western civilization to be 
something they should impart to African people along with the Christian message. What 
they desired to share with Africans was the message of salvation in Christ, not the 
Western way of thought or life. Observing the spiritual decline in the Church of England, 
many Ruanda missionaries from the evangelical wing of the Church explicitly lamented 
that worse than heathendom is “civilization without Christ.”122 Already in the mid-1930s, 
Joe Church perceived pervasive materialism and interest in Western civilization among 
Ugandan young people, who rode motorcycles and enjoyed going to the cinema or to 
dance parties.123 He contended that the growing commercialism and materialism in Africa 
would become a hindrance to the real conversion of African people.124 Although African 
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revivalists took advantage of modern technology for their transportation and 
communication, modernity itself was never the ultimate aim of the Balokole movement; 
it was a strategic means to achieve their religious aspirations to spread the gospel 
message to distant places, and to establish a new cosmopolitan community beyond their 
own geographic and societal boundaries.125 Thus, the Comaroffs’ bold assertion that 
missionaries were civilizing agents who dreamed of building a modern capitalist world in 
Africa is not universally applicable to all missionaries of all times. The so-called 
“civilizing mission” emerged in a particular time in British history and drew substantial 
interest from a particular group of British Christians. For the Ruanda missionaries with 
evangelical theological conviction, the conversion of Kinuka was a prime example of 
what they had hoped and prayed for: a radical reorientation of African Christians’ 
purpose of life from materialistic success to spiritual commitment.126  
As Lewis Rambo insightfully analyzed, conversion is a paradoxical 
phenomenon.127 It is both an event and a process, for it involves both sudden and gradual 
changes. Conversion is an ending and a beginning, for it signals both a break with the 
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past and an open-ended new life. Conversion is private and public, for it entails both 
personal and communal consequences. This paradoxical nature of conversion is the very 
reason why religious conversion requires nuanced investigation at both the micro and the 
macro level. Since multiple factors are associated simultaneously and complicatedly in 
the process of conversion, it is critical not to underestimate the significance of a religious 
experience nor of the context surrounding it. As a historian, I would not disregard 
Kinuka’s self-presentation nor dissolve it into anthropological theory, but rather consider 
how his particular conversion experience in this particular time and space adds to our 
understanding of the spiritual movement in the Ruanda Mission in which he played such 
a pivotal role. 
Not a Prophet but a Bible Team 
As discussed above, Anthony Wallace’s theoretical scheme for analyzing 
revitalization movements highlighted the role of a prophet with a new ideal to effectively 
cope with the current crisis. If the conversion of Yosiya Kinuka prompted in a profound 
manner the beginning of a new spiritual movement, then who played the important role 
of the prophet in the revival? Was it Kinuka himself, or Simeon Nsibambi, who 
significantly influenced Kinuka’s conversion? Who served as a leading beacon in the 
most influential, enduring, and far-reaching revival movement in Africa? 
Scholars of African Christianity have noted a fundamental role of prophets in 
modern African churches. Nearly all Christian renewal movements in the African 
continent were initiated and spread by prominent African prophets with spiritual 
charisma: William Wadé Harris in West Africa, Isaiah Shembe in South Africa, and 
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Simon Kimbangu in Central Africa. The emergence and expansion of the African 
Initiated Churches (AICs) in the early twentieth century cannot be explained without the 
inspiring leadership of African prophets. An intriguing question, then, is who a leading 
prophet was, if any, in the initial phase of the remarkable revitalization movement in the 
Church of Uganda. 
Contrary to other Christian renewal movements in Africa, no great prophet was 
remembered in the Balokole Revival. A missionary at Kabale pointed out that a 
distinctive feature of the Revival that “there was no special spiritual leader; everyone 
depended on the Holy Spirit.”128 It is true that either Joe Church or Simeon Nsibambi was 
often called the leader of the movement, but neither of them publicly affirmed it. 
Although Church sometimes introduced Nsibambi as an “African prophet,” he did not 
mean that Nsibambi had actually led or charismatically dominated the Revival, as was the 
case for the “African prophets” mentioned above. Instead, Church considered that the 
major role of a prophet was to call people to repentance, disturb their comfortable 
routines, and bring them back to a lively relationship with God.129 As a consequence, 
after their prayer meeting in 1929, Church and Nsibambi dedicated themselves to a one-
on-one method of evangelism. They named the scheme “One by One Band”: speaking to 
one person about Christ each day.130 For true conversion and personal transformation, 
they claimed, they should aim for personal witness rather than a mass conversion 																																																								
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movement.131 This method also encouraged spiritual revival within the organized church, 
rather than the establishment of separate churches. 
Coming back to Gahini, Joe Church had in mind a plan to train a band of 
“medical evangelists” who could go out and work with church teachers for evangelistic 
ministries.132 With the slogan “every man an evangelist,” he proposed that all African 
workers, regardless of their departments, should be involved in teamwork to witness to 
Christ. Yosiya Kinuka became the first fruit of Church’s long prayer, thanks to 
consultation with Nsibambi. After his conversion, Kinuka formed a strong bond and 
friendship with Blasio Kigozi, a headmaster of Gahini School. These two African leaders 
“on fire” often visited Joe Church’s house for joint prayer and Bible study. This was the 
beginning of the fellowship meeting, widely regarded as one of the most important 
legacies of the Balokole Revival. With a renewed commitment to evangelism, Kinuka 
and Kigezi practiced “true co-operation in spiritual things between the different 
departments of the work.”133 Church described the beginning of the Bible Team in the 
Gahini Station as follows: 
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A spiritual fire seems to have been smouldering at Gahini for some years, every 
now and again bursting out quietly here and there…. A method has developed of 
taking out parties as a Bible Team, some teaching, others going only for personal 
work and prayer. Blasio [Kigozi] and Yosea [Kinuka] were especially led in this 
way.134 
 
The Bible Team, therefore, did not appear out of nowhere, but was carefully and 
prayerfully prepared by Joe Church several years before its noticeable contribution to the 
emergence of the Revival. He envisioned a scheme of taking “a party of really tested and 
keen natives, chosen from all departments of the work, who have a real burden for souls, 
to some prearranged place for a series of meetings.”135 During the evangelistic ministry 
of the Bible Team, Church arranged prayer support by those remaining behind in the 
station. This became a significant model for the development of the Balokole Revival; 
prior to every important mission or convention in Uganda, Joe Church always issued a 
“Call to Prayer” to supporters in England. By doing so, Church perceptively linked 
Christians on the two distant continents in a common spiritual cause, the revival in the 
Church of Uganda. Accordingly, the African revivalists in Uganda were well aware that 
they were part of a transnational and multicultural revitalization movement, presumably 
led by the Holy Spirit rather than by particular ecclesiastical leaders. By joining in the 
Revival, an African convert decided to belong to the cosmopolitan community beyond 
his or her local area. 
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The Bible Team made an even more notable contribution to large-scale 
conventions. The historic Kabale Convention in 1935, which signaled the beginning of 
the Revival in Uganda, was led by the Bible Team from the Gahini station, including 
Yosiya Kinuka, Blasio Kigozi, Paulo Muningantama, Chrisostome Habyara, and 
others.136 Since most African preachers who were part of this team were originally from 
Buganda and Ankole, their message calling for repentance was culturally appropriate and 
sympathetically appealing to African audience at Kabale. Archdeacon Arthur Pitt-Pitts, 
the first ecclesiastical authority in the Province of Kigezi and Ruanda, aptly noted that the 
Revival in Uganda was not associated with any particular prophet, but ignited by “the 
Bible Teams that have gone out from Gahini Station.”137 Furthermore, in 1936 the Bishop 
of Uganda invited the Bible Team to convene a convention for ordination candidates of 
Bishop Tucker Theological College in Mukono. A team of twelve Africans and three 
Europeans was formed from Gahini, Kabale, and Kampala under the leadership of Joe 
Church. It was unusual for the Bishop of Uganda to entrust a lay medical missionary 
team with full authority to organize and lead a convention at the Anglican Theological 
College.138 At the suggestion of Joe Church, the core African leaders of the Revival, 
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Simeon Nsibambi and Ezikeri Balaba, were included in the Bible Team for the Mukono 
Convention. 
It is important to note that Joe Church considered the unity between different 
tribes and races as the primary evidence of the working of the Holy Spirit. According to 
him, deeper oneness and fellowship between Europeans and Africans were the greatest 
fruit of the Balokole Revival.139 Whenever the brethren experienced division or conflict, 
he became doubtful whether the Spirit was working among them. As a radical egalitarian 
in the Spirit, Joe Church called for partnership between European missionaries and 
African revivalists, as “an equal brotherhood of Black and White.”140 Other missionaries 
involved in the Revival also asked the African revivalists to call them Ab’oluganda 
(Luganda for “brethren and sisters”) to signify a new brotherly relationship with them in 
Christ.141 It was Church himself who suggested that the missionaries and the African 
leaders should be housed under the same roof as they met to prepare for the Mukono 
Convention in 1936.142 It was quite a revolutionary idea in the colonial context, so Bishop 
Stuart was reluctant to accept it.143  
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Particularly remarkable was the decision-making process within the Bible Team. 
Joe Church considered it crucial to make a decision as a team, especially regarding the 
selection of speakers at conventions. He insisted that no prearrangement was necessary 
for absolute reliance on the spontaneous guidance of the Holy Spirit. In his letter to 
Bishop Stuart, Joe Church explicitly shared his conviction:  
I don’t want to make people prepare set talks; it may spoil freedom and hinder 
guidance. Let us meet and share our spiritual experiences; let us say honestly 
how far we have got along that road to real Power and Pentecost.144 
 
Based on mutual trust, the Bible Team was waiting in quiet prayer until the Spirit 
revealed who should speak and what topics needed to be spoken about at the convention. 
Any member of the team was welcome to share his insight from the Spirit, and then 
others would agree or disagree with it with complete freedom. 145 As Kevin Ward rightly 
noted, the whole process of decision-making was both Spirit-led and fundamentally 
democratic based on shared commitment to the radical equality of all believers.146 
The united effort of the Bible Team opened the possibility of incorporating lay 
engagement in the Balokole movement in the church despite its rigid hierarchical 
structure. Following the strategically planned scheme of Joe Church, the Bible Team 
included African lay revivalists so that they continued to exert their influence at the 
																																																								
144 J. E. Church to Cyril Stuart, March 24, 1936, JEC 3/1/9. 
145A detailed description of decision-making processes in the Balokole Revival can be found in 
Dorothy Smoker’s article. Dorothy E. W. Smoker, “Decision-Making in East African Revival Movement 
Groups,” in African Initiatives in Religion: 21 Studies from Eastern and Central Africa, ed. David B. 
Barrett (Nairobi, Kenya: East African Publishing House, 1971), 96–108. 
146 Ward, “Revival, Mission and Church in Kigezi, Rwanda and Burundi,” 18. 
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leadership level. In fact, the so-called “parson-layman controversy” in the Church of 
Uganda had been a formidable obstacle that prevented laymen, whether missionaries or 
Africans, from being extensively and directly engaged in the evangelistic ministry of the 
church. In the formal, hierarchical organization of Anglicanism, the early Ruanda 
missionaries found it difficult to promote the role of lay leadership in church work. 
Clerical authority was regarded as supreme in the church, and the only individuals who 
were allowed to preach at a service were a few licensed by the Bishop. 
The complicated nature of the controversy was epitomized by the conflicting 
attitudes of the missionaries in the field and the Ruanda Council at home regarding 
“churchmanship” in the African church. When the new chairman of the Council, A. St. 
John Thorpe, visited Ruanda in 1933, he recognized the lack of churchmanship in the 
mission, in terms of ritual and organization of the church, and reported the issue to the 
Council. The Council members in Britain expressed their concern by asserting that the 
Ruanda Mission ought to mirror the formal structures of the Church of England, which 
was regarded as the prime model of church organization.147 This brought about certain 
tension and dispute from the Ruanda missionaries, who responded to it by pointing out 
that the church organization of the Ruanda Mission faithfully followed the ideal and 
practice of the great missionary Alfred Tucker, the first Bishop of Uganda.148 With a 
																																																								
147 “Minutes of the Meeting of the Ruanda Council,” December 6, 1933, CMS G3 A11 L1 1933. 
148 “The First Annual Conference of the Ruanda Mission at Kabale,” January 21–22, 1934, CMS 
G3 A11 L1 1934. Bishop Alfred Tucker was well remembered as an ardent champion of African leadership 
in the Church of Uganda. In his first proposal of the Constitution of the Church of Uganda in 1898, Bishop 
Tucker advocated that ecclesiastical polity should be under the control of an African Church Synod based 
on the principles of democracy and self-government. Christopher Byaruhanga, Bishop Alfred Robert Tucker 
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clear affirmation of their allegiance to Jesus Christ, the Executive Committee of the 
missionaries argued that a fundamental basis for the strong and living church was not a 
“veil of formalism or ritual,” but a “spirit of joyous evangelism.”149  
 The Ruanda missionaries, many of whom were evangelical-minded laymen from 
the Anglican Church, held fast to egalitarian approaches to mission. They were strongly 
against clerical domination of the mission as well as missionary supervision of the 
church. By the early 1930s, the Ruanda missionaries were dreaming of building an equal 
relationship with African staff to demonstrate genuine Christian love and effective 
evangelism by Africans. Bill Church, a missionary doctor in Ruanda and younger brother 
of Joe Church, expressed his desire to form friendships with African workers instead of 
playing “the role of the white boss.”150 Joe Church contended that all missionaries, 
whether clergy or laymen, should work and relate on the same level, because there is “no 
distinction, nothing special in a person having been ‘priested.’”151 The famous three-
legged stool metaphor for mission, which comprised the church, the school, and the 
hospital as the three legs, became a prominent inspiration for teamwork in the Ruanda 
																																																								
and the Establishment of the African Anglican Church (Nairobi, Kenya: Word Alive Publication, 2008), 
161–68. 
149 Debate about the ecclesiastical structure of the Church of Uganda arose in part because of the 
different demographic contexts of Christianity in England and in Uganda. As of the 1930s, England was 
already “evangelized” with a fully developed system of parishes under the Church of England. However, in 
Uganda and Ruanda a vast number of people were unchurched. Therefore, it was inevitable that the 
missionaries would place more emphasis on evangelistic activities than on development of the church 
organization. 
150 W. F. Church, Ruanda Notes 44: 20. 
151 Osborn, Fire in the Hills, 69. 
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Mission. Stanley Smith recognized the significance of lay engagement and teamwork for 
effective evangelism: 
The Church of England “parish system” places nearly all the authority and 
initiative in the work of the Church on the clergymen. It is too great a burden for 
one man, and it ignores the immense reserves of spiritual power latent in the 
laity. It became clear that God’s purpose in this apparent rivalry was to teach the 
Mission the importance of team work.152 
 
In a profound sense, the Bible Team enabled both European and African laity to be 
directly involved in the evangelistic ministry of the church through various types of 
revivalist meetings and conventions. John Taylor, the later General Secretary of the 
CMS, observed that the Balokole Revival “reaffirmed the spiritual responsibility of the 
laity in the church.”153 
Conclusion 
As a conversionist movement, the Balokole Revival fundamentally challenged 
the nominal state of the Church of Uganda. So often frustrated with the superficial faith 
and low moral standards of African Christians, many Ruanda missionaries shared the 
theological conviction that “revival answers every problem.”154 In particular, Joe Church 
served as the most fervent supporter of the Revival in its early years, encouraging and 
promoting African leadership in the movement through his innovative means called the 
Bible Team.155 
																																																								
152 Stanley Smith, Road to Revival, 54. 
153 John V. Taylor, Processes of Growth in an African Church (London: SCM Press, 1958), 16. 
154 Church, Quest for the Highest, 126. 
155 Moon, “The Conversion of Yosiya Kinuka,” 211. 
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 The conversion of Yosiya Kinuka at Gahini served as an ideal model for African 
conversion, and his collaboration with Blasio Kigozi to form the first Bible Team 
effectively disseminated the message of the Revival to different parts of Uganda. The 
notable consequences of Kinuka’s conversion—repentance, restoration, and restitution—
became the important “steps” that other African converts were expected to follow in 
order to prove the genuineness of their conversion. Through their writings affirming 
Kinuka’s profound influence, Joe Church and other missionaries sympathetic to the 
Revival promoted his conversion as normative for African adaptation of the Keswick 
type of revivalism. The inspiration and aspiration of the Balokole movement, therefore, 
cannot be fully appreciated without the proper understanding of Kinuka’s conversion.156 
From its very beginning, the East African Revival was not associated with any 
prophetic figure. Instead, the revivalists pointed to the Holy Spirit as the true inspiration 
for the Revival. The African leaders were said to be careful not to make an idol of 
anyone, and they avoided hero worship.157 They simply wanted to be remembered as 
“saved ones” who found their sins forgiven by the grace of Christ. The major momentum 
of the movement came from the Bible Team, which was inclusive to both Africans and 
Europeans, to both clergy and laymen, if they were empowered by the Holy Spirit. 
Neville Langford-Smith, who witnessed the Revival in Tanganyika in the 1930s and later 
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became an Anglican bishop in Kenya, recalled the spontaneous growth of the revival 
movement in different regions of East Africa as follows: 
[T]here was never any planned or organized campaign for spreading revival. The 
movement spread as groups of revived Christians were burdened with the need of 
some particular place and went to witness there—sometimes indeed to live 
hundreds of miles away from their own homes.158 
 
In short, the Balokole Revival began with and aimed for African conversion. The 
Revival, as a whole, grew and expanded without formal institutional support; a small 
group of “saved ones” who went out voluntarily and served anonymously were a secret 
key to the rapid expansion of the movement in the Church of Uganda.159
																																																								
158 Neville Langford-Smith, “Revival in East Africa,” International Review of Missions 43 
(1954): 77–78. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
REVIVAL AND AFRICAN CHRISTIAN SPIRITUALITY1 
The East African Revival, like other revitalization movements in Christian 
history, was centered on lived experience of God and its continuing effects on spiritual 
life. African leaders of the movement such as Simeon Nsibambi and Yosiya Kinuka were 
instrumental in shaping a certain pattern of “revivalist spirituality” with emphasis on 
conversion experience and its spiritual and practical implications.2 The newly shaped 
Balokole spirituality was maintained and reinforced through communal practices of faith 
such as testimony and the fellowship meeting. African revivalists crafted the liturgy and 
practical details of their regular gatherings, and in the process played a crucial role in 
claiming the Balokole Revival as an African indigenous movement. 
																																																								
1 A portion of this chapter was published in my article “Testimony and Fellowship for a 
Continuous Conversion in the East African Revival,” Studies in World Christianity 24, no. 2 (August 2018): 
157–73. The research was conducted for this dissertation; the article appeared prior to my defense of the 
dissertation, with my primary advisor’s awareness and consent. Each paragraph that has been previously 
published is cited at the end of the paragraph. 
2 Recognizing that the term spirituality is unavoidably ambiguous because it can carry such 
diverse concepts of human experience of the divine, renowned theologian of spirituality Ewert Cousins 
maintained that “spirituality is concerned with the experiential, with the inner—but not apart from the 
outer—with the real, the transcendent, the divine.” Ewert H. Cousins, “What is Christian Spirituality?” in 
Modern Christian Spirituality: Methodological and Historical Essays, ed. Bradley C. Hanson (Atlanta, 
GA: Scholars Press, 1990), 43. Along similar lines as Cousins, Sandra Schneiders suggested the following 
definition of spirituality: “Spirituality as lived experience can be defined as conscious involvement in the 
project of life integration through self-transcendence toward the ultimate value one perceives.” Sandra M. 
Schneiders, “Christian Spirituality: Definition, Methods, and Types,” in The New SCM Dictionary of 
Christian Spirituality, ed. Philip Sheldrake (London: SCM Press, 2013), 1. Based on this general definition, 
in this chapter spirituality refers to lived human experience of God, internalization of that experience, and 
subsequent effects of the transcendent experience on one’s religious and practical life. 
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Years after he founded the Ruanda Mission, A. C. Stanley Smith looked back at 
its history and underlined that indigenization was at the heart of the Mission’s vision:  
We do not transport the whole Church of England system into Africa. The main 
essentials of its organized life and its doctrine ensure that the African Church 
shall have the heritage of the past; but we plead for simplicity so that there may 
be room for truly African expression in the worship and form of the Church.3 
 
If one takes Stanley Smith’s words seriously, one cannot neatly reduce the Balokole 
Revival to African propagation of a European religion. Those voluntarily involved in the 
movement refashioned Christianity to conform to their spiritual awareness and religious 
aspirations. In a profound sense, therefore, the Balokole movement illustrates the 
complexity of the process and result of indigenous responses to the Christian faith.4 
 This chapter examines the complicated process of the shaping and deepening of 
Balokole spirituality as an African Christian movement. First, the chapter will discuss 
previous scholarship on the charismatic spirituality of African Christians. Then the 
chapter will analyze the formation of African Christian spirituality among those involved 
in the Balokole movement in the Church of Uganda. Several notable characteristics of the 
Revival—such as confession, testimony, and fellowship—will be scrutinized to identify 
their motivations, dynamics, and effects. The chapter argues that the Balokole Revival 
was a distinctively African revitalization movement through which indigenous initiatives 
																																																								
3 A. C. Stanley Smith, Road to Revival: The Story of the Ruanda Mission (London: Church 
Missionary Society, 1946), 112. 
4 John V. Taylor, The Growth of the Church in Buganda: An Attempt at Understanding (London: 
SCM Press, 1958), 100–1; Kevin Ward, “Tukutendereza Yesu: The Balokole Revival in Uganda,” in From 
Mission to Church: A Handbook of Christianity in East Africa, ed. Zablon Nthamburi (Nairobi, Kenya: 
Uzima Press, 1991), 113.  
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created an African Christian spirituality that transformed both individuals and 
communities. 
Charismatic Spirituality of African Christians 
Scholars have noted that African Christians in general share a distinctive 
charismatic spirituality with pronounced experiential and expressive elements. Ogbu 
Kalu was one of the most notable proponents of the proposition that Africans have 
actively appropriated the charismatic dimension of Christianity according to their 
spirituality and cosmology. He was widely admired for the innovative interpretive 
framework with which he examined the characteristic features of Christianity in Africa, 
or as he put it, the “trail of ferment in African Christianity.”5 Kalu asserted that African 
Christianity has an identifiable charismatic character: “the latent, interior, pristine 
spirituality that fuelled African responses to the power of the gospel.”6 In discussing the 
exponential growth of Christianity in Africa, he foregrounded the pivotal role of African 
agency—in the person of black evangelists, African prophets, and African Pentecostals, 
among others—in the shaping of African Christianity. As a historian, Kalu’s purpose was 
to reclaim the history of African Christianity as Africa’s story that ought to be understood 
within the narrative of Africa’s religious quest. 
Highlighting the vitality of African traditional spirituality, Kalu offered a 
sympathetic analysis of “how African Christianity is essentially rooted in primal 																																																								
5 Ogbu Kalu, “A Trail of Ferment in African Christianity: Ethiopianism, Prophetism, and 
Pentecostalism,” in African Identities and World Christianity in the Twentieth Century, ed. Klaus 
Koschorke (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2005), 19–47. 
6 Ibid., 19. 
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religion.”7 He made the robust case that Africans did not merely accept the foreign 
Christian God, but rather understood the God of Europeans in terms of their own spiritual 
awareness. In particular, Africans’ belief in the invisible spirit world was congenial to the 
role of the Holy Spirit, who figured much more prominently in African spirituality than 
in Western Christianity. Although he acknowledged the indisputable influence of 
international evangelical and Pentecostal networks, Kalu maintained that external groups 
of this sort did not create a revival, but rather supplemented a preexisting tradition of 
charismatic spirituality in the African religious landscape. According to Kalu, the 
remarkable emergence of Pentecostal churches in Africa in the 1970s should be 
understood as the cumulative effect of revival movements that took place over several 
previous decades.8 From an insider’s perspective, Kalu stressed an abiding continuity 
between African traditional religiosity and charismatic spirituality.9 
																																																								
7 Ogbu Kalu, “Introduction: The Shape and Flow of African Church Historiography,” in African 
Christianity: An African Story, ed. Ogbu Kalu (Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press, 2007), 4.  
8 In his monumental book about the Pentecostal movement in Africa, Kalu cogently argued that 
African Pentecostalism was not imported from abroad, but epitomizes the longstanding religious quest of 
African people for spiritual power. Kalu contended: “African Pentecostalism did not originate from Azusa 
Street and is not an extension of the American electronic church. . . . It is one of the ways that Africans 
responded to the missionary structures and appropriated the message.” Ogbu Kalu, African Pentecostalism: 
An Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), viii. 
9 Some scholars criticized Kalu, contending that the process of Africanization of Christianity was 
far more complicated and even paradoxical than his simplified scheme indicated. Most notably, Paul 
Kollman argued that Kalu’s view was overtly ideologically-driven and thus downplayed the contribution of 
mission-founded churches. According to Kollman, Kalu’s emphasis on the underlying unity within African 
Christianity was based on his essentialist view of “Africanness”—that there exists a single authentic 
African worldview. Paul Kollman, “Classifying African Christianities: Past, Present, and Future; Part One,” 
Journal of Religion in Africa 40, no. 1 (2010): 3–32; “Classifying African Christianities: Past, Present, and 
Future; Part Two,” Journal of Religion in Africa 40, no. 2 (2010): 118–48. 
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Kalu was not the only scholar who noted the significance of Africans’ belief in 
the invisible world of spirits. Kwame Bediako argued that an important contributor to 
Africans’ understanding of the Christian message was the traditional African primal 
worldview, which Bediako described as including, but not limited to, an awareness of 
invisible spirits, a sense of the after-life, and understanding the physical and the spiritual 
to be intertwined as one.10 In addition, Gerrie ter Haar contended that when African 
Christians accepted and appropriated the Christian faith from foreign missionaries, they 
held on to their traditional cosmology that centered around belief in the invisible spirit 
world. It was the African cosmology of the spirit world, ter Haar asserted, that created a 
liturgical space for Christian practices of spiritual healing and miracles in African 
churches.11 
 The unprecedented growth of African churches in the late twentieth century 
should be understood in the context of its charismatic spirituality that resonates deeply 
with the African map of the universe. Kalu explained in detail how the African primal 
worldview differs from the Western worldview in its conception of time and space.12 
Africans conceive time in a cyclical pattern, and perceive three dimensions of space: 
heaven, the earth, and the spirit world. What is notable in the African worldview is a 
																																																								
10 Kwame Bediako, Jesus and the Gospel in Africa: History and Experience (New York: Orbis 
Books, 2004). 
11 Gerrie ter Haar, How God Became African: African Spirituality and Western Secular Thought 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009). 
12 Ogbu Kalu, “Preserving a Worldview: Pentecostalism in the African Maps of the Universe,” 
Pneuma 24, no. 2 (2002): 110–137.  
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constant interplay between the physical and the spiritual worlds; all the realms of life are 
sacralized in Africa without distinction between the profane and the sacred. As they 
converted to Christianity, Kalu pointed out, African Christians did not displace their 
traditional worldview, but reconstructed it to accommodate new religious beliefs and 
meanings of Christianity. Kalu contended that the so-called “charismatization of African 
Christianity” should therefore be seen as Africa’s successful attempt to establish a 
distinctive spirituality that appealed to Africans’ understanding of the universe. 
Those involved in the Balokole Revival were actively engaged in the formation 
of a certain type of Christian spirituality centered on their religious experience. Through 
their repentance and their understanding that repentance leads to forgiveness of sins, their 
lived experience of God was internalized; its efficacy was sustained through their 
communal practices such as public testimony and fellowship meetings. It should be 
noted, however, that Balokole spirituality significantly differed from prophet-healing 
movements or Spirit-type churches in Africa. Divine healing or supernatural miracles 
played only a negligible part in the Balokole movement; more emphasis was placed on 
the experience of repentance and its visible consequences in individuals’ moral and 
spiritual lives.13 
																																																								
13 In suggesting five major types of revivals in African Christian history, Kalu categorized the 
Balokole Revival as a “puritan, fundamentalist expression of Christianity” within the boundaries of 
mainline denominations in Africa. Kalu analyzed that the other types of revivals are associated with 
Christian prophets such as William Wadé Harris of Liberia and Simon Kimbangu of the Congo, or the 
Spirit-type churches such as Aladura in West Africa and Zionist in Southern Africa. These types were 
started by charismatic and messianic leaders, and accommodated traditional cults and symbols with 
Christian meanings. Kalu, “A Trail of Ferment in African Christianity,” 26–31. 
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The Shaping of Balokole Spirituality 
Conviction of Sin: Becoming a Sinner 
It is not an easy task to pinpoint the core essence of a large-scale religious 
movement like the East African Revival, due to its complex dynamics and inspirations. 
Nonetheless, it is possible to identify characteristic features of the movement based on 
the testimonies and reflections of its leaders and participants. At the heart of the Balokole 
movement, above all other things, was its strong emphasis on sin. Sin and repentance 
were the topics African revivalists preached on most frequently.14 The impassioned 
message of Simeon Nsibambi at the historic Kabale Convention in 1935 captured the 
essence of the revivalist preaching: “Ekibi kibi nnyo!” (meaning “Sin is bad, very 
bad!”).15 Lawrence Barham, a clerical missionary in the Kabale station, recalled that a 
deep conviction of sin arose at that Convention and precipitated weeping and crying 
among hundreds of those in attendance. Barham identified that event as the beginning of 
the revival in Uganda.16 It started as a repentance movement, and the repentant sinners 
shared their spiritual experiences with others so that they might join in the movement.17 
																																																								
14 One revivalist convert from Ankole (in western Uganda) observed that Balokole preachers 
invariably raised the topic of sin first as they began to preach: “The first message was sin. Second 
repentance. Then the Cross.” Elieza Mugimba interview, June 8, 1971, Uganda Christian University 
Archive (henceforth “UCU”) East African Revival Interview, folder 3, p. 2. 
15 Lawrence Barham interview, May 26, 1972, UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 1, p. 
4. 
16 Lawrence Barham, Ruanda Notes 56 (April 1936): 12–14. 
17 Moon, “Testimony and Fellowship,” 158. 
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Prior to the emergence of the Balokole Revival, the missionaries of the Ruanda 
Mission considered that the lack of conviction of sin among African Christians was the 
fundamental reason for spiritual laxity in the Church of Uganda. In his early years in 
Africa, Joe Church was appalled by the low standards for baptism in the Church of 
Uganda, which did not attempt to assess whether a candidate had experienced inner 
regeneration: 
I began to see one more of the great problems of those early days, how easy it 
was to accept the whole story and be baptised without really being convicted of 
sin. It could be only head knowledge.18 
 
Similarly, A. C. Stanley Smith lamented over the absence of any true conviction of sin 
among multitudes of African converts in the first decade of the Mission.19 
As a consequence, during the early 1930s the Ruanda missionaries frequently 
asked supporters in Britain to pray for the work of the Holy Spirit to convict nominal 
African Christians of their sins so that they might be transformed, first inwardly and then 
outwardly, to live out what they believed. The veteran missionary Geoffrey Holmes, who 
had pioneered the Gahini station, asked for prayer for the convicting work of the Spirit: 
Pray for us, friends, that God will work deeply amongst us through His Holy 
Spirit and convict and cleanse us of all that is unpleasing to Him. Pray that we 
may have the joy of seeing His convicting work going on amongst us in our 
meetings, and that He may give us a time of real spiritual revival.20 
 
																																																								
18 John E. Church, Quest for the Highest: An Autobiographical Account of the East African 
Revival (Exeter, UK: The Paternoster Press, 1981), 24. 
19 Stanley Smith, Road to Revival, 38. 
20 Geoffrey Holmes, Ruanda Notes 45 (July 1933): 20. 
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It is important to note that Holmes saw a link between conviction of sin and spiritual 
revival. For the Ruanda missionaries, the defining principle of revival was genuine 
repentance prompted by the convicting work of the Holy Spirit. Based on the biblical 
verse of John 16:8, they shared the strong belief that if the Spirit would come, he would 
convict people of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment to come.21 Archdeacon W. 
Arthur Pitt-Pitts, the first ecclesiastical authority in the Diocese of Kigezi and Ruanda, 
declared that the power of the Holy Spirit was evident when people were broken down 
under the conviction of sin.22 
 Therefore, the most significant inspiration of the Balokole Revival was the 
strongly held belief that an individual’s conviction of sin would lead to a true 
conversion.23 Viewing conversion as a heartfelt change in the inward soul, early leaders 
of the Revival employed terms such as “conviction of sin” and “repentance” much more 
frequently than any others in their descriptions of what was happening in the Ruanda 
Mission. For example, in a mission newsletter update about the Gahini station, Joe 
Church wrote: 
One definite sign of growth has been manifest as it was in 1931. There have been 
several cases of repentance among our senior Christians…. There had been real 																																																								
21 Frustrated with the superficial faith of African Christians in Urundi, William Church appealed 
to his friends at home: “Will you pray that the Barundi may not only agree to everything, but that they may 
hear and respond to the voice of the Holy Spirit, convicting of sin, of righteousness and judgment to 
come?” W. F. Church, Ruanda Notes 54 (October 1935): 32. 
22 W. Arthur Pitt-Pitts, Ruanda Notes 58 (October 1936): 7.  
23 A. C. Stanley Smith believed that the most remarkable characteristic of the Ruanda Revival 
was the conviction of sin. He wrote: “Take the outstanding characteristic of the revival, namely, Conviction 
of Sin…. This sense of sin has been, as I say, the outstanding mark of the work.” A. C. Stanley Smith, 
Ruanda Notes 60 (April 1937): 30. 
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times of heart-searching before God, and a determination to put everything in the 
past right before setting out afresh on a life of full surrender and victory.24 
 
Along the same lines, African revivalists perceived the conviction of sin, among 
nonbelievers and nominal Christians, as the essential work of the Holy Spirit. Elijah 
Ndyanabo witnessed the revival in Kigezi in 1935 and later gave an account of the 
movement of the Holy Spirit in his region: “Revival came to Kigezi…. People repented 
sins having been convicted by the Spirit of God, they accepted Jesus, and were saved…. 
The Holy Spirit went on convicting people, salvation burst out all over Kigezi.”25 
Another African revivalist from Ankole recounted that the revival “started with 
conviction of sins and repentance and then accepting Jesus as our Saviour and then after 
that new life and giving testimonies to others.”26 
In order to be saved, one first must be aware of one’s sin. It is not merely an 
individual matter, but more importantly a social issue, because it requires a shared moral 
or ethical standard. Previous scholars have suggested that at the time of the Balokole 
Revival, most African societies had a rather vague concept of sin as inward guilt.27 What 
was more prevalent, according to those scholars, was an idea that shame was linked to 
individuals’ failure to fulfill social or ritual obligations toward their community. With 
																																																								
24 J. E. Church, Ruanda Notes 47 (January 1934): 17.  
25 Elijah Ndyanabo interview, n.d., UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 3, p. 1. 
26 Mugimba interview, June 8, 1971, p. 3. 
27 Monica Hunter, “An African Christian Morality,” Africa 10, no. 3 (1937): 265–91; F. B. 
Welbourn, “Some Problems of African Christianity: Guilt and Shame,” in Christianity in Tropical Africa, 
ed. C. G. Baëta (London: Oxford University Press, 1968), 182–94. 
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particular stress on the solidarity of the community, most African traditional laws, 
regulations, rules, and taboos were intended to keep social order and peace in the 
community.28 It was often held that Africans tended to regard misfortune as a punishment 
by an ancestor or deity for their failure to fulfill such social obligations. This is, of 
course, a contentious argument to contemporary scholars of African religions because 
outsiders’ definitions of sin may not be consistent with insiders’ views of sin. 
It is significant that many African converts in the Balokole movement testified 
that it was fairly new for them to perceive the seriousness of sin and to understand it as 
inward moral failure. One convert described how her neighbors had dealt with misfortune 
by performing a certain ritual; it was customary for those under affliction to visit a 
traditional priest (or in common parlance, a witch doctor) to offer a sacrifice to appease 
the deity.29 In an interview that touched on the customs he followed before he embraced 
Christianity, a revivalist from Kigezi acknowledged that his culture’s traditional 
worldview had no concept of sin as such, but rather a “code of social behavior” to handle 
individual misfortune or social conflict.30 For instance, when someone committed a crime 
against another person, the criminal was required to put it right through sacrifice or 
																																																								
28 The prominent African philosopher and theologian John Mbiti analyzed African morality as 
follows: “[T]he essence of African morality is that it is more ‘societary’ than ‘spiritual’; it is a morality of 
‘conduct’ rather than a morality of ‘being’… for it defines what a person does rather than what he is.” John 
S. Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1969), 214. 
29 Gladys Ndyanabo, a daughter of a traditional priest in Kigezi, testified that people used to 
come to her father with a bull for sacrifice when their family member became ill. The major religious 
function of the traditional priest was to appease the deity, not to urge people to repent their fault or sin. 
Gladys Ndyanabo interview, September 15, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 2, p. 1. 
30 Basingwire interview, November 1, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 3, p. 2. 
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restitution. Penitence or repentance, as an inward process, seemed to play no major part 
in the resolution of conflict in African tradition.31 
One tactic the missionaries employed to teach the concept of sin was to condemn 
most, if not all, traditional beliefs and practices, including spirit cults, polygamy, 
adultery, drinking, and smoking. It was not a coincidence that some missionaries initiated 
a Christian moral reform movement when the Balokole Revival came to the surface. In 
1932, Jim Brazier instituted the “Cleanse the Church Campaign” in the Kabale station to 
eradicate all traditional religious customs among the baptized Christians there. Taking an 
uncompromising stance toward “backsliding,” Brazier insisted on “the public expulsion 
of all Christians who have gone back from their baptism vows and who refuse to 
repent.”32 Although the campaign was primarily intended to enact church discipline, it 
also made Christian moral standards clear to nominal Christians in the church, so they 
might be convicted of their fault and sin. Alongside Brazier’s campaign, other 
missionaries introduced the concept of Satan as a source of evil, which had no parallel in 
the traditional worldview, to help Africans steeped in that worldview grasp the idea of 
salvation only being efficacious through Christ.33 																																																								
31 J. Omosade Awolalu identified several important ways to remove the negative consequences of 
sin and evil in African traditional religions. They include purification, ritual bathing, fasting, anointing, and 
propitiatory sacrifice. J. Omosade Awolalu, “Sin and Its Removal in African Traditional Religion,” Journal 
of the American Academy of Religion 44, no. 2 (1976): 283–87. 
32 P. J. Brazier, Ruanda Notes 42 (October 1932): 15. 
33 Basingwire interview, November 1, 1971, p. 1. The early leaders of the Ruanda Mission 
repeatedly blamed Satan for the moral failure and unchristian religious practices of indigenous people. For 
instance, Leonard Sharp wrote in 1928: “Sometimes a missionary may become depressed by a Christian 
teacher falling into sin. Such a case but reminds us of Satan’s power…” Leonard Sharp, Ruanda Notes 25 
(July 1928): 8. Another veteran missionary, Geoffrey Holmes, reported: “For hundreds of years these 
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The pivotal role of morality and cultural logic in religious change among non-
Western people is meticulously documented by Joel Robbins’ groundbreaking work 
Becoming Sinners.34 Looking for reasons behind the rapid Christianization through 
revival among the Urapmin in Papua New Guinea, Robbins pinpointed morality as a 
main domain in which people build cultural logic and sustain social relations. Although 
Papua New Guinea and East Africa are too distant from one another geographically and 
culturally to allow a meaningful situational connection, both societies underwent a period 
of colonial rule through which indigenous people lost privileges and confidence in their 
own traditional structure. Robbins borrowed the concept of “humiliation” from Marshall 
Sahlins to explain the Urapmin’s frustration about their impotence under colonial rule.35 
The experience of humiliation, Robbins noted, opened the door to the Urapmin 
embracing modernity on its own terms rather than as filtered through their traditional 
categories—the process Robbins labeled “adoption.”36 While colonial rule introduced 
new political and economic regulations, Christian law entailed new regulations in moral 
areas. Traditional Urapmin culture tolerated, and even celebrated, willfulness and 
																																																								
people, sunken in sin, diseased in body and soul, have been oppressed and miserably downtrodden by 
Satan.” Geoffrey Holmes, Ruanda Notes 26 (October 1928): 12. 
34 Joel Robbins, Becoming Sinners: Christianity and Moral Torment in a Papua New Guinea 
Society (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2004). 
35 Ibid., 9. Robbins understood humiliation as a form of cultural debasement through which 
people learn to “hate what they already have, what they always considered their well-being.”  
36 Ibid., 10. Robbins defined adoption as a model of culture change in which “people take on an 
entirely new culture on its own terms, forgoing any conscious effort to work its elements into the categories 
of their traditional understandings.”  
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lawlessness. As the Urapmin converted to Christianity, however, they came to condemn 
this as evil. Instead they recognized and promoted the Christian value of “lawfulness,” 
and considered controlling one’s desire and obeying the Christian law to be desirable and 
even indispensable for salvation. Interestingly, this focus on Christian morality was 
firmly based on their millennial conviction of Christ’s imminent return and God’s 
impending judgment. Accordingly, obsessive confession of willfulness became a marked 
feature of Urapmin Christianity. They constantly confessed that they were sinners in 
order to ensure that they would be saved on the imminent final day. 
In many respects, the inspiration of the Balokole Revival was similar to that of 
the Urapmin Revival. First of all, the revivalist emphasis on inward reflection was key to 
the idea that the real source of evil is a sinful heart, not immoral behaviors themselves. 
Strikingly new, and even shocking, to most Africans was the Christian belief that a 
person’s character and moral quality could cause misfortune; the traditional worldview 
explained that misfortune often originated in one’s failure to fulfill social or ritual 
obligations.37 Second, both revivals linked morality with the issue of salvation. It was 
emphasized that one cannot assure one’s salvation without serious treatment of sinful 
desire. The result of conversion should be manifest in one’s changed behavior. Third, 
both revivals took an uncompromising stance against syncretism. The Urapmin opposed 
any attempt to justify a dialectical balance between willfulness and lawfulness; they 
																																																								
37 Reporting on the Teachers’ Training School in the Kabale station, Lawrence Barham shared his 
conviction that “the character training is the most important part” for the future teachers of Uganda. 
Lawrence Barham, Ruanda Notes 29 (July 1929): 16. 
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wholly condemned all willful actions. In the same fashion, the Balokole declared a 
radical break with past tradition by destroying their charms and sacred objects in public 
as they pronounced a new faith in Christ.38 
That African converts felt a deep sense of sin was evident in their emotional 
behavior in revival meetings, which included uncontrolled crying and physical trembling. 
Some Ruanda missionaries reported that they were appalled by this phenomenon, which 
they regarded as “fanatical,” and made an effort to understand it. After countless cases of 
counseling, the missionaries realized that, having heard about hell, many African 
converts had a deep fear of judgment. An African woman told Joe Church why she cried 
so intensely during revival meetings: “I now realise that I am alienated from God by the 
curse of the sins of Adam, and I am on the road to destruction.”39 Joe Church assured her 
that weeping and crying would not cure her sin, and that only the grace and forgiveness 
of Christ could do that. He reported that uncontrolled crying often forced him to call for a 
break from singing hymns during a service. He exhorted African converts to rejoice in 
the salvation of Christ.40 
																																																								
38 Many African converts testified that when they converted, they took the beer pot which they 
had previously used in rituals involving their traditional deity called Nyabingi, and broke it outside in 
public to signify the shift in their religious identity. Matia Magole and Zakaria Mateeka interview, February 
22, 1972, UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 1, p. 2. 
39 J. E. Church to All Ruanda Mission Stations, March 13, 1939, Joe Church Collection 
(henceforth “JEC”) 3/4/13, p. 2. 
40 Joe Church described a Sunday service in Kigezi during which the whole congregation was 
excessively emotional and began to weep while singing the first verse of “What can wash away my sins?” 
Events like this convinced him of a desperate need to teach about the assurance of salvation, peace, and 
victory in Christ. Ibid. 
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The Balokole in Uganda were not the only group who emphasized the terrifying 
ideas of judgment and hell. In southern Tanganyika, African evangelists working among 
the Nyakyusa often delivered vivid sermons about God’s judgment and asked villagers, 
“Do you want to burn?” Deeply frightened by the fear of divine judgment, some of the 
Nyakyusa claimed that they converted after a vivid dream of fire: 
I dreamed that fire stretched down the slopes of the Livingstone Mountains, and 
up to heaven… Then I woke up, and discovered with surprise that I had been 
asleep. Then I thought: “It is concerning this that the baptized speak,” because I 
always listened when they spoke saying that fire would come to burn every one. I 
thought about this for two months, then I went and repented.41 
 
 Unlike Europeans influenced by increasing secularism in the 1930s, as Africans 
listened to revivalist preachers who resolutely condemned all sorts of sins they were able 
to visualize and dramatize horrible punishment in hell. Stanley Smith gave an account of 
an unbaptized African woman who woke up in the darkness experiencing an 
overwhelming fear of judgment; she walked several miles at midnight to the mission 
station to seek salvation.42 This incident illustrates one of the primary motivations behind 
African conversion: to avoid imminent divine judgment. As in the case of the Urapmin 
Revival, individuals saw only one viable option, which was to repent of their sins and 
seek deliverance from judgment. Conviction of sin led inevitably to confession of it, 
whether in private or public. 
Confession of Sin: Becoming a Saved One 
																																																								
41 Hunter, “An African Christian Morality,” 284.  
42 A. C. Stanley Smith, The Ruanda Revival (London: Batterly Brothers Ltd., 1938), 21. 
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One of the best-known and most controversial practices of the Balokole Revival 
was the public confession of sin. Scholars have offered several plausible explanations of 
this conspicuous feature of the movement in East Africa. Adrian Hastings, Brian Stanley, 
John V. Taylor, and Kevin Ward noted the influence of the Oxford Group on the spiritual 
formation of Joe Church and subsequently on the revivalists’ practice of confession.43 It 
is true that Church and other Ruanda missionaries had personal contact with the Oxford 
Group while students at Cambridge. Under its new name called Moral Re-Armament 
(MRA) starting in 1938, the Group initiated a movement for moral and spiritual 
transformation of African people in Kenya when the Balokole movement reached that 
nation. While Joe Church noticed interesting similarities between the Balokole and the 
MRA, such as fellowship and teamwork, he made it clear that he had no intention of 
joining the Group.44 Rather, he wanted those in the Group to join in the Revival based on 
his conviction that “we have in the Ruanda Revival something better and deeper, but this 
calling it Groups is not true, and it simply brings down a cloud of coldness, sorrow, and 
suspicion.”45 With his grand vision of uniting in a movement of the Holy Spirit, Joe 
Church wished to remain positive toward the Group without harsh criticism. Therefore, it 
																																																								
43 Historians of African Christianity have noted that Joe Church and other Ruanda missionaries 
were deeply imbued with Keswick Evangelicalism and the Oxford Group practice of public confession. 
Hastings, The Church in Africa, 596; Brian Stanley, “The East African Revival: African Initiative within a 
European Tradition,” Churchman 92, no. 1 (1978): 12; Taylor, The Growth of the Church in Buganda, 100; 
Kevin Ward, “Introduction,” in The East African Revival: History and Legacies, ed. Kevin Ward and Emma 
Wild-Wood (Farnham, UK: Ashgate, 2012), 4–5. 
44 J. E. Church to W. A. Pitt-Pitts, December 11, 1939, JEC 3/4/25; J. E. Church to Bill Butler, 
March 10, 1940, JEC 3/4/25. 
45 J. E. Church to W. A. Pitt-Pitts, December 11, 1939, JEC 3/4/25. 
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seems unlikely that Joe Church and the early leaders of the Revival adopted the practice 
of public confession from the Oxford Group. 
Other scholars have noted that many African people, prior to their encounter with 
Christian missionaries, had a concept of confession of shameful things and practiced it in 
their traditional religions. Bengt Sundkler offered his observation of confession in 
separatist churches in South Africa: “Among primitive people generally, confession acts 
as a real purgation, an elimination of evil matter in the patient’s body, and this explains 
the appreciation of the efficacy of confessions in the Zionist Church.”46 In similar 
fashion, John Karanja viewed confession as an integral part of the traditional religion in 
Kenya, and argued that there is a phenomenological correlation between the public 
confession of the Balokole and the rite of gutahikio (symbolic vomiting) among Kikuyu 
traditional healers.47 Emma Wild (now Wild-Wood) also discussed the influence of a 
traditional initiation rite in western Uganda, the Emandwa initiation rite, in her analysis 
of the revivalist practice of confession.48 Noting the graphic confession of shameful 
deeds during this rite, Wild suggested that a deep-seated notion of confession in the 
African religious conscience would have been an important basis for public confession in 
																																																								
46 Bengt Sundkler, Bantu Prophets in South Africa (New York: Oxford University Press, 1961), 
211. 
47 John Karanja, Founding an African Faith: Kikuyu Anglican Christianity, 1900–1945 (Nairobi, 
Kenya: Uzima Press, 1999), 245–52; John Karanja, “Confession and Cultural Dynamism in the Revival,” 
in The East African Revival: History and Legacies, ed. Kevin Ward and Emma Wild-Wood (Farnham, UK: 
Ashgate, 2012), 143–51. 
48 Emma Wild, “Walking in the Light: The Liturgy of Fellowship in the Early Years of the East 
African Revival,” in Continuity and Change in Christian Worship, ed. R. N. Swanson (Rochester, NY: The 
Boydell Press, 1999), 419–31. 
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the Balokole movement. In all the cases mentioned here, confession was profoundly 
associated with the removal of evil spirits and the purification of the whole person. 
Despite its visible prominence, however, public confession was not unique to the 
Balokole Revival: it was one of the common characteristics of revivalist traditions in 
Christian history. For example, revivalist Christians “practiced confession in public 
during the Great Awakening in North America in the 1730s and in the Pyongyang 
Revival in Korea in 1907.”49 It is significant that the Ruanda missionaries who advocated 
for the Balokole movement were aware that confession was one of the recurrent practices 
in the history of revivals worldwide.50 Even some African leaders of the Revival were 
well informed about the history of different revival movements led by John Wesley, 
George Whitefield, Charles Finney, and D. L. Moody.51 Their broad perspective on the 
revitalizing work of the Holy Spirit enabled them to situate their renewal movement in 
the historical contours of African Christianity and appreciate the way in which God 
seemed to have restored spiritual vitality to the Church of Uganda. 
																																																								
49 Daewon Moon, “Review of Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival: A History of 
Dissent, c. 1935–1972 by Derek R. Peterson,” African Studies Quarterly 15, no. 2 (March 2015): 130. 
50 The most cherished book among the Balokole was Charles Finney’s Revivals of Religion. There 
is no doubt that Joe Church, Lawrence Barham and other missionaries learned from the book the 
significance of confession in promoting a revival. In a lecture titled “When a revival is to be expected,” 
Finney cogently argued that “[a] revival of religion may be expected when Christians begin to confess their 
sins to one another…. But when there is an ingenuous breaking down, and a pouring out of the heart in 
making confession of their sins, the flood-gates will soon burst open, and salvation will flow over the 
place.” Charles G. Finney, Lectures on Revivals of Religion (New York: Leavitt, Lord, 1835), 30. 
51 William Rukirande, “The East African Revival and the Church in Kigezi: A Personal 
Experience,” in The East African Revival through Seventy Years (1935–2005): Testimonies and Reflections, 
ed. William Rukirande (Kabale, Uganda: Diocese of Kigezi, 2005), 1–2. 
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One critical point regarding public confession is that no missionary instructed 
African converts to confess their sins in revival meetings; in nearly all cases, they 
professed their past wrongdoing out of their free will. Africans seemed to intuit the 
mechanism of confession based on their own traditional perception. Yet, this raises a 
crucial issue: If public confession indeed arose from African religions, the Balokole 
should have not been accused of wrongdoing for this practice. In fact, however, the very 
reason why the Balokole met fierce opposition from African traditionalists was their 
willingness to expose shameful behaviors in a surprisingly candid way. Derek Peterson’s 
in-depth analysis asserts that traditionalists regarded the revivalists’ public confession as 
“a threat to social order because it violated traditional standards of decorum” in the 
Buganda society. 52 Embarrassed and disturbed by revivalists’ confession “without a 
spark of shame,” the traditionalists saw public confession as a mark of “antisocial 
character” that damaged an individual’s reputation and traditional social values.53 
Nonetheless, the revivalists were willing to lose their honor by naming sin publicly, only 
if it revealed the reality and destructiveness of sin. The same went for the case of Kenya; 
John Karanja pointed out that public confession was the key reason why the Revival was 
strongly opposed by African church and community leaders in Kenya.54  
Careful reading of transcribed interviews with revivalists who converted in the 
1930s and 1940s reveals that public confession of secret sin was a countercultural 																																																								
52 Moon, “Review of Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival,” 129. 
53 Ibid., 94. 
54 Karanja, Founding an African Faith, 246–47. 
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practice in many regions of Uganda. Shem Ndimbirwe, one of the first African 
clergymen from Kigezi, explained in an interview that to speak of shameful sins in front 
of other people went against the traditional customs of the Kiga people. He made the case 
that public confession was the reason why the revivalists were severely persecuted by the 
non-Christian Kiga.55 Zabuloni Kabaza, an influential headmaster in Uganda, said he had 
never observed anything resembling public confession until he first saw it in a 1936 
revival meeting led by Blasio Kigozi and Yosiya Kinuka at Mbarara, western Uganda.56 
Therefore, it cannot be neatly argued that the African revivalists learned the idea and 
practice of public confession from their traditional religion.  
Since it is difficult to pin down the origin of confession, it may be more fruitful 
to discuss what motivated and resulted from confession in the Balokole movement. In the 
initial period of the Revival, the main purpose of public confession was the restitution of 
misappropriated items. When Africans who had previously stolen from others became 
convinced that stealing was a serious sin against God, they wanted to return or pay back 
what they had stolen, in order to demonstrate the real change in their hearts to God and 
people around them. Stories are recorded of numerous restitutions in the Gahini station. 
One veteran missionary recounted that medical staff member Korinario Kaburabuza, who 
claimed a conversion experience, confessed his sin of stealing from the hospital five 
																																																								
55 Shem Ndimbirwe interview, December 16, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interview, folder 
4, p. 5.  
56 Zabuloni Kabaza, “My Life through Seventy Years of the East African Revival: Some 
Highlights,” in The East African Revival through Seventy Years (1935–2005): Testimonies and Reflections, 
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years earlier; he voluntarily paid back what he had plundered.57 Another missionary who 
witnessed the beginning of the revival in Ruanda asserted that the African revivalists 
regarded “restitution as a necessary part of true repentance.”58 In short, from the outset of 
the Balokole movement, confession and restitution were considered inseparable elements 
of genuine conversion, which is why a number of converts made a public confession of 
their hidden sin, most notably stealing. Intimately interwoven, confession and restitution 
(or repenting and repaying) were two hallmark features of the Balokole Revival in its 
challenge to nominal Christians in the Church of Uganda.59 
To fully appreciate the nuanced significance of confession among the early 
Balokole, it is helpful to carefully examine the vernacular terms that revivalists used to 
describe the conversion process. In the Church of Uganda, several Luganda words were 
closely linked in descriptions of the process of conversion.60 In the present day as at the 
time of the Balokole Revival, Ugandan Christians use the phrases okwenenya ebibibyo 
																																																								
57 Geoffrey Holmes, Ruanda Notes 43 (January 1933): 10. 
58 W. F. Church, Ruanda Notes 66 (November 1938): 26. 
59 In the missionary literature, confession and restitution were often mentioned together to 
describe the result of the convicting work of the Holy Spirit. For instance, Jim Brazier reported the 
emergence of the revival in the Kigeme station as follows: “There has followed such a flood of confession 
and restitution that it is difficult to control it, if indeed it should be controlled.” P. J. Brazier, Ruanda Notes 
58 (October 1936): 15. Phyllis Hindley also gave an account of the practice of restitution as the direct 
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68 (May 1939): 29. See also Apolo R. Nsibambi, “The Importance of the East African Revival,” in The 
East African Revival through Seventy Years (1935–2005): Testimonies and Reflections, ed. William 
Rukirande (Kabale, Uganda: Diocese of Kigezi, 2005), 44–45. 
60 Catherine E. Robins, “Tukutendereza: A Study of Social Change and Sectarian Withdrawal in 
the Balokole Revival of Uganda” (PhD dissertation, Columbia University, 1975), 191. 
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(meaning “to repent sin”) and okwatula obulokozi (meaning “to confess salvation”). If a 
person desires to get saved in Christ, he or she is expected to repent sin and confess 
salvation. The phrase “to confess salvation” might sound somewhat awkward to English 
speakers, but it does not to Luganda speakers. Since the literal meaning of okwatula is “to 
pronounce,” the colloquial phrase okwatula obulokozi communicates the meaning “to 
pronounce salvation or faith.” In light of the layers of meaning in the Luganda phrase, the 
practice of confession can be understood as the pronouncement of faith in public.61 When 
a convert accepted Christ as her savior, she was not expected to keep it to herself but to 
say it in public. The biblical verse of Matthew 10:32 was the theological basis for this 
practice; Jesus said, “Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him will I 
confess also before my Father which is in heaven.”62 Therefore, public confession 
includes not only professing one’s past sin, but more importantly pronouncing a new faith 
in Christ.  
Public confession in the Balokole Revival was functionally different from the 
Roman Catholic sacrament of confession in which believers must expose all their sinful 
thoughts and deeds, and perform penance as instructed by a priest. In the Balokole 
context, confession was similar to Christian testimony in which converts shared how their 
lives had been radically transformed. Max Warren considered testimony a fundamental 
																																																								
61 I’d like to acknowledge Rev. Dr. Hannington Mutebi, Bishop of Kampala in the Church of 
Uganda, for his helpful comments about the Luganda terms for confession and repentance. Hannington 
Mutebi interview with author, November 15, 2016. 
62 Ibid. The King James Version employs the English word confess in the verse; other translations 
use the word acknowledge. 
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element of public confession in East Africa, and he was confident the Holy Spirit was at 
work in prompting confession. Of the complex interplay between confession and 
testimony, he wrote: 
In confession testimony is born to the sinner’s own consciousness of sin. Even if 
there is no more than that the confession is of the nature of testimony. But soon 
there is more, and indeed within the Revival movement there has been from the 
first the recognition that a ‘testimony’ which stops short at confession of sin is 
inadequate. What is also looked for is testimony to release from sin, to victory 
over sin.63 
 
The goal and focus of confession was to demonstrate victory over sin, not simply to 
expose sin. The “victorious life”—a continual experience of overcoming sin—was one of 
the most prominent themes that the Ruanda missionaries repeatedly highlighted in the 
revivalist conventions. 
The central outcome of public confession in the Balokole movement was the 
creation of a new African Christian morality. As other Africans observed changes in the 
behavior of the Balokole, even those Africans who were not Christians began to perceive 
and adopt new values and desires. As Jason Bruner put it, “the act of public confession 
itself was the performance of a new moral personhood that expressed one’s habitation of 
a new moral universe” and influenced the moral discourse of the broader society.64 There 
is no doubt that the revivalist leaders desired to establish a new moral standard based on 
the Bible, and that this new standard often conflicted with their traditional customs. In the 
profound act of confessing their past sins, Balokole converts delineated a moral boundary 																																																								
63 Max A. Warren, Revival: An Enquiry (London: SCM Press, 1954), 71.  
64 Jason Bruner, “Public Confession and the Moral Universe of the East African Revival,” Studies 
in World Christianity 18, no. 3 (2012): 255. 
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between what was desirable and what was condemned. This boundary became clearly 
mapped as a spiritual path others could follow to forge a new identity as “saved people.” 
In this way, each convert’s public confession contributed to the shape of a new moral 
conscience for a new faith community.65 
The Deepening of Balokole Spirituality 
The newly shaped Balokole spirituality, with its emphasis on sin and repentance, 
needed to be maintained regularly through communal practices of faith. Testimony and 
fellowship were two major methods that the revivalists employed in order to reinforce 
their new religious and moral conscience. Testimony of a conversion story sought for the 
continuing effect of one’s radical transformation, whereas revival fellowship created an 
alternative community for identity reorientation that embraced and integrated tribal, 
cultural, and linguistic differences. This section discusses the significant role of 
testimony and fellowship in the deepening of Balokole spirituality.66 
Testimony for a Continuous Conversion 
 In the revivalist tradition, testimony is generally considered the natural outcome 
of a dramatic, powerful spiritual experience. Any born-again Christian with a 
transformative experience of the Holy Spirit would be willing to share with others the 																																																								
65 Bruner gives an insightful analysis of the public nature of Balokole conversion: “A true 
conversion had to be public. The convert had to create a new public identity, one that clearly marked him or 
her as a sinner, though a sinner whose sins were washed in the blood of Jesus. Becoming a sinner, 
therefore, meant that one had to reveal one’s dark past with the light of salvation. Conversions had to be 
public, in part, because their genuineness had to be determined by other Balokole.” Jason Bruner, “The 
Politics of Public Confession in the East African Revival in Uganda, ca. 1930–1950” (PhD dissertation, 
Princeton Theological Seminary, 2013), 89. 
66 Moon, “Testimony and Fellowship,” 158. 
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story of his or her spiritual change. Moreover, testimony can offer unique and ample 
opportunities for lay people to take the leading role in meetings at various levels. Even in 
a hierarchical church like the Anglican Church, in which only the clergy preach, all 
Christians are welcome to give their testimonies of how Christ has transformed their 
inner souls. Testimony in a formal or informal setting has proven to be a powerful means 
to inspire and challenge fellow Christians who lack spiritual vitality. For this reason, the 
Ruanda missionaries were decidedly open to African converts stepping in and sharing 
about their spiritual transformation.67 
 Behind the remarkable growth of the East African Revival was the pervasive 
witness of the saved ones to their conversion experience. Although large-scale 
conventions played a pivotal role in promoting the Balokole movement, it was mainly 
through testimonies of ordinary African Christians that the Revival gained influence and 
reputation in different stations of the Ruanda Mission.68 Giving testimony of one’s 
conversion was proven to be the most effective way to spread the message of the Revival 
from one mission station to the other.69 For example, the revival in the Kigeme station in 
southern Ruanda was started in 1936 by a female African evangelist from the Gahini 
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station in northern Ruanda. Jim Brazier explained in detail how it all began as an 
indigenous-led movement: 
Ever since her arrival there have been unofficial gatherings and Prayer Meetings 
at all times of the day and night, and at these meetings men and women and some 
of the older boys and girls have come under conviction of sin as we have never 
seen before. Some of us (and no doubt, many of you would be too) were rather 
frightened of it because of its violence, but its proof is in the results. Those who 
have had these experiences are changed—new creatures in deed and fact.70 
 
In exactly the same manner, the beginning of the revival in the Buhiga station in 
Urundi was directly associated with the visit of a female evangelist from the Kigeme 
station. A medical missionary at Kigeme reported in the Ruanda Mission magazine that 
the revival started through this visiting evangelist’s testimony about numerous cases of 
conversion at Kigeme. Her testimony was particularly influential in village churches that 
shared similar social and economic disadvantages with her own community.71 Another 
missionary in Urundi offered the same viewpoint of how the convicting work of the Holy 
Spirit began: “[T]his blessing, humanly speaking, has resulted from visits of keen Ruanda 
men and women and girls, who have come down and told the Good News. Some have 
given up their holidays to touring round the different mission stations.”72 With ordinary 
African Christians “on fire” often travelling on foot more than 100 miles to remote 
stations and villages in Ruanda-Urundi, the spirit of the revival spread like wildfire. Its 
emergence and development owed much more to the African revivalists than to the 
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European missionaries. It was no surprise, therefore, that Joe Church introduced to his 
prayer supporters at home the whole movement in the Ruanda Mission as “a new 
indigenous movement.”73 
Giving testimony was a fairly new thing in the Anglican Church of Uganda. 
Until the revival emerged very few Africans in that denomination had seen fellow 
Christians giving testimony of their spiritual experience, and some aspects of it puzzled 
them, particularly candid description of personal struggle with shameful deeds. The 
assessment of the African Anglicans that there was too much emphasis on sin in the 
testimony of African converts made them suspicious of the whole movement. Perceiving 
the repentance movement from Ruanda as a sect or a new religion, many Africans living 
in southern Uganda initially called it Idini ya Ruanda (meaning “the religion of 
Ruanda”): 
So when one from Rwanda came and started giving his testimony, they would 
say, the one from Rwanda has come, the one of the Idini ya Rwanda has come. 
And at that time the saved ones of Rwanda were not sleeping in their houses. 
They would go onto a small hill and spend the night praying and you could even 
hear them singing.74 
 
The relentless spirituality of the Balokole had an extraordinary impact upon ordinary 
Christians in the area. Many were struck by the unusual intensity of the revivalists’ 
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testimony. The major contents of testimony included the forgiveness of sin, the peace in a 
repentant heart, and the joy of salvation found in Christ.75  
Another feature that Ugandan Christians found striking about the Balokole was 
that female converts were given an opportunity to share their testimonies in various 
contexts of the revival meetings. In a society in which females were ostensibly powerless, 
this unique opportunity to speak in public contributed to improving their social status. 
The following testimony of a female convert was typical:  
Pain made me eat tobacco, so that it could stop my sorrows. Whenever I failed to 
get tobacco, I would cry…. [Saved people] said that if we could go to church we 
could have our sorrows ended…. They told me that Jesus received all sinners…. I 
met Jesus, He saved me. I worship him because he took me away from that pagan 
home. In 1949, July 3, I got married. I met a Christian who has made me forget 
sadness, paganism up to now.76 
 
Particularly significant in the Balokole movement was a passionate concern for 
the salvation of others. Converts believed they had found a way to escape divine 
judgment by accepting Christ Jesus, and they felt compelled to spread this good news to 
others who were on the road to destruction. For the Balokole, therefore, witness through 
testimony was far more than a religious obligation; it was an honorable voluntary service 
as the saved ones. The rationale for witness was simple and clear: the saved should seek 
and find the lost. While they had received salvation by listening to the revivalist 
preachers, they now took on themselves the role of speakers, for the benefit of the lost.77 																																																								
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As a consequence of salvation, to put it simply, previous listeners became public speakers 
of the gospel. In this respect, witness can be seen as one of the participant roles. As Webb 
Keane aptly noted, a further step of personal transformation occurs when a convert takes 
on “a new role as speaker.”78 In the act of witnessing, the speaker’s religious identity is 
profoundly reinforced and internalized because he testifies that a genuine transformation 
took place in his life.79 
Scholars have pointed out that a conversion narrative ought to be seen as a literary 
genre with its own distinctive features. It is not meant to be understood in a literal sense, 
but needs to be carefully scrutinized with an appreciation of its multilayered motifs and 
expressions. Conceptualizing conversion as a movement from one universe to another, 
David Snow and Richard Machalek suggested four formal properties of conversion 
narratives.80 First, conversion inevitably entails the reconstitution of one’s past in 
accordance with a new worldview. A convert aims to redefine the past correctly and align 
it with the ultimate truth she now has. Second, the convert adopts the so-called “master 
attribution scheme” in order to pull together diverse events in her life into a more 
coherent and reasonable pattern. Believing that her life is carefully guided by God, the 
convert no longer blames others for misfortune in life, but rather reflects in such 
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circumstances on whether she is at fault or has committed any sin against God. Third, the 
convert often suspends use of analogical metaphors while talking about her belief and 
practices. With a firm confidence that her new belief is unique and authentic, the convert 
is seldom willing to compare it with other religions. Finally, the convert typically 
embraces her new identity as having an overarching meaning that governs all aspects of 
life. This leads the convert to act not merely in terms of self-interest but in the interest of 
mission, in which she finds new meaning and significance.81 
Strikingly relevant to the Balokole Revival are the first two properties Snow and 
Machalek proposed. In revivalist converts’ testimony, they commonly reorganized their 
past in accordance with the new revelation they had received. While assessing their past 
life, the converts usually used phrases or narrative structures such as “then I lived in 
darkness, but now I find the light” or “then I was ignorant, but now I realize the truth.” 
For example, an African teacher described his past prior to converting to Christianity as 
follows: “I was born in utter ignorance. I did not know from where I was coming and to 
where I was going.”82 Another African evangelist portrayed his non-Christian forefathers 
this way: “[Our fathers] used to do things which they didn’t know. They could not tell the 
year when a child was born. And we grew up like that. It was not until God saved us that 
we started knowing these things.”83 Adjectives charged with negative connotations such 
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as “pagan” and “evil” were often employed to characterize the past life of the Balokole 
before they came to know Christ and the gospel.84 
In addition, the Balokole converts reshaped their life stories around a “master 
attribution scheme” in order to reveal how God intervened in their circumstances and led 
them into new lives. There was a noticeable correlation between personal crisis and 
divine encounter in typical conversion narratives of the Balokole; many testified that they 
experienced divine encounters when they struggled with unfavorable and unpredictable 
situations. For instance, an African woman recounted that she heard a divine voice when 
her husband deserted her and married a second wife.85 Another African teacher indicated 
that she heard the voice of Jesus kindly calling to her when she felt she was “a poor and 
miserable person” due to the death of her father and brothers.86 Placing the master 
attribution scheme at the center of the narrative, the Balokole converts contended that 
their life was providentially guided according to the divine plan of salvation.87 
The African converts were not alone in attributing their radical transformation to 
God. A predominant number of Ruanda missionaries also regarded the surprising revival 
movement as a “Spirit-wrought miracle.”88 The missionaries who promoted the Balokole 
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Revival shared the strong conviction that the movement emerged spontaneously through 
the work of the Holy Spirit.89 That it began suddenly and unexpectedly was significant to 
their understanding that divine initiative orchestrated the whole process. One missionary 
in Urundi wrote: “God’s Spirit has suddenly started a movement here and there without 
any apparent previous preparation.”90 Joe Church was most keenly aware that a God-
given revival should be distinguished from a man-made revival:91 
One cannot organise a revival; it is mysterious as the wind. All human attempts at 
working up revival are mere emotionalism—are man-made fire. Even the 
organisation of prayer can be mechanical; there is an invisible bond that unites the 
hearts of men who are truly on fire.92 
 
The conversion narrative, with its attribution to divine supervision, has a powerful 
capacity to shape a new religious identity with a coherent structure.93 Carefully 
recollecting and retelling a personal story of transformation, the convert strives to make 
reasonable and understandable her changes in belief and behavior. Furthermore, the 																																																								
89 Following Edward Orr who argued for the divine origin of all revival movements, Joe Church 
fervently contended that “it is useless to try to organize a revival.” J. E. Church, Ruanda Notes 59 (January 
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convert learns the true meaning of Christian language by incorporating the biblical 
narrative into her conversion story to support the validity of her spiritual experience. This 
is a conscious effort to reconstruct personal experience through the canonical language of 
Christianity. In this fashion, testimony is a significant moment in which a new religious 
language is understood and transmitted both by a teller and her listeners. As the rhetoric 
of conversion, the conversion narrative serves as a powerful means of persuading oneself 
and others that an authentic transformation occurred, and was wrought by God.94 
Furthermore, the conversion narrative exerts a profound influence over the 
continuous transformation of self in the post-conversion life. Peter Stromberg 
convincingly demonstrated how the conversion narrative can function as a ritual in the 
process of personal transformation with continuing psychological and social efficacy. As 
he defined a ritual as “a set of activities intended to effect an exchange between the 
divine and the mundane levels of existence,” Stromberg made the case that telling a 
conversion story can be understood as a Protestant (more specifically, Evangelical) ritual 
which facilitates the convert’s reenactment of a past spiritual experience and reframes his 
or her basic personality structure.95 Since problems or conflicts often persist even after 
conversion, the convert needs to re-experience profound inner change again and again 
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through the ritual of conversion narrative.96 The conversion narrative serves the purpose 
of identity formation and reality constitution as an ongoing process.97 
Especially insightful is Stromberg’s emphasis on language’s constitutive function 
that can convey abstract and ambiguous meanings, and therefore allows one to rearrange 
and re-create one’s original experience. According to Stromberg, people communicate 
“discrete and specific meanings” through the “referential” dimension of language.98 On 
the other hand, the “constitutive” function enables people to restructure the relationship 
between situation and communication in order to interpret the meaning by connecting to 
the context. In other words, the meanings “depend upon the context in which they are 
spoken,” but also “create situations” in which they are understood.99 In this regard, the 
conversion narrative—by linking the old meaning to the new context—can serve for the 
continuous efficacy of the profound religious transformation that took place in the past. 
The most significant result of the conversion narrative, therefore, is that the convert can 
consolidate his faith commitment to overcome persisting conflicts. Transformation is not 
accomplished all at once at the moment of an individual’s conversion; rather, it 
progresses gradually “in the rituals of the conversion narrative.”100 																																																								
96 Stromberg employed the concept of ideological language to demonstrate that a conversion 
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Conversion, as a unique experience of personal transformation, can have a 
continuing effect when it is retold. Throughout the Balokole movement, the conversion 
narrative served a significant role, persuading both its speaker and listeners that the 
convert was leaving behind a life of sin and death in order to find salvation and life in 
Christ.101 Testimony is not merely retelling a life-changing event; more importantly, it is 
reenacting that experience in the present time.102 A deeper level of personal 
transformation takes place when the convert testifies in a dramatic fashion about what 
happened to him and how his life has been changed thereafter. To put it in language that 
reflects the Balokole revivalists’ context, conviction and confession constituted an 
initiation rite to enter the Balokole community, whereas testimony was a continuous rite 
to maintain the authenticity of faith as a saved Christian.103 
A New Identity in a New Community 
The formation of a new religious community was a significant consequence of 
the East African Revival. What was called “the fellowship meeting” was widely regarded 
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as “one of the most precious fruits of the Revival, and something we should never cease 
to aim at.”104 Recognizing its unique value, the Ruanda missionaries all agreed that the 
fellowship was a marked feature of the true revival. Joe Church even claimed that 
“Revival and Fellowship are synonymous.”105 The aim and purpose of the fellowship 
meeting in the Balokole Revival was aptly described by A. C. Stanley Smith: 
This Fellowship spreads down effectively through all sections of the Church. It is 
mobilising the unlimited resources of the laity. The Fellowship meeting which is 
often spontaneous and always voluntary aims at getting right with the Lord and 
with one another—a mutual adjustment first with Him and then with one’s fellow 
which is a constant need in any “community living.” It means living in 
transparent sincerity and a willingness to share with one another the experience 
of daily life. In this way barriers of misunderstanding are constantly being 
cleared away.106 
 
Several important characteristics of fellowship meetings are evident in Stanley 
Smith’s statement above. First, they started as spontaneous and voluntary meetings 
outside the official structure of the Church of Uganda. Second, they offered unique and 
ample opportunities for the laity to take the leading role in the revival movement. Third, 
fellowship meetings sought to remove all sorts of barriers that hampered the unity of 
Christians. Finally, they aimed for mutual exhortation and admonishment with 
transparent sincerity, focused on continuing individuals’ Christian growth following 
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conversion. In a profound manner, the fellowship meeting served to reinforce the new 
identity of the Balokole and their social solidarity in a new religious community.107 
Stanley Smith’s observation that the earliest meetings were voluntary and 
spontaneous is borne out by other documents from that period. In the initial period of the 
revival, three or four Africans with a shared spiritual experience would gather in a round 
thatched structure called a “prayer hut” for prayer and devotion.108 Yosiya Kinuka 
described it this way: 
[Blasio Kigozi] put up a small house just behind his house and we used to 
meet—just the two of us there to meet and pray… Then I thought I must put [up] 
my own small house, too. I did mine, [a] small house behind my house… we 
used to meet—two, three, four, five, like that—getting larger and larger. That’s 
how it started.109 
 
In a weekly meeting with an open and friendly atmosphere, individuals confessed their 
personal struggles with particular sins and the entire group responded with praise for 
victory over sin. Any born-again Christian who desired spiritual progress was welcome to 
join a group for mutual encouragement and admonishment. Initially, the African clergy 
were suspicious of the fellowship meetings, which took place outside the formal structure 
of the Church of Uganda, with no ecclesiastical supervision. As the Revival broadened its 
scope and some African clergy participated in it, however, fellowship meetings began to 
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take place in church buildings on weekdays when there was no service. Embraced within 
the established church, the fellowship meetings were dynamic illustrations of the 
important concept of the church as the living body of Christ, which is “essentially an 
extremely simple organism not organisation.”110 
The second characteristic of fellowship meetings that Stanley Smith noted was 
their significant contribution to the mobilization of the laity “for the exercise of its 
Christian duty of service including spiritual service.”111 Leaders of each fellowship 
meeting were “usually lay Christians chosen for their charisma and their good 
conduct.”112 Although the revivalists acknowledged the responsibility of the clergy in 
organizing church-related matters, this was not meant to assert that the clergy were 
spiritually superior. Based on the Protestant doctrine of the universal priesthood of all 
believers, the Ruanda missionaries pronounced three guiding principles for the 
fellowship: “1) Every man a priest before God; 2) Every man an evangelist; 3) All one in 
Christ Jesus.”113 As a predominantly lay-led mission, the Ruanda Mission promoted 
through the revival movement its conviction that the laity shared with the clergy the same 
responsibility for evangelistic ministry and thus they should collaborate in this task of 
witness commissioned by Christ. In his theological appraisal of the Balokole Revival, 
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John V. Taylor pointed out that the movement contributed to “the reaffirmation of the 
responsibility of the laity in the church.”114 
 Stanley Smith’s third point was that fellowship meetings broke down barriers 
within the revival’s Christian community. An egalitarian ethos emerged that superseded 
the barriers of ethnicity, profession, and seniority. Joe Church always argued that the 
Revival was a Spirit-led movement, so all Christians, whether ordained or not, were 
fundamentally equal in their united submission to Christ.115 It is therefore no surprise that 
Ab’oluganda (meaning “brethren and sisters”) was the most commonly used appellation 
among the Balokole.116 Regardless of race, tribe, gender or class, those who shared the 
transformative experience of the Holy Spirit called one another Ab’oluganda. In the 
colonial context, it was striking that Africans could relate to European friends as equals 
and even challenge them about perceived spiritual issues. For instance, one medical 
missionary reported that the African revivalists criticized him and charged that he was 
not born again; their main reason for this criticism was that he had never confessed his 
sin in public with tears.117 Another missionary, a nurse who served in Uganda for five 
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decades, gave a vivid account of how African brethren challenged European missionaries 
in spiritual matters: 
Charles the tailor used to say, “Joan you look so miserable—did not Christ die 
for you?” Then there was another brother who said, “Joan, when we see your 
anger we do not see Jesus in you.” Or what about the old, uneducated lady who 
said, “You Europeans seem to know Him in your heads, but we know Him in our 
hearts!”118 
 
Finally, the fellowship meeting provided mutual exhortation and spiritual counsel 
to nurture further transformation after conversion. Over against spiritually dead and 
structurally formal meetings, the Balokole aimed at “an atmosphere of freedom in the 
liberty of the Spirit, which makes it easy for anyone to speak freely on personal spiritual 
problems and experiences.”119 At the heart of the fellowship meeting was a practice 
called “walking in the light” in which old and new converts candidly shared their spiritual 
problems and progress.120 Walking in the light was not the ultimate aim of the Balokole 
in and of itself; it was the beginning of a soul-searching process as “the doorway into the 
life of full sanctification in the Spirit.”121 After walking in the light, they proceeded with 
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what was called “challenging one another” in order to exhort and admonish those who 
needed spiritual counsel. The African leaders of the Revival contended that a true 
community should be a challenging community. The true sign of the saved ones was 
widely considered “accepting a challenge without being offended.”122 Those participating 
in the fellowship were expected to be willing to be dealt with by God, and to seek and 
gladly accept correction by others.123  
The African revivalists’ powerful notion of a “new clan” stressed the intense 
solidarity of the Christian community beyond tribal, ethnic, and cultural boundaries. The 
Lutheran Tanzanian bishop Josiah Kibira pointed out the significance of the revivalist 
concept of Ab’oluganda as a new clan and as a new blood brotherhood in the blood of 
Christ Jesus, which paralleled the traditional clan yet had a stronger uniting effect.124 By 
calling one another Ab’oluganda in fellowship meetings, the Africans established and 
spread the idea of a new clan that was distinct both from the African traditional clan and 
from the nominal Christian clan. In submission to Christ, the true head of the clan, they 
claimed a new identity, new status, and new community. As active agents in the 
multiethnic and multicultural movement, the African revivalists exerted profound 
influence on the social life of African Christians. To Africans who had long lived in a 
clan-oriented society, the Revival introduced an ingenious concept that there is a new 
clan in Christ that is universal, all-embracing, and worldwide. In fact, a universal 																																																								
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Christian ideal can be found elsewhere in the world; what was unique in the Revival was 
the “clan” language to describe the new identity that African revivalists developed 
through what they underwent in the Revival. With this new clan identity and ethical 
claim, the Balokole Christians created a context in which their members could feel at 
home with a strong sense of belonging and security. This genuine community of 
brotherly bonds and spiritual experience of divine power led to the dramatic growth of 
the Revival movement in East Africa.125 
Kibira also maintained that the Revival’s growth had been attributed to the link 
between revival fellowships and traditional African social systems. Highlighting 
organizational and ritual similarities between the old and new clans in northwestern 
Tanganyika (Tanzania), Kibira made a case that as far as human fellowship was 
concerned, Christianity did not bring anything new but only fulfilled “what was already 
incorporated in the culture itself and gave it Christian meaning based on [God’s] love to 
all men.”126 Most notably, the role of blood in cleaning and reconciliation ceremonies 
among the Bahaya seemed to be compatible with the Christian concept of atonement and 
forgiveness.127 In addition, according to Kibira, the strict ethical standards of the 
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Balokole appeared to parallel the “tabooic culture” of African clans. As he observed a 
somewhat legalistic stance among the Balokole, Kibira suggested that the revivalist 
prohibition of alcohol and cigarettes, for instance, could be seen as a re-interpretation of 
old clan taboos. Thus, he coined the term “tabooic theology” to convey that the Balokole 
introduced additional rules to maintain their identity as a communal group distinct from 
other Christians in the established church.128 
On the other hand, Kibira was apt in pointing out that the majority of Balokole 
tended to be too separatist, emphasizing their new clan identity. It is rare to find historical 
evidence from those inside the movement that acknowledges similarity between the old 
and new clans. As many scholars argued, the Balokole Revival was a counter-cultural 
movement whose members “refused to make compromises with the traditional 
spirituality and the idolatrous practices of the old religion.”129 No Balokole leaders 
asserted fidelity to African social systems; in fact, most of them remained critical of 
indigenous traditions such as giving children clan names and refraining from eating clan 
totems. When asked how to explain one’s tribal identity, Erica Sabiti—a notable African 
leader of the Revival and later Archbishop of Uganda—taught his children as follows: 
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“Tell them your tribe is Oweishemwe (meaning “born again”), your clan is Okujunwa 
(meaning “salvation”), and your clan taboo is Ekibi (meaning “sin”).”130  
The Balokole notion of a new clan is better understood as identity reorientation 
for which the fellowship meetings created an amicable milieu. Since conversion signifies 
a movement—whether sudden or gradual—from one thing to another, what follows then 
is a process of identity reorientation. As Robert Hefner aptly pointed out, conversion 
entails an ongoing and complex “process of identity development” which forms and 
intensifies new social identity and moral authority according to what the newly converted 
perceive from their “reference group.”131 As a convert becomes a member of a new 
community and begins to learn a new way of looking at himself and the world, he is 
likely to find and develop a new personal identity. If the interests of the individual and 
the group successfully align, then the convert may come to consider the new “religious 
identity to be consistently more important than ethnic identity.”132 One’s sense of 
identity, even in ethnic terms, is far from static; identity transformation can and does 
occur when people choose to alter or obscure their ascribed identity as they deliberately 
pursue spiritual interest or practical benefit within a particular group. Understanding 
ethnic identity as a negotiated phenomenon, therefore, is key to the comprehensive 
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understanding of an intertribal and multiethnic religious community like the Balokole 
fellowship.133 
Recent theories of ethnicity such as situational ethnicity and strategic ethnicity 
demonstrate that “people can and do alter their own and others’ ethnic ascriptions” in 
favor of interests in belonging, social status, and social mobility.134 Scholars have noted 
that a multiethnic religious congregation offers a unique opportunity for identity 
reorientation by integrating diverse ethnic groups in an all-encompassing community of 
faith. As a convert becomes seriously committed to the spiritual goal of a religious 
community, its membership can suspend and even supersede the convert’s own ethnic 
identity. In other words, ethnic affiliation may recede “when otherworldly, value-rational 
interests are emphasized.”135  
Meticulously observing the relationship between race and religion in a 
multiethnic context, Gerardo Marti convincingly argued that voluntary participation in a 
religious congregation can redefine and reshape a person’s ethnic identity. According to 
Marti, the more religious engagement becomes voluntary, the more it offers an achieved 
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status than an ascribed one.136 In other words, for voluntary adherents, religious identity 
can be more meaningful and important than ethnic identity. In the process Marti called 
“religious racial integration,” people consider themselves as a part, belonging, and 
extension of the congregation as they gradually commit themselves to that group.137 
Marti identified three major stages in religious racial integration: “1) affinity with the 
congregation; 2) identity reorientation; and 3) ethnic transcendence.”138 A shared goal 
and shared values, mediated through a common language and liturgy, play a significant 
role in the process of identity reorientation. Ethnic transcendence may take place when 
individuals claim “a new shared identity on the basis of a unique understanding of what it 
means to be ‘Christian.’”139 This is not merely ignoring ethnic distinctions, but 
accentuating an alternative identity. Built on the corporate identity and culture, those in 
the congregation can feel spiritual kinship with their brothers and sisters in Christ.140 
Identity reorientation and ethnic transcendence are fundamental to the 
understanding of the East African Revival as an intertribal, multicultural, and 
transnational movement. From the movement’s very beginning, African converts 
emphasized their new identity in Christ, taking it more seriously than any other given 
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status. Of course, this is not to say that they ignored or denied their ethnic origins; rather, 
they voluntarily adopted “a new corporate identity [that] overrides potentially divisive 
aspects of ethnic (and tribal) identity.”141 In this respect, the Revival in East Africa is a 
good historical example that illustrates the fluidity of boundaries of ethnic identity by 
revealing how they can be negotiated, reconstructed, and even transformed. It is 
important to note that a supra-ethnic community with a common goal and vision plays a 
crucial role in reshaping ethnic identity as it offers opportunities for social mobility and 
creates a shared corporate culture. With emphasis on a common spiritual experience and 
its practical implications, Balokole spirituality was intended to reconstitute previous 
identity and belief in order to form a new dynamic that would empower the convert to 
cope with various challenges in life.142 
Conclusion 
As a strongly inner-directed movement, the Balokole Revival sought to 
transform the heart of individuals. At the core of the whole movement was the conviction 
and confession of sin, as is clear in the earliest analysis of it by Stanley Smith: “This 
sense of sin is a permanent result of the revival. There is a new conviction that sin in the 
church and in the individual is a horrible thing that cannot be tolerated.”143 On numerous 
occasions, one person’s confession led to another’s conviction of the same sin. 
Testimonies like this one were typical: “When I heard people repenting I felt as if my sins 																																																								
141 Marti, “Fluid Ethnicity and Ethnic Transcendence in Multiracial Churches,” 13. 
142 Moon, “Testimony and Fellowship,” 170. 
143 Stanley Smith, The Ruanda Revival, 21. 
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were born again. When they talked about their sins, I felt my heart tell me that I had 
sinned.”144 Confession was much more than exposure of one’s shameful deeds; it also 
declared and demonstrated victory over sin and genuine transformation of self. As 
converts, individuals first came to identify as sinners; through confession (or more 
precisely, public pronouncement of faith) they came to identify as saved ones.145 
The Balokole revivalists created and maintained their own Christian spirituality 
with a focus on continuing effects of conversion. Giving testimony was widely regarded 
as a logical outcome of conversion. While the convert reenacted her conversion 
experience by speaking of it in public, her listeners gained firsthand knowledge of how 
the Holy Spirit worked in a tangible way in an individual’s life. Moreover, the fellowship 
meeting provided a safe, embracing environment for new converts. For an intertribal, 
multiethnic, and cross-cultural community of faith, it served as an alternative (or purified) 
form of traditional community for continuing identity reorientation after conversion to 
Christianity. Calling one another Ab’oluganda in the fellowship meeting, Balokole had a 
strong sense of membership in and solidarity with the new clan in Christ. They felt at 
home. All of this exemplified what most Ruanda missionaries hoped and prayed for: the 
indigenization of Christianity in the African soil.146
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MODERN EDUCATION AND REVIVALIST PIETY 
Scholars of the East African Revival have argued that the African converts in the 
Revival recognized the value of education and desired to send their children to 
prestigious schools.1 This argument was mainly due to the fact that nearly all prominent 
African leaders of the Revival—such as Simeon Nsibambi, Yosiya Kinuka, and Blasio 
Kigozi—received the best education available for Africans at that time. Portrayed as 
heralds of the new modern era in East Africa, they are often said to have been champions 
of education in the colonial context. Did the African converts wholeheartedly promote 
modern education? In their eagerness to acquire literacy and practical skills at mission 
schools, was there a subtext of striving for social mobility? Or did religious motivation 
play a big part in their emphasis on education? How did they respond to the increasing 
external influences of modernization and development? It is worthwhile to examine the 
Balokole view of education in order to have a comprehensive understanding of their 
attitude toward modern influence that was introduced by the European missionaries.  
Modern education, as a strategic means for socioeconomic advancement in the 
rapidly changing reality, and revivalist piety, with its emphasis on a strictly otherworldly 
view of salvation, may appear contradictory. Those in leadership positions of the Revival, 
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however, struggled with how to integrate these two seemingly conflicting approaches in 
order to holistically better people’s lives. Recognizing that modern education was of 
religious and practical value, African revivalists found a way to utilize modern education 
for dissemination of their religious message; schools became major centers of the revival 
movement and Balokole teachers exhorted students to demonstrate behavioral changes at 
a practical level as a consequence of their spiritual transformation. A new lifestyle after 
conversion—marked by features such as a clean home, economic accountability, and an 
egalitarian marriage relationship—became a hallmark of the Balokole movement. The 
revivalist piety shaped the educational work of the Ruanda Mission in a way that spiritual 
and practical effects might continue in the lives of new revivalist converts.  
This chapter examines the ways in which the Balokole Revival and the 
educational work of the Ruanda Mission worked together to bring about holistic changes 
in the lives of African converts. The chapter begins with a case study of an exemplary 
African leader, Blasio Kigozi, who embodied a creative synthesis between modern 
education and revivalist piety in the colonial context. Then the chapter investigates the 
development of the educational enterprise of the Ruanda Mission, in comparison with a 
major stream of educational policies of the British and Belgian colonial governments in 
East Africa. Examination of the intricate interplay among the Colonial Office, the 
International Missionary Council, and an American philanthropic foundation will provide 
a comprehensive understanding of the distinctive character of the Ruanda Mission. 
Special attention will be given to the significance of the eschatological vision of the 
Balokole in determining the purpose and nature of Christian education in Ruanda-Urundi. 
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African revivalists were careful and selective in forging their own modernity through 
education and religious change, but without hastily endorsing Westernization as their 
ultimate aim. 
An Exemplary African Teacher: Blasio Kigozi 
Blasio Kigozi was arguably the most influential African leader in the first decade 
of the Balokole Revival. With an outstanding educational background, he was one of the 
first Muganda missionaries working in Belgian Ruanda. Although his service was quite 
brief due to his premature death in 1936, the life and ministry of Kigozi exemplified the 
inspiration and aspirations of the educational work that the Balokole valued and for 
which they aimed. Just as the conversion of Yosiya Kinuka served as an archetype for 
conversion that other Africans were expected to follow (discussed in chapter 2), Kigozi 
set an example as an ideal teacher whose model other African teachers could follow. 
The Life and Ministry of Kigozi 
Born in an aristocratic family in Buganda, Blasio Kigozi lost his father while a 
little child and was raised by his elder brother, Simeon Nsibambi.2 Nsibambi, who was 
widely esteemed as a prophetic figure in the Church of Uganda, seemed to exert 
enormous influence on Kigozi’s spiritual formation. Reflecting later on Kigozi’s 
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conversion experience, Nsibambi recounted: “He was my first fruit in Jesus.”3 The two 
pious brothers earnestly prayed for the revitalization of the Church of Uganda and for the 
evangelization of non-Christian peoples in the neighboring countries. Of particular 
impact was Kigozi’s meeting with Apolo Kivebulaya, a Muganda priest and missionary 
to the Mbuti in the eastern Congo.4 During his visit to Kampala, Kivebulaya used to stay 
at Nsibambi’s home, and young Kigozi was profoundly impressed by his selfless 
service.5 Following the example of the respected Muganda missionary, Kigozi dedicated 
himself for mission work in the Congo forest. 
 After his graduation from Mengo Central School in 1925, Kigozi decided to study 
for a schoolmaster’s certificate at Bishop Tucker Theological College in Mukono. This 
was a rather surprising move, because most of his classmates at Mengo went to King’s 
College at Budo, the most prestigious academic institution in the country at that time. 
Prior to 1935 (when the British government decided to make Makerere University the 
center for higher education in East Africa), a degree from King’s College guaranteed 
one’s social and economic advancement. Instead of seeking worldly recognition, 
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however, Kigozi was wholly committed to the cause of the gospel. In 1928, he acquired 
the bishop’s certificate in order to serve as a schoolmaster in the Congo. 
 To his disappointment, however, the way to the Congo was closed due to a 
diplomatic dispute between Britain and Belgium. However, an alternative soon presented 
itself. An urgent call came from Ruanda (another Belgian territory bordering Uganda), 
which was in the midst of a terrible famine. After meeting with the founder of the Ruanda 
Mission, Kigozi offered himself as a missionary to serve the people in Ruanda. He joined 
the Ruanda Mission in 1929 as a schoolmaster at Gahini, one of the major food-
distributing centers of the Belgian administration. Herbert Jackson, the missionary in 
charge of educational work at Gahini, was impressed by Kigozi’s strong character and 
sincere dedication. Recognizing the young man’s noble origin, Jackson commended his 
choice to serve in Ruanda: “It is no small sacrifice for a rich young fellow to leave a land 
of plenty and prosperity like Uganda for this famine stricken area.”6 
Joe Church had already begun his medical work at Gahini earlier in 1928. After 
his extraordinary spiritual experience with Nsibambi in Kampala in 1929, Church became 
aware that Nsibambi’s younger brother was also serving at Gahini. Renewed with a 
vision for spiritual revival, Church developed a close friendship with Kigozi. Church and 
Kigozi shared a common revivalist piety that emphasized moral and spiritual 
transformation that followed genuine repentance. They started praying together for 
deeper transformation among African workers in the station, and especially for the 
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medical staff, including Yosiya Kinuka. After a couple of years of prayer by Church and 
Kigozi, Kinuka underwent a dramatic conversion experience in 1931, and the two 
African leaders—Kigozi and Kinuka—formed the first Bible Team to spread the message 
of the revival in the region around Gahini. Joe Church gave several accounts of this 
unique evangelistic collaboration between the head schoolmaster and a senior member of 
the medical staff.7 
 Though his initial work was as a schoolmaster, Kigozi found himself more 
enthusiastic in evangelistic ministry. He decided to pursue ordination in the Church of 
Uganda. This was an unusual decision; qualified African teachers earned four or five 
times the salary of the ordained clergy.8 It can be inferred, therefore, that Kigozi put a 
higher value on religious causes than on economic gain. He began his theological studies 
in 1932 when the incoming bishop of Uganda, Cyril Stuart, opened a small English-
speaking ordination class at Namirembe Cathedral in Kampala.9 After two years of study 
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with the bishop, Kigozi was ordained as a deacon in 1934 and returned to Ruanda to 
supervise the Gahini schools for boys and evangelists. 
Kigozi was particularly passionate about the Evangelists’ Training School, which 
had fifty young African students; the Mission had recently pioneered two new stations in 
Urundi and the need for qualified African evangelists was more urgent than ever. He 
shared the conviction of the Ruanda missionaries that “the village church depends upon 
the African evangelist.”10 To evangelize the whole country, therefore, it would be 
necessary to train more evangelists and post them to the areas without village churches. 
As a highly educated African leader with a clear vision of mission, Kigozi was the best 
example of those whom Joe Church regarded as the hidden catalysts of the revival.11 
Working closely with Church, Kigozi was invited to serve as one of the plenary speakers 
at larger revival conventions. At the historic Kabale Convention of 1935, for example, 
Church, Kigozi, and Kinuka served on the leadership team that supervised the entire 
program.12 
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 As a teacher and clergyman, Kigozi made a unique contribution in overcoming 
the departmentalism in the Anglican missions in East Africa. In the 1930s, there was a 
growing dichotomy between pastoral and educational missions. Many African teachers at 
mission-founded schools considered themselves to be civil servants, not church workers. 
This was primarily because teachers were paid by the government whereas catechists 
were paid (and chronically underpaid) by the church. Highly educated Africans sought 
employment outside of the church to acquire better salaries. It was often reported that 
promising African teachers suddenly resigned in order to take more lucrative jobs with 
the colonial government.13 It was quite ironic that “the Church which was so keen on 
promoting education was not served by well-educated men and women.”14 However, 
Kigozi made himself a role model to serve the evangelistic ministry of the church, using 
education as a strategic means. His higher education and spiritual qualities became a 
source of inspiration for a number of African teachers and students. An increasing 
number of young Baganda followed in the footsteps of the accomplished leader from a 
noble family in Buganda who sacrificed worldly success for the sake of the gospel. 
 The unexpected, premature death of Kigozi in 1936 was a huge loss to both the 
Ruanda Mission and the Church of Uganda. Many people called him the first martyr of 
the Ruanda Revival.15 Deeply saddened by his death, Bishop Stuart wrote a special letter 																																																								
13 The Ruanda missionaries implicitly characterized this kind of decision as a spiritual failure—
giving in to material temptations. L. E. Barham, Ruanda Notes 30 (October 1929): 13. 
14 Tuma, Building a Ugandan Church, 185.  
15 Derek R. Peterson, Ethnic Patriotism and the East African Revival: A History of Dissent, c. 
1935–1972 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 103.  
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to pay tribute to Kigozi for his exceptional Christian service in Ruanda.16 The Synod of 
the Uganda Diocese in 1936 also commemorated his contribution by reading in public the 
so-called “Three Points” prepared by Kigozi to examine the current spiritual issues in the 
Church of Uganda. Expressing his full support and appreciation of the revival movement 
in Ruanda, the bishop invited the Gahini team to conduct a convention at Mukono, the 
intellectual center of the Anglican Church in Uganda. In many respects, 1936 marked the 
revival’s heyday in Uganda, and at the center of the movement was Kigozi, an exemplary 
African leader. 
Lasting Legacies of Kigozi 
Even after his death, Blasio Kigozi continued to be an inspiring model for 
African teachers in the Ruanda Mission. It was commonplace for Balokole teachers to be 
actively involved in evangelism, and some even were ordained to be ministers in the 
church.17 Kigozi’s conviction that education was primarily for equipping men and women 
for Christian ministry passed down to the next generation of Africans working at mission 
schools in Ruanda-Urundi. Furthermore, he set an example of an African teacher with the 
highest moral and spiritual standards, who lived out the virtues of the Balokole piety. 
Most importantly, African converts learned from the exemplar of Kigozi that modern 
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education was not only compatible with the revivalist piety but also useful for the 
dissemination of the gospel and holistic improvement of their lives. 
One hallmark for which Kigozi was long remembered was his training and 
inspiration of young teachers at village schools. Having observed that many educated 
Africans at mission schools were focused on securing well-paid jobs in the government, 
Stanley Smith was deeply discouraged by the fact that “so few of the schoolmasters had 
really experienced the miracle of conversion.”18 The Ruanda Mission desperately needed 
an African schoolmaster who could serve as a role model, and who was committed to 
revivalist spirituality and the grand vision to witness to Christ in Ruanda-Urundi. When 
Kigozi became the leader of the Evangelists’ Training School at Gahini in 1935, Bishop 
Stuart expressed his great expectations for him and affirmed that the Mission should 
concentrate on training African teachers and evangelists who would be “the keynote of 
evangelisation in Africa.”19 Kigozi was entirely committed to training indigenous 
teachers for the sole purpose of evangelism. A vocation as a doctor or teacher was 
understood as a channel to witness to what Christ had done for sinners. Just as Yosiya 
Kinuka saw himself as a medical evangelist, Kigozi saw himself as an educational 
evangelist.  
The second important feature of Kigozi’s legacy was his key role in development 
of the guiding principle that in their moral and spiritual lives, African teachers should live 
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out what they taught. Because there was a chronic shortage of African teachers in the late 
1920s and early 1930s, most baptized Christians in the Ruanda Mission who were literate 
were invited to work as teachers at village schools. Learning how to read, in and of itself, 
opened the door to the teaching profession. As a consequence, many teachers carried out 
their teaching responsibility “without realizing its true meaning by heart.”20 This 
tendency concerned evangelical-minded British missionaries, who considered godly 
character with high moral standards to be the most important qualification for teachers. 
For them, Kigozi was the first fine example of an African teacher with clear awareness of 
destructive powers of sin. The missionaries highly regarded Kigozi as a truly converted 
African who made a radical break with his past customs such as drinking, smoking, and 
adultery.21 His religious teaching was consistent with his life, and he encouraged other 
teachers to do the same. While training Ruandan teachers who would later work at village 
schools, for example, Kigozi placed so much emphasis on sin that some of the teachers 
became annoyed and resentful.22 Criticism of Kigozi on this point gradually abated, 
however, as it became clear that he practiced what he taught and played a leading role in 
the revival and its conventions. 
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The last (and perhaps the most significant) characteristic that Kigozi modeled as 
an inspiring leader was that modern education and lifestyle was congruent with Christian 
faith for holistic transformation of life, both spiritually and physically. He made a crucial 
contribution to overcoming pervasive doubt regarding Western education in Ruanda. 
When the Ruanda Mission started establishing its schools in the mid-1920s, indigenous 
people living around the mission station were afraid to send their children to school. A 
prevalent fear was that white people would poison the mind of African children by 
teaching them how to read. A typical misunderstanding that African parents had was like 
this: “If [our] children went to read, the white men would take their hearts and as a result 
they would become fools.”23 One informant from the region inferred that the fear of 
literacy learning might have been related to a traditional taboo of not mentioning the 
name of a deceased individual: “Those letters on the ebipande [catechism in vernacular] 
are their names and it is a taboo to mention the names of the dead.”24 With a modern 
outlook and outstanding educational background, Kigozi persuaded African parents that 
Western education was not dangerous at all and in fact would be useful for the future of 
their children. Because Kigozi, an educated African, maintained a friendly and collegial 
relationship with European missionaries (especially with Joe Church), people in Ruanda 
might have come to realize that it would be possible to coexist with European outsiders in 
a mutually beneficial way. 
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In a profound sense, Kigozi served as a beacon of a new lifestyle in his everyday 
life, especially in his marriage relationship. His appearance was neat and clean, and he 
wore Western clothes. This was in sharp contrast with the traditional appearance of 
African people in villages. One of the revivalist converts described his parents’ living 
conditions as follows: “I found my parents in the skins of goats and sheep. They were 
building huts, putting beer, and slaughtering.”25 The change in children’s outlook after 
going to a mission school was one of the main appeals to other parents, who also wanted 
their children to be clean and well-dressed.26 In particular, Kigozi’s marriage was 
markedly different from the traditional relationship between spouses in Ruanda. The 
relationship between Kigozi and his wife Katharine was far from hierarchical; they 
shared domestic responsibilities and collaborated to maintain a clean and neat home.27 
For example, Kigozi enjoyed carpentry and made chairs, tables, and cupboards for his 
family.28 Through family life, the revivalist couple desired to exemplify what a Christian 
home looked like. A clean house, cooperation between spouses, and economic 
accountability became important features of the saved ones’ family life.29 
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The evangelistic and educational ministry of Kigozi aptly illustrates the 
concerted efforts of the Ruanda Mission when it aimed to penetrate the African 
traditional society with a new religion and its practical implications. Indigenous people 
were initially suspicious of what European missionaries tried to bring into their society, 
but their interest grew as they became aware of Kigozi as a living example of how 
Africans improved their physical, social, and spiritual life with practical benefits of the 
new religion. In a convincing manner, Kigozi demonstrated that the relationship between 
evangelism and education, between the Christian faith and modern lifestyle, was 
symbiotic rather than conflicting. In the ensuing years, some Balokole converts might 
take religious motivation more seriously, but it did not mean that they were alienated 
from social changes that the adoption of the new faith and education precipitated in 
Ruanda. 
The Educational Enterprise of the Ruanda Mission 
As a mission whose primary purpose was to evangelize people in the newly 
opened country, the Ruanda Mission reached out to numerous common Africans, mostly 
underprivileged Hutu, through village churches and schools.30 The Ruanda missionaries 
purposely focused on basic literacy education so that young pupils could read the Bible 
on their own in preparation for baptism. Because the majority of its stations were located 
in the Belgian territory of Ruanda-Urundi, but the Kabale station was located in British 																																																								
Southern Uganda, c. 1930–1955,” Journal of Religion in Africa 44 no. 3-4 (2014): 309–32. 
30 Most African converts in the Ruanda Mission were Hutu. That was why the Catholic chiefs, 
most of whom were Tutsi, called Protestantism “the religion of the Hutu” in Ruanda-Urundi. Historically 
the Tutsi tended to look down the Hutu as their serfs. Zefania Mikekemo interview, September 18, 1971. 
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territory, in the 1930s the Ruanda Mission was enmeshed in two different European 
colonial environments. In the Belgian territory, Roman Catholic missionaries enjoyed the 
exclusive privilege of the government’s support for African education; in the British 
Protectorate, the administration promoted pragmatic education such as industrial and 
agricultural training through a grant-in-aid system. As it became impossible for the 
British missionaries to get any substantial support from the Belgian government to start 
Protestant schools in Ruanda-Urundi, the Ruanda Mission had no choice but to operate its 
schools on a self-support principle. This led to the relatively autonomous status of its 
educational enterprise, as a voluntary educational institution, throughout the 1930s. 
The Aim of Mission Education of the Ruanda Mission 
From the outset, the Ruanda Mission regarded education as an effective means to 
reach the unevangelized and to prepare African converts for Christian ministry. The 
purpose of its educational ministry was most clearly expressed by Jim Brazier, the first 
Anglican bishop of Ruanda-Urundi: “Our aim is not an educated African aristocracy, but 
a consecrated ministry of teachers, clergy, and civil servants.”31 Instead of offering higher 
education that guaranteed well-paid jobs, the Mission strove to empower ordinary 
Africans, through literacy skill and practical knowledge, for evangelism in everyday life 
situations.32 Evangelism and education, therefore, were the two inseparable elements for 
																																																								
31 P. J. Brazier, Ruanda Notes 35 (January 1931): 16.  
32 The basic curriculum for the Kabale Girls School included reading, writing, arithmetic, 
elementary rules of health, native handwork, and simple needlework. Rather than offering a bookish 
education, the missionary teachers desired to teach practical knowledge that would entail holistic 
transformation in personal and community life. Muriel H. King, Ruanda Notes 34 (October 1930): 26–27. 
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Christian witness conducted by African agents. For instance, most of the 1931 graduates 
of the Kabale Normal School became church teachers and schoolmasters in other mission 
schools in the Kigezi and Ruanda areas.33 
The most important of all the educational works of the Ruanda Mission was the 
Evangelists’ Training School. From the late 1920s into the 1930s, the Mission’s two 
oldest stations (Kabale and Gahini) boasted lively programs for training prospective 
African evangelists. In 1929, Ezikeri Balaba—an African clergyman from Buganda—
started the Teachers’ Training School at Kabale to equip village teachers for basic 
literacy education and evangelistic ministry. Its students mostly prepared for the 
examination for the bishop’s certificate (a teaching license at the primary level).34 
Lawrence Barham, the missionary in charge of educational work at Kabale, repeatedly 
commended Balaba for his excellent leadership in training indigenous church teachers.35 
Since the missionaries realized that African teachers were the main factor in the success 
of village schools, they increased their emphasis on the Training School. 
Alongside evangelist training, moral instruction was particularly emphasized 
throughout the schools of the Ruanda Mission. Barham cogently contended that 
“character training [was] the most important part” of all educational efforts by the 
																																																								
33 Only two out of twenty graduates decided to pursue higher education in the CMS school at 
Toro, Uganda. P. J. Brazier, Ruanda Notes 36 (April 1931): 24. 
34 E. L. Barham, Ruanda Notes 29 (July 1929): 16. 
35 Lawrence Barham employed words such as “splendid work” to describe the training school run 
by Balaba. E. L. Barham, Ruanda Notes 34 (October 1930): 20. 
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Mission.36 From its inception, the Mission never compromised the ethical standards to 
which it held its teachers. A headmaster of the Kabale Normal School reported that its 
two best African teachers had to be discharged for their immoral behavior.37 Stealing and 
heavy drinking were common pitfalls. The Mission’s early leaders were convinced that 
ethically immoral teachers, even if they acquired the bishop’s certificate, would exert 
only negative influence over their students. A shared conviction among the Ruanda 
missionaries was that revival would take place if African teachers were first renewed in 
their spirit. In the quarterly magazine of the Mission, Leonard Sharp asked for prayer 
about the upcoming convention for teachers, so that “the native teachers’ Conference and 
Convention at Kabale this month may result in revival among all native Christians in 
Kigezi and Ruanda.”38  
Prior to the 1924 establishment of the Uganda Education Department, 
missionaries and native churches had full control of education. All educational policy 
was subject to decisions of the bishop and priests. Nearly all Africans agreed that “there 
could be no education centre without the Church and equally there could be no Church 
centre without education.”39 Starting in the late 1920s, however, the British government 
																																																								
36 Barham, Ruanda Notes 29: 16. 
37 J. E. L. Warren, Ruanda Notes 21 (July 1927): 17. 
38 Leonard Sharp, Ruanda Notes 29 (July 1929): 22. 
39 A. Wandira, “Professional Missionary Activities: (a) Missionary Education in Uganda 
Revisited,” in A Century of Christianity in Uganda, 1877–1977: A Historical Appraisal of the Development 
of the Uganda Church over the Last One Hundred Years, ed. A. D. Tom Tuma and Phares Mutibwa 
(Nairobi, Kenya: Uzima Press, 1978), 79–90. 
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put in force an examination for all teachers—in mission schools and in government 
schools—to ensure their qualifications. Without government certification, an individual 
was not allowed to teach at any school in Uganda.40 In 1928, the government required all 
the teachers at the Kabale Normal School to take the qualifying examination. Lawrence 
Barham reported that nearly all African teachers were “afraid” to take the examination 
and ultimately refused to do so.41 In 1929, the Director of Education of the Uganda 
Protectorate came to inspect the boys’ and girls’ schools in the Kabale station, the 
Ruanda Mission’s only station in the British territory. After careful review of the schools, 
the Director pointed out the need for an educationist missionary who would be devoted 
solely to school work.42 At that time Barham, an ordained missionary, served as the 
headmaster of the schools at Kabale and also supervised 300 village churches; this made 
it nearly impossible for Barham to direct the educational enterprise effectively. 
The Chief Inspector of Education paid regular visits to the Kabale Normal 
School to assess its teachers, facilities, and curriculums. One of this British official’s 
repeated recommendations was to train more elementary school teachers.43 The new 
educational scheme of the British government was to ensure that normal schools (teacher 
training schools) would be adequate by making sure they were staffed by qualified 
																																																								
40 In the new teacher’s qualification system, the government raised the educational standards to 
require four or five years of education followed by two years’ training at a teachers’ school. Tuma, Building 
a Ugandan Church, 156–67. 
41 E. L. Barham, Ruanda Notes 26 (October 1928): 26.  
42 E. L. Barham, Ruanda Notes 28 (April 1929): 12. 
43 P. J. Brazier, Ruanda Notes 41 (July 1932): 13. 
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teachers. Since half of the Kabale Normal School’s budget came from a government 
grant, the Mission had no option but to follow that recommendation. The government 
showed its strong intention to redesign the activities of the school according to its new 
educational policy, which was jointly formulated by the Colonial Office, the Phelps-
Stokes Commission, and the International Missionary Council. The two official reports of 
the Phelps-Stokes Commission to Africa were instrumental in charting a new direction 
for British colonial policies concerning education.44 Following the recommendations of 
the reports, the British administration initiated educational grant programs starting in the 
late 1920s. 
During the Great Depression, most mission schools in the Uganda Protectorate 
were in serious financial need, so they became dependent on government grants. The 
Ruanda Mission was no exception; it strove to recruit more educationist missionaries who 
were qualified for a grant-in-aid program of the Protectorate. As the colonial government 
insisted on its own educational standards, however, some Ruanda missionaries took it as 
																																																								
44 The first Phelps-Stokes Education Commission to Africa was formed in response to the North 
American Missionary Conference’s appeal for an investigation of the state of African education. The 
Commission carried out its activities in 1920 and 1921, investigating educational conditions and needs in 
Sierra Leone, Liberia, the Gold Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon, the Belgian Congo, Angola, and South Africa. A 
second Commission visited Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Nyasaland, and Rhodesia for the same purpose in 
1924. Thomas Jesse Jones, a specialist in the education of African people, chaired both Commissions and 
wrote two official reports in 1922 and 1925 respectively. The reports criticized the unsatisfactory 
development of colonial educational systems in Africa, which in Jones’ analysis was mainly due to the 
uncritical application of obsolete European educational methods, especially from the bookish British 
educational system. Thomas Jesse Jones, Education in Africa: A Study of West, South and Equatorial Africa 
by the African Education Commission (New York: Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1922); Thomas Jesse Jones, 
Education in East Africa: A Study of East, Central and South Africa by the Second African Education 
Commission under the Auspices of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, in Cooperation with the International 
Education Board (New York: Phelps-Stokes Fund, 1925). 
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a subversion of “the real purpose of Missionary work” conceived from “a purely secular 
point of view.”45 In 1936, the British government discontinued its support of the 
Evangelists’ Training School at Kabale. Instead it gave more grants-in-aid to Kabale 
High School. Accordingly, the field secretary of the Ruanda Mission wrote a special 
report to the Home Council about this shift in government policy and asked for more 
financial support for evangelist training.46 The Phelps-Stokes report pointed out that 
missions and government were mutually dependent on each other for personnel and 
resources, elements essential to successful African education.47 Evangelical-minded 
Ruanda missionaries, however, became concerned that the government intervention, 
although financially beneficial, might disorient the Mission’s original purpose of African 
education. 
British Mission Schools in the Belgian Territory 
Although the majority of its stations were located in the Belgian territory, the 
Ruanda Mission operated under the ecclesiastical supervision of the Church of Uganda. 
Working in a foreign country with different colonial policies, it was inevitable that the 
British missionaries would be at odds with the Belgian authorities concerning the issue of 
African education. The Mission’s and Belgian authorities’ educational aims and 
philosophy often conflicted, and the linguistic barrier between them was no small matter. 
																																																								
45 W. W. Orpwood, Ruanda Notes 42 (October 1932): 11. 
46 A. C. Stanley Smith to the Ruanda Council, November 1936, Church Missionary Society 
Archive (henceforth “CMS”) G3 A11/1, sub file 9, 1936.  
47 Jones, Education in Africa, 80–96. 
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The British missionaries were committed to teaching ordinary people to read the Bible on 
their own, whereas the Belgian officials focused on training prospective administrative 
and commercial personnel among sons of the aristocracy. Strongly favoring the Catholic 
mission schools, the Belgian authorities showed little interest in the educational venture 
of the British missionaries in Ruanda-Urundi.  
In its colonial policies concerning missionary activities, the Belgian 
administration made a distinction between “national missions” and “foreign missions.” 
The former referred to Catholic missionaries whose headquarters were located in 
Brussels, whereas the latter indicated Protestant missionaries mainly from Britain and the 
United States. Accusing Protestants of provoking a sense of “independence and rebellion 
against authority,” Catholic colonialists and missionaries endeavored to limit the scope of 
Protestant missions’ activities in the Belgian territories.48 The close alliance between the 
Catholic missions and the colonial government was due to the fact that the Belgian 
Chamber of Representatives was dominated by the Catholic Party in the late nineteenth 
and the early twentieth centuries.49 With their loyalty to the state, some Catholic 
missionaries even spread a rumor that the British were trying to invade the Belgian 
																																																								
48 Catholic missionaries criticized the Protestant practice of libre examen (individual 
interpretation of the Scriptures) which they believed promoted a spirit of independence from any form of 
authority, whether political or ecclesiastical. In consequence, there was a strong caution against 
“subversive” activities of Protestant missionaries in Belgian Africa. Marvin D. Markowitz, Cross and 
Sword: The Political Role of Christian Missions in the Belgian Congo, 1908–1960 (Stanford, CA: Hoover 
Institution Press, 1973), 39. 
49 Established in 1869, Le Parti catholique (the Catholic Party) had maintained the absolute 
majority in the Belgian Chamber of Representatives from 1884 to 1918. The Party’s prominent political 
influence continued in Belgium as it became the Catholic Union in 1921 and the Catholic Block in 1936. 
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territories in Africa through their missionaries. The political antagonism between 
Belgium and Britain during the interwar period led to deterioration of the relationship 
between Catholic and Protestant missionaries working in African colonies. 
When an official educational program was established in the Belgian Congo in 
1922, only Catholic mission schools were eligible for educational subsidies from the 
colonial government.50 In exchange for their agreement to accept the government’s 
regular inspection of Catholic schools and evaluation of their curriculum, the Catholic 
missions received an increasing amount of subsidies each year; in 1928 the subsidies 
amounted to approximately half of the educational budget of the Belgian Congo. In the 
following decades, there were three major types of educational institutions in the Belgian 
territories in Africa: 1) the subsidized schools under the direction of Catholic missions; 2) 
unsubsidized, independent schools under the direction of Protestant missions; 3) the 
official government schools.51 Even though the Protestant missions established a similar 
number of schools in the Belgian territories as their Catholic counterparts did, they 
received virtually no subsidies from the colonial government until 1946.52 The shift at 
																																																								
50 Markowitz, Cross and Sword, 56–60. 
51 Ellsworth Faris, “Native Education in the Belgian Congo,” The Journal of Negro Education 3, 
no. 1 (1934): 123–30; J. S. Harris, “Education in the Belgian Congo,” The Journal of Negro Education 15, 
no. 3 (1946): 410–26. 
52 For example, in 1922 there were approximately 1,771 Protestant primary schools and 1,806 
Catholic primary schools in Belgian Congo. Markowitz, Cross and Sword, 56–60. According to the 1930 
census, there were approximately 100,000 students at Protestant schools and 140,000 students at Catholic 
schools in Belgian Congo. Faris, “Native Education in the Belgian Congo,” 125–26. Protestant 
missionaries’ efforts for African education are all the more striking as one considers that there were three 
times as many Catholic missionaries as Protestant missionaries in Belgian Africa during that period. Harris, 
“Education in the Belgian Congo,” 419–20. 
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that time to a principle of equal treatment of Catholic and Protestant missions was a result 
of decade-long negotiations among the Congo Protestant Council, the International 
Missionary Council, and the Belgian government.53 
Until 1930 the Ruanda Mission had only one mission station in the Belgian 
territory: the Gahini Station. As the leaders of the Mission explored the possibility of 
advancing into other regions of Ruanda-Urundi, Leonard Sharp met with the Governor of 
Ruanda-Urundi in Belgium thanks to the help of Henri Anet, the amicable leader of the 
Belgian Society of Protestant Mission (Société Belge des Missions Protestantes). 
According to the confidential summary of Sharp’s discussions with the Governor, the 
Mission was granted permission to open two more mission stations in Ruanda, in the 
north and south, on the condition that they would strictly follow the medical and 
educational policies of the Belgian colonial government.54 Since there was a rumor that 
German missionaries planned to return to Ruanda-Urundi, the British missionaries felt 
the need to move swiftly to acquire new sites in Ruanda. 
The Belgian government expressed deep appreciation for the medical work of the 
Ruanda Mission. Colonial officials highly commended the Gahini Hospital facility—the 
first modern hospital in Ruanda—and its services. The colonial government contributed 
																																																								
53 Anicka Fast, “From Critics to Collaborators: Protestant Missions’ Move Away from a Free 
Church Position in Belgian Congo, 1929–1946,” unpublished paper, Mennonite Graduate Student 
Conference, Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary, June 2–4, 2016. 
54 The Governor also suggested that the Ruanda Mission should purchase from Belgium any 
medical and educational equipment it needed for mission work in Ruanda-Urundi. “Confidential Summary 
of Discussions in Brussels,” January 24, 1930, International Missionary Council and Conference for British 
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financially to projects to train midwives and build several lodges for patients at Gahini.55 
When the Mission prepared to expand its work in Urundi in 1934, the Chief Medical 
Officer of the Belgian government was wholeheartedly favorable and granted three sites 
for medical mission work there.56 Sharp, who had long served as the government medical 
officer, was instrumental in winning the favor of Belgian authorities. 
The Belgian administration, however, was not much interested in establishing 
Protestant schools in its territory. Stanley Smith complained to the Governor of Ruanda-
Urundi that he heard nothing from the government for fifteen months regarding his 
request to establish a new school in Ruanda.57 A Belgian colonial policy concerning the 
rights of indigenous chiefs complicated the Ruanda Mission’s prospects for establishing 
additional schools. Given that nearly all chiefs were Catholic adherents, the Belgian 
Governor implicitly discriminated in favor of Catholic missions by upholding the policy 
that the government meant to safeguard the chiefs’ right of property. Since the Catholic 
priests influenced the chiefs in preventing the establishment of Protestant schools in their 
territories, the Ruanda Mission faced obstacles in its attempt to build schools.58 
																																																								
55 W. F. Church reported that the Belgian Administrator brought his wife to the Gahini Hospital 
for treatment and expressed his deep gratitude for the medical service provided by the Ruanda Mission. W. 
F. Church, Ruanda Notes 50 (October 1934): 30–31.  
56 R. R. Webster, Ruanda Notes 49 (July 1934): 5.  
57 A. C. Stanley Smith to Governor Jungers, October 16, 1934, IMC/CBMS BH-2001 Box 261 
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The Belgian government remained uncooperative with Protestant missions on the 
matter of African education until 1937. In that year, the Director of Education of the 
Belgian African colonies visited Ruanda-Urundi and began inspecting schools of all 
types to explore the feasibility of educational cooperation. The government inspection 
focused on four major criteria: 1) staff; 2) buildings and equipment; 3) the number of 
students; and 4) standards of education.59 In order to be recognized by the government, a 
school needed to meet all four criteria. Several schools in the Ruanda Mission were 
qualified in terms of the building and the number of students. However, none of them met 
the academic standards of the Belgian government. Language was the major obstacle; the 
Belgian government required that all syllabi and examinations be done in French, in 
which only a few CMS missionaries were fluent. Furthermore, the Ruanda Mission did 
not have any European staff with a university degree in education. It therefore seemed 
unlikely that the Mission would receive a grant-in-aid from the Belgian government. For 
this reason, W. A. Pitt-Pitts submitted a lengthy report to the Ruanda Council at home to 
request financial support for the educational work of the Mission.60 
As Henri Anet persuasively pointed out, Belgian authorities had always treated 
Protestant missions working in the Belgian territory differently than their Catholic 
counterparts. As of 1937, the Belgian authorities had given more than twice as much in 																																																								
59 W. A. Pitt-Pitts, “Education in Ruanda and Urundi,” October 12, 1938, IMC/CBMS BH-2001 
Box 261 No. 405. 
60 After detailing the Belgian educational policy, Pitt-Pitts reported that not a single Ruanda 
Mission school passed the colonial government’s inspection because all of them failed to meet the basic 
criteria. W. A. Pitt-Pitts, “Education in Ruanda and Urundi,” October 12, 1938, IMC/CBMS BH-2001 Box 
261 No. 405. 
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grants and land concessions to Catholic missions as they had to Protestant missions.61 In 
particular, the Protestant mission schools received no financial grants from the Belgian 
government until 1946 even though they contributed significantly to African education 
through primary and technical schools. Anet also vividly described various types of 
persecution by the Catholic priests and chiefs: 
Protestant catechists have been beaten, their identity papers taken and torn up, 
their Bible trampled on and burnt, they themselves publicly threatened with 
imprisonment, as if the priests represented the legal authorities; priests have 
urged chiefs and administrators to compel a certain number of children to attend 
their schools, or, by force and intimidation, they have seen to it that children 
leave the Protestant schools.62 
 
There was a government school with a good academic reputation at Astrida in 
northern Ruanda. Run by the Jesuit order, the school was primarily for the education of 
the sons of chiefs, mostly of Tutsi origin. The Belgian administration obliged all 
prominent chiefs to send their sons to the government school for higher literary education 
to prepare them to become civil servants and collaborate with the colonial government.63 
Since the government was less interested in the education of ordinary Africans, it saw no 
need to establish more schools in Ruanda-Urundi. 
																																																								
61 Anet provided detailed information about the land concessions and government grants awarded 
to both Protestant and Catholic missions in the Belgian territory. Henri Anet, “Protestant Missions in 
Belgian Congo,” International Review of Missions 28, no. 3 (1939): 415–25. 
62 Ibid., 421–22.  
63 There were two types of chiefs in Ruanda-Urundi: Grands chiefs and Sous chiefs. The former 
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Mission Education in Colonial Africa 
The historical context in which the Ruanda Mission formulated its own 
distinctive goals for education and established the schools in Ruanda-Urundi helped 
shape the unique character of the Missions’ educational enterprise. The 1920s saw 
several significant shifts in the educational policies of the British and Belgian colonial 
governments. The Colonial Office, the Phelps-Stokes Commission, and the International 
Missionary Council collaborated to formulate common policies with regard to African 
education. The development of African individuals and communities became the agreed-
upon purpose of education, with pragmatic and utilitarian motives. The urgent need for 
cooperation between the colonial governments and the missions was repeatedly 
emphasized. This section surveys a major stream of educational policies of the Protestant 
missions in Africa in the early twentieth century in order to compare and appreciate the 
distinctive features of the educational enterprise of the Ruanda Mission. 
Education as Mission Discussed at Edinburgh 1910 
Education has a long history as an integral part of the missionary enterprise, 
especially in Africa. The Educational Commission of the World Missionary Conference 
held in Edinburgh in 1910 affirmed the crucial role of mission education as follows: 
“That education is an indispensable factor in the spread of Christianity is a point in regard 
to which the answers received from South, Central, West, and East Africa are in complete 
agreement.”64 The Conference participants unanimously maintained that evangelism and 
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education worked intimately together for the effective indigenization of the Christian 
message in new fields of mission. An indigenous church served as a religious community 
to conduct the practice of faith; a mission school functioned as an intellectual community 
to shape the minds of new converts.  
The Edinburgh Conference identified three major aims of mission education: 1) 
to evangelize non-believers; 2) to train indigenous church leaders; and 3) to diffuse 
Christian moral principles.65 Promoting people’s general welfare through philanthropy 
was considered a supplementary motive for mission education.66 Conference participants 
suggested that the first two aims were more relevant to younger churches in Africa, 
whereas the third aim was more directly associated with older churches in Asia. Rather 
than proposing a novel theory of mission education, the Conference confirmed the 
existing direction that emphasized the evangelistic and edificatory functions of education 
to build three-self indigenous churches.67 
																																																								
1910), 172. 
65 Ibid., 369–70. 
66 The conservative members of the Commission expressed concern that if the philanthropic 
motive were highlighted, it would weaken the main purposes—especially the evangelistic purpose—of 
mission education. Thus, the philanthropic aim was included as an auxiliary motive of mission education. 
Ibid., 370–71. 
67 Brian Stanley’s analysis is that the Educational Commission of the Edinburgh Conference had 
to consider the varied purposes of education in different contexts around the world. For instance, given 
China’s longer history of education and civilization, it was not comparable to Uganda, where village 
elementary schools were the primary focus of education. Among the Commission’s seventeen specific 
recommendations, therefore, the highest priority was given to the evangelistic and edificatory purposes of 
education in order to develop indigenous Christianity. Brian Stanley, The World Missionary Conference, 
Edinburgh 1910 (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 2009), 167–201.  
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The Edinburgh Conference’s Educational Commission was not oversimplifying 
when it declared that “the school goes hand in hand with the preaching of the Gospel.”68 
In the African context, an indigenous church doubled as an educational center that 
offered basic literacy education. Most village churches in rural areas functioned as village 
(or “bush”) schools on weekdays. Those who wished to become a member of a Protestant 
church were required to learn how to read the catechism and the New Testament prior to 
their baptism. In East Africa, indigenous people often referred to Christian converts as 
“readers” because Christianity was introduced as the “religion of the book.” The 
following song at the time of the baptism of the ruler of Bukoba in northern Tanzania 
captured the essence of mission education as a means of evangelism: “Edward 
Lwaijumba of Kabale, he ‘read’ and was baptized.”69 The ability to read was both the 
missionary’s chief means of evangelism and the African convert’s distinctive mark. In 
the case of the Ruanda Mission, not only male converts but also female converts were 
expected to be able to read the Bible in the vernacular prior to their baptism.70 
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African agents played a pivotal role in spreading new ideas and new ways of life 
in their own communities. The educational process was often led by indigenous 
evangelists on a grassroots level: 
The Christian evangelist is the bearer of new ideas. His message sets people 
thinking. By introducing new standards, by its disciplines, by its teaching on the 
family, on marriage, on social obligation, on the duty of kindness and helpfulness 
not only to those to whom such consideration is due by tribal custom but to all, 
the Christian church is a powerful educative force.71 
 
Evangelism could not be separated from education because both involved the adjustment 
of traditional society to the influence of the external world. As African converts made a 
faith commitment to Christianity, they accepted a new intellectual framework to take 
account of their physical and spiritual world. This process was much more profound than 
simply learning to read, because it often precipitated a significant shift in and 
reconceptualization of their social identity. 
Mission education proved to be one of the most important factors for the 
establishment of an indigenous church that was autonomous in all respects: self-
governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating. Christian education was an 
indispensable way to equip capable indigenous leaders. It did not take long for European 
missionaries to realize that “the spiritual and educational welfare of the community 
ultimately depend upon the training of native Christian teachers and leaders.”72 Delegates 
to the Edinburgh Conference saw the need to employ methods of Christian education that 
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would relate to “the thought, traditions, and literature of the indigenous population,” 
because building a strong indigenous church was regarded as the primary purpose of the 
missionary enterprise.73  
One notable topic addressed by the Educational Commission of the Edinburgh 
Conference was industrial education with special reference to Africa.74 In traditional 
approaches to mission education whose primary aim was to train indigenous ministers 
and teachers, industrial education was rarely conceived as a significant area of learning. It 
was Michael Sadler, a member of the Advisory Committee at the Colonial Office, who 
contributed significantly to a rising sense that African education should aim to improve 
the lives and character of African people.75 He emphatically contended that mission 
schools in Africa should focus more on agricultural and industrial education than on 
literacy education.76 Accordingly, the official report of the Commission held up the 
“Hampton-Tuskegee model” as ideal for African education: 
The value of industrial and agricultural training for the negro race is abundantly 
proved by the experience of the Normal and Agricultural Institute at Hampton, 
Virginia, and the Normal and Industrial School at Tuskegee, Alabama…. The 
influence of these two institutions upon educational ideals, primarily for the 																																																								
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negroes but indirectly for great numbers of the white population, has been 
deservedly great.77 
 
This point of view had the support of the International Review of Missions, 
which maintained in its debut issue that “the subject of industrial training seems to 
demand fresh consideration.”78 Three issues later the Review published A. G. Fraser’s 
detailed account of his visit to the Hampton Institute, and his proposal to model African 
education on the practically-oriented curriculum in use at that time at some schools in the 
American south.79 In subsequent years, several articles in the Review unequivocally 
praised the industrial training model of education.80  
Not only European missionaries but more importantly African Christians were 
enthusiastic about an opportunity for industrial training that could spur their 
socioeconomic advancement. Andrew Barnes recently pointed out how African people in 
the early twentieth century pushed for industrial education as they were informed of a 
strategy of social development of African Americans.81 In particular, Barnes highlighted 																																																								
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a crucial role of African newspapers in publicizing a viable role model of African 
Americans’ self-empowerment through industrial training and disseminating what he 
called “a Christian entrepreneurial spirit.” Just like Hampton and Tuskegee, industrial 
schools in Africa endeavored to produce entrepreneurs who could gain the capacity to 
make money with technical skills and spearhead community development for the 
common good. Adopting the language of Ethiopianism from the African Initiated 
Churches, practical-minded African Christians advocated for “African initiative in the 
economic, social, and political development of Africa.”82  
With the heartfelt support of missionaries and the enthusiastic reception of 
African Christians, the Colonial Office perceived a greater need to invest in the education 
of African people. Under these amicable circumstances, a commission conducted 
educational surveys in Africa to determine how best to help indigenous Africans—to 
improve their living conditions, foster economic independence, and cultivate good 
character. 
Pragmatic Aims of African Education in the Interwar Period 
The founders of the Ruanda Mission conceived its educational enterprise with 
emphasis on religious instruction and training of African evangelists. This diverged from 
the trend underway among other Protestant missions in Africa, which at that same time 
were taking a new direction toward pragmatic education. The Phelps-Stokes Commission 
played a pivotal role in formulating new educational policies in colonial Africa during the 
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interwar period. With a keen concern about freed slaves in the United States, the 
Commission conducted several surveys of African education in the Southern States in the 
1910s. Thomas Jesse Jones, who headed the surveys, published in 1917 a monumental 
work entitled Negro Education in which he proposed the shift of emphasis from 
academic education to vocational training for African Americans, woven through with 
elements of the Progressive ideology that dominated the early twentieth century.83 
According to Jones, African education should focus on practical training as “preparation 
for life” so that they might attain self-empowerment for socioeconomic advancement.  
Jones’ philosophy of education gained a wider influence as he chaired the 
Phelps-Stokes Education Commission to Africa in 1921 and 1924. In the official report, 
Jones made a strong case that education in Africa should aim for “the development of the 
individual and the community.”84 He saw education not merely as an affair of textbooks 
and examinations, but more importantly as a conscious effort to deal with real-life 
challenges and to search for innovative solutions. At the center of Jones’ philosophy of 
education was the concept of “adaptation.” To attain the utilitarian goal of education, 
according to Jones, educational methods must be adapted to meet local conditions and 
needs. Considering the African context, Jones proposed that education of Africans focus 
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on four subject areas he considered essential to the development of an individual and a 
community: 1) health; 2) use of environment; 3) preparation for home life; and 4) 
recreation.85 
For the recommendations of the Phelps-Stokes Commission to be implemented 
in Africa, J. H. Oldham took a pivotal role in bringing together the Commission, the 
Colonial Office, and the International Missionary Council (IMC) for the common 
purpose of African education.86 Secretary of the IMC, Oldham worked closely with Jones 
for a decade and shared his conviction that African education should seek the full 
development of human personality and of the whole community.87 Both of them were in 
total accord that “the experience of Negro educational institutions in the Southern States 
was directly relevant and transferable to educational and political development in 
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Africa.”88 Accordingly, the missionary statesman and the philanthropic educationist 
proposed two fundamental principles for the effective education of African people: 
adaptation and cooperation. The philosophy of adaptation in education was epitomized in 
the 1925 memorandum of the British Advisory Committee on Native Education in 
Tropical Africa, of which Oldham was a member: 
Education should be adapted to the mentality, aptitudes, occupations and 
traditions of the various people…. Its aim should be to render the individual 
more efficient in his or her own condition of life, whatever it may be, and to 
promote the advancement of the community as a whole through the improvement 
of agriculture, the development of native industries, the improvement of 
health.…89 
 
Recognizing that this goal was massive, the Committee suggested that “cooperation 
between Government and other educational agencies should be promoted in every 
way.”90 In a follow-up article later that year in a mission journal, Oldham asserted that 
“an educational policy based on the idea of partnership” was indispensable “to secure the 
largest and best results.”91 He pointed out that mission schools, as voluntary educational 
institutions, were guaranteed their own recognized place in the new educational system.92 																																																								
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The 1926 Le Zoute Conference of the IMC—with its theme “Christian mission in 
Africa”—accepted and promoted the educational philosophy of the Phelps-Stokes 
Commission.93 In addressing the need to respond to new social and political currents in 
Africa, Oldham shared his optimistic hope that “Christian education” could and should 
become “the most potent of all forces in the reshaping, redemption and regeneration of 
the life of African peoples.”94 Jones’ call for pragmatic education clearly resonated with 
conference participants; his famous “four essentials” were enthusiastically introduced as 
an innovative approach to African education.95 Particularly highlighted was the need for 
cooperation between the missions and the colonial governments in the area of African 
education. Perceiving the amicable policy of the British Colonial Office in native 
education, the Conference declared that “the best results in education can only be 
achieved by the fullest possible sympathetic co-operation, and…there is no necessary 
opposition between the aims of Governments and of missions.”96 The aim of mission 
education was expanded from the evangelistic purpose to “the opening of a way to 
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abundant life.”97 There was a broad consensus that the old-fashioned, conventional view 
of education as “book-learning” would not help African people attain a better life. 
Once the policy of cooperation was agreed upon, the British government 
dramatically increased its financial support of mission schools in East Africa. For 
example, over 26 years there was an unprecedented forty-fold increase in British 
government grants-in-aid to the missions in the Uganda Protectorate—from £10,000 in 
1923 to £400,000 in 1949.98 During those years, virtually all mission schools in the 
region received much more financial support from the government than the combined 
sum donated by individuals and churches at home. The colonial government also realized 
that subsidizing mission schools would be much cheaper and more manageable than 
establishing their own.99 
However, while the partnership between the government and the missions 
strengthened many mission schools, it eventually led to the closure of others. When the 
British government began ramping up its financial support for mission schools in the late 
1920s, the colonial authorities also set academic standards for teachers’ qualifications and 
educational facilities. In 1937, the British colonial administration’s Educational 
Committee intensified its enforcement of the standards, requiring all schools—
government schools as well as those operated by missions—to be inspected and 
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registered by the Committee in order to be eligible to receive government grants-in-
aid.100 This led to the closure of a number of village schools which failed to meet the 
standards set by the government. As mission schools endeavored to upgrade their 
teaching staff to meet government standards and secure grants, there was an inevitable 
consequence: the decline of church-related teachers in number and influence.101 Since 
most of them did not possess the teaching qualifications required by the government, 
many transitioned to more distinctively evangelistic roles in the work of their respective 
missions. 
In the context of the emergence of the new educational policies of the Protestant 
missions in Africa, the Ruanda Mission maintained that its primary educational aim was 
to offer religious instruction to ordinary African pupils. It is undoubtedly true that the 
Ruanda missionaries were concerned about the betterment of Africans’ lives and thus 
endeavored, to a certain extent, to secure more financial subsidies from the colonial 
administration. This does not mean, however, that the Mission compromised the purpose 
and rationale of its educational enterprise. More importantly, the Ruanda missionaries’ 
and the African revivalists’ otherworldly view of salvation led to an ambivalent attitude 
toward modern influence, represented by education. 
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Tension between Modern Influence and Revivalist Eschatology  
Equivocal Attitude toward Modern Influence 
As noted before, most Ruanda missionaries from the evangelical wing of the 
Church of England were not advocators of the so-called “civilizing mission.” Rejecting 
the view of the kingdom of God framed as the social and economic progress of human 
society, they shared the conviction that worse than heathendom is “civilization without 
Christ.”102 Their cautious attitude toward Western civilization affected African 
perceptions of modern influence. After their new faith commitment to Christianity, the 
African converts maintained an equivocal attitude toward modern influence. At the heart 
of this ambiguity was an important element of the Balokole understanding of salvation: 
otherworldliness. Rejecting the modernist view that human society could be redeemed by 
progress and development, European and African leaders of the Revival were more 
inclined toward the premillennialist view of history that was often characterized as “anti-
humanist and anti-developmental.”103 They accentuated the salvation of the soul from sin 
and death as the ultimate hope of their life. The gospel message they preached helped 
many Africans overcome the fear of death.104 The typical testimony of a Balokole convert 																																																								
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went like this: “All worldly things we left behind and left them until now.”105 This was in 
stark contrast with African traditional religions’ focus on ongoing communion between 
the living and the dead, which was considered essential to the health and stability of the 
community.106 Otherworldly emphasis was particularly notable in the Balokole view of 
the eschatological fulfillment of the kingdom of God. Convinced that Jesus was coming 
soon, those involved in the revival highlighted that it was urgent for Christians to reach 
the lost before Christ’s return and final judgement.  
This theological mindset remained a hallmark of the revival movement. When the 
missionaries in Ruanda heard of the outbreak of the Second World War, they considered 
it “a sure prelude to the Coming Again of the Lord Jesus.”107 Joe Church’s analysis of 
world events evidently reflected the literal interpretation of the Scripture that Scofield 
had proposed. Church wrote in 1940 of the missionaries’ reaction to the war: “We are all 
turning back to the study of prophecy and it is thrilling to fit the daily wireless news into 
the Second Coming picture.”108 In the first half of the 1940s, nearly all of the Ruanda 
missionaries and African leaders remained convicted that the return of Christ was 
imminent, so evangelism became more urgent and important than ever before. The 
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missionary in charge of education in the Kabale station reported: “[the war] has brought a 
great quickening of concern about the unsaved, and belief in the near Return of the Lord 
has been born in some and strengthened in many.”109 
With their eyes fixed on the kingdom to come soon, Balokole converts were 
willing to sacrifice this-worldly benefits for the sake of their religious conviction. One 
notable example was the revivalists’ resolute refusal to plant tobacco. During the colonial 
period, tobacco was one of the most rewarding cash crops in terms of economic gain. 
However, in the Ruanda Mission smoking was considered to be one of the most prevalent 
sins (along with drinking, stealing, and adultery). For Balokole to plant tobacco would 
have implied a permissive view of smoking. After their conversion experience many 
revivalists refused to plant tobacco in their fields even if the local government enforced 
regulations requiring them to do so.110 Their refusal affirmed publicly that what they 
primarily pursued was not economic gain in this world but spiritual reward in the world 
to come. Absent such hope of a spiritual reward, it would make no sense to cast aside an 
opportunity to become materially wealthy. They were happy and proud to be able to 
proclaim that they left behind “all the worldly things.” 																																																								
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Eschatological Vision of the Balokole 
The Balokole movement’s eschatological views profoundly influenced its 
participants’ ambivalent attitude toward modernity. From its inception and throughout its 
development, the revival movement in the Ruanda Mission was infused with 
eschatological expectation. The imminent return of Christ was a frequent topic for 
preaching, which promoted a sense of urgency in evangelism. A well-known Balokole 
hymn went like this: “You people of the world, the world is ending.” Another hymn 
demonstrated eschatological hope more explicitly: “[The] Lord is calling us to meet with 
Him because the worldly things are aiming to an end.”111 Their hope in eternal life gave 
unshakable peace and assurance to the Balokole despite the rapid change and disruption 
of the traditional social order. With the self-confidence born out of historical certainty 
that the return of Christ was near at hand, the African converts were able to perform 
remarkable evangelistic work with hope that the outcome would be glorious. 
The Balokole were not the only group of Christian believers who stressed 
eschatological vision. In fact, Christianity is an intrinsically eschatological faith because 
its view of the future is determinative for the understanding of history and the current life. 
Based on the linear view of history, all Christians have held the belief that Creation will 
come to an end. Depending on the interpretation of the apocalyptic passages in the book 
of Revelation, however, they maintained different views of the coming kingdom of God; 
some believed that the second advent of Christ would take place after the earthly 
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realization of the kingdom (i.e., postmillennialism) whereas others contended that the 
return of the King would precipitate the establishment of the kingdom (i.e., 
premillennialism). Associated with Enlightenment rationality, the former argued for a 
gradual and sustained progress of human society toward Christian ideals, but the latter 
held a gloomy and pessimistic attitude toward the current world and put faith in the 
sudden arrival of God’s kingdom through the second advent. 
The eschatological view of the European and African leaders of the Balokole 
Revival was profoundly associated with premillennialism. It is important to note that the 
Scofield Reference Bible exerted a significant influence on the spiritual formation of Joe 
Church and other Ruanda missionaries from evangelical circles of Cambridge. It was no 
coincidence that when Church and Nsibambi had an extraordinary spiritual experience in 
Kampala in 1929, they consulted references in the Scofield Bible to learn more about the 
Holy Spirit.112 C. I. Scofield was an influential mission activist who popularized 
dispensational premillennialism; he canonized Keswick teachings through his famous 
Reference Bible. Over against the modernist interpretation of the Bible, Scofield held, as 
George Marsden has summed it up, “that the Bible was absolutely reliable and precise in 
matters of fact, that its meanings were plain, and that whenever possible it should be 
taken literally.”113 Accordingly, it was often argued that Biblical literalism and 
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dispensational premillennialism were the two most crucial theological roots of 
Fundamentalism in Britain and the United States.114 
The coalition of premillennialists and revivalists precipitated an unprecedented 
resurgence of the missionary movement in East Africa just as it had done in transatlantic 
evangelical circles in the early twentieth century.115 A. T. Pierson’s coining of the 
watchword of the Student Volunteer Movement—“the evangelization of the world in this 
generation”—captured the essence of the premillennial mission theory that linked the 
concept of world evangelization with the urgency of premillennialism.116 Church and 
Nsibambi were convinced that there were direct correlations between the filling of the 
Spirit and the task of mission, and between mission and the return of Christ. This 
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theological basis remained at the heart of the Balokole movement, which inspired 
numerous African evangelists that the successful evangelization of the world could 
hasten the return of Christ. Believing that they were living in the beginning of the last 
times, spiritually empowered Christians served as forerunners of world evangelization.117 
Among the features common to both premillennialist and revivalist teachings 
were sharp dichotomies between the saved and the lost, and between the spiritual and the 
carnal. They agreed that only those filled with the Spirit could overcome the gravity of 
sin and thus experience “victory” over sin. It was widely held that the filling of the Spirit 
was indispensable for any Christian who was “willing to perform the slightest act in the 
service of Christ.”118 Based on Matthew 24:14 and Acts 1:8, the Ruanda missionaries 
believed that the gospel must be preached—by the power of the Holy Spirit—all over the 
world “before the end comes.” They understood the empowerment of the Spirit not 
merely as a personal ecstatic experience but, more importantly, as a prelude to the return 
of Christ. One Ruanda missionary declared that “God wants a real revival everywhere in 
these last days.”119 This sense of urgency, conjoined with the eschatological expectation, 
was a marked feature of the Balokole evangelistic activities. 
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Eschatological expectation, when conjoined with pietistic faith, has a unique 
power to inspire believers to engage in voluntary service for religious causes. Noticing 
that in the history of revival movements, millennial expectation was intimately related to 
activism, R. C. Gordon-McCutchan theorized about how eschatology can serve as an 
inspiration for religious activities:  
Millennialism calls forth and channels the activism intrinsic to evangelical 
Christianity. When these two forces combine, pious revolutionaries seek to 
revamp the profane world in terms of a prophesied sacred image.120 
 
Because they believed that the return of Christ depends on the faithful actions of 
believers, the Balokole placed a strong emphasis upon personal commitment to witness; 
they considered this proof of an individual’s true salvation. Concern about and 
involvement in evangelism increased. It is important to remember that the Balokole 
Revival emerged as a strongly inner-directed movement—as opposed to a tradition-
directed movement that focused on external behavioral conformity. Rather than dictating 
how believers should evangelize, leaders of the Balokole encouraged them to voluntarily 
follow the “inner guidance” of the Holy Spirit. Thus, individual converts had to learn to 
determine for themselves what action they should take, free from institutional restraint.121 
They desired to be “inspired” by the Spirit rather than “ordered” by religious authorities. 
Thus, eschatology played a pivotal role in inspiring numerous African converts to 
voluntarily dedicate themselves to evangelism in Ruanda-Urundi. 
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Conceptualizing their time as the final spiritual warfare between God and Satan, 
the Balokole converts employed military imagery to portray what had happened in the 
churches and villages. They often portrayed Christian life as a war against the invisible 
forces of the evil one. When some African teachers fell into moral failure, Mission 
leaders attributed it to the evil power of Satan. Even when local authorities opposed and 
persecuted them, the African revivalists’ firm belief in the final victory of Christ 
sustained their hope. They maintained that God’s justice and judgement are clearly 
promised in the Bible, especially in the book of Revelation. Its message was simple and 
clear to them: “however overwhelming the world’s evils might seem, God has triumphed 
and will triumph.”122 The apocalyptic message declared the upcoming judgement of God 
and the eternal reality of God who intervened in human history.  
To sum up, to be prepared for the coming kingdom of Christ, the revivalists in 
Ruanda endeavored to build up a solid church in Africa, not wasting their time “in a vain 
effort to establish an earthly domination” because they realized the work they were doing 
“must last for eternity.”123 In a profound sense, eschatology became an important lens for 
their interpretation of world events and daily life. It may not be an overstatement to 
propose that many, if not all, of the Balokole converts in the early 1940s held a somewhat 
dualistic worldview; they perceived salvation in spiritual terms and continued to hold on 
																																																								
122 Philip Jenkins noted that the Book of Revelation has been a favorite text and source of 
unshakable hope for those living in conditions of oppression, persecution, and political injustice in the 
Global South. Philip Jenkins, The New Faces of Christianity: Believing the Bile in the Global South (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 151.  
123 H. S. Jackson, Ruanda Notes 73 (August 1940): 10. 
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to their faith even if their material condition did not change after conversion.124 
Eschatological fervor among the revivalist community led to an equivocal attitude toward 
Western civilization and economic development. Eschatology provided a theological 
foundation for interpretation of the meaning and end of history. How one viewed the end 
times profoundly influenced the way in which one viewed the current world and its 
destiny. The otherworldly nature of the Balokole eschatology encouraged converts to 
heartily accept the view that evangelism was urgent. Rather than pursuing social and 
economic development, they desired to seek and save the lost. Thus, the distinctive 
eschatology of the Balokole movement influenced the purpose of its activities as well as 
its adherents’ perspective on modernity. 
Conclusion 
Those participating in the Balokole Revival served as active agents in forging 
their own modernity through education and religious change. They learned from the 
example of Blasio Kigozi that modern education and revivalist piety did not necessarily 
conflict but actually could be compatible and even complementary in precipitating 
holistic betterment of their lives. African teachers of the Ruanda Mission maintained that 
religious instruction was key for the successful building of a new society with Christian 
ideals. Instead of targeting a few elites, therefore, they sought to reach out to ordinary 
																																																								
124 An African convert testified that she became satisfied after accepting Jesus as her savior even 
though she remained in poverty. Merabu Mugeru interview, July 16, 1971, UCU East African Revival 
Interview, folder 3. 
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people so that the new religious and moral teaching could spread throughout the country 
on a grassroots level. 
The Balokole Revival arose in the historical context of rapidly changing social 
relations under colonial rule. Social mobility through pragmatic education was a common 
feature of colonial education at that time. Despite its modern characteristics such as 
educational opportunity, economic development, and monogamous marriage, however, 
the Balokole movement did not endorse modernity as an ultimate ideal. Instead, the 
revivalists regarded the visible world as ephemeral and put their hope in the world to 
come. The Balokole faithful addressed pressing questions of life through an 
eschatological vision. Discerning how to respond to modern influence was a rather 
flexible and ambiguous process. In a sense, they embraced a certain degree of tension 
between spiritual and practical aspects of salvation without deserting one at the expense 
of the other. African revivalists were markedly open to new ideas and lifestyles that were 
introduced together with the Christian faith, but they never lost sight of the ultimate 
kingdom that they believed was near at hand. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
REVIVAL, CONTROVERSY, AND THE THREAT OF SCHISM 
In the modern history of Christianity, revitalization movements have emerged 
when there was a prevalent perception that the Christian life had become overly 
institutionalized, and no longer was quenching people’s deep spiritual thirst. Discontent 
with the state of particular churches around the globe was at the root of these 
revitalization movements. It has been common, therefore, for a revitalization movement 
to break from a mainline church—willingly or unwillingly— and create a new religious 
community, or even a new denomination. The Balokole Revival has been appraised by 
scholars as a notable counterexample. The history of the Balokole Revival and its 
relationship with the Church of Uganda demonstrates that it is possible (and even 
desirable) for a revitalization movement to fulfill its purpose within a preexisting 
ecclesiastical structure. 
The Balokole movement, of course, was not free of controversies with the 
established religious order. After the Revival’s remarkable surge in 1935, tension 
developed between revivalists and anti-revivalists in the Church of Uganda. The young, 
newly-converted revivalists burned with zeal for their revitalized faith and holiness, 
whereas those leery of revivalist activity within the denomination—individuals who had 
been Christians longer, and had more experience in the church—emphasized sound 
doctrine and worried that the movement was excessively enthusiastic. Conflict between 
the two groups intensified as excited, enthusiastic young revivalists challenged specific 
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individuals around them about their perceived sins. The Bishop of Uganda was deeply 
concerned about the revivalists’ slander and disobedience of church authorities. 
This chapter examines a variety of complicated issues that the Balokole Revival 
precipitated in the established church in Uganda. At the core of controversies was the 
intricate relationship between the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda Church, which was 
rooted in their theological, liturgical, and ecclesiological divergence. The first half of the 
chapter will discuss practical and phenomenological disputes over issues including hyper-
emotionalism, ecstatic manifestations, and anticlerical attitudes. The second half will 
scrutinize controversies related to ecclesiastical order and discipline that arose as the 
Balokole movement expanded into the Church of Uganda and came up against what 
scholars often characterize as its rigid, hierarchical structure. Special attention will be 
given to the so-called “Mukono Incident” of 1941, which changed the course of the 
Revival in Uganda. The chapter makes the case that through 1940, thanks to the 
concerted efforts of various figures, the Balokole Revival was able to remain within the 
organized church, but after the 1941 Mukono Incident the movement began to extend 
across denominational and geographical boundaries, effectively freeing itself from 
intervention by the established church.  
Revival Controversies 
In the mid-1930s, the Balokole Revival began to gain wider influence in the 
Church of Uganda, but its efforts to penetrate the prestigious dominant church were 
hampered by disputes over ecstatic characteristics of the Revival that some viewed as 
fanatical. Sympathetic toward the African initiative and inspiration of the movement, Joe 
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Church contended that manifestations of high emotional feeling had been found in all 
revival movements throughout Christian history.1 However, Church of Uganda 
authorities, especially Bishop Cyril Stuart, were keenly concerned about reports of 
allegedly appalling disorder and lack of clerical discipline in corners of the denomination 
that had been heavily influenced by the Revival. The bishop received frequent complaints 
of excessive emotionalism, hysterical manifestations, and anticlerical attitudes. It was a 
heavy responsibility for Bishop Stuart to effectively investigate contentious issues related 
to the Revival and mediate among various groups within the Church of Uganda in a way 
that would allow this spiritual movement to contribute to the revitalization of the 
established church in East Africa.  
Emotionalism and Enthusiasm 
As noted in chapter 2, the earliest inspiration of the Balokole Revival was 
directly related to the so-called conversion experience, including an individual’s 
conviction of sin and experience of forgiveness. Criticizing missionary Christianity as 
excessively rational and spiritually cold, nearly all African leaders of the Revival such as 
Simeon Nsibambi and Yosiya Kinuka desired to “experience” the transforming power of 
the Spirit rather than merely to acquire intellectual knowledge taught by European 
missionaries. This deep-seated aspiration for spiritual experience led some radical 
revivalists to emphasize emotion and enthusiasm to a degree that was jarring for the 
																																																								
1 Joe Church to Cyril Stuart, November 15, 1941, Joe Church Collection (henceforth “JEC”) 
3/5/33. 
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European missionaries and clerics in the Church of Uganda. 
Emotionalism 
One of the most controversial features of the Revival was hyper-emotionalism. In 
the Gahini station where the first sign of the Revival emerged in 1933, African converts 
who were struggling with how to deal with a deep conviction of sin would sometimes fall 
to the floor during or after a church service, weeping and rolling around. Joe Church 
observed several such incidents in revival meetings. For example, Blasio Bamonyo, an 
African who served on the Gahini Hospital staff, wept uncontrollably as he prayed on a 
particular occasion. He attributed this to an extraordinary experience of the Spirit, and 
thereafter, he claimed more broadly that weeping was a necessary external sign of the 
Holy Spirit. Despite the counsel of Joe Church that the Bible teaches that one should be 
very careful about the outward signs of the Spirit, Bamonyo insisted to him: “Doctor, you 
can’t make yourself weep. You can’t stop it. It’s the Holy Spirit!”2 Another African 
evangelist at Gahini also argued based on his own experience that weeping was an 
absolutely necessary element of genuine repentance in conversion. Thus, he began to 
teach people around him that “weeping was a sign of the fullness of the Spirit.”3  
Exuberant singing, particularly at night, was another hallmark of the African 
revivalists. It is difficult to trace when and how it all began, but one of the earliest reports 
regarding nighttime singing was made before the 1935 Kabale Convention, which is 
																																																								
2 John E. Church, Quest for the Highest: An Autobiographical Account of the East African 
Revival (Exeter, UK: The Paternoster Press, 1981), 132. 
3 John E. Church, “Nsibambi: The Prophet” (unpublished book, April 19, 1980), JEC 8/5/a, p. 37. 
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widely considered as a watershed moment in the history of the East African Revival. One 
missionary in northern Ruanda seemed to compare the “nighttime singers” to rowdy, 
inebriated college students singing in the streets of Cambridge after they had left a pub: 
Some of our Christians became so enthusiastic that they started serenading their 
neighbours at night; people who have become too merry have been known to do 
this at midnight hours if my memories of Cambridge days are correct, so this 
excess of zeal can be excused if the contrast in Ephesians 5, 18 is remembered, 
“Be not drunk with wine wherein is excess, but be filled with the Spirit.”4 
 
Some missionaries understood nighttime singing as a positive response to an unusual 
spiritual experience. For example, Godfrey Hindley recalled that revivalists had been 
“full of joy” as they sang and testified during the night.5 He presumed that nighttime 
singing might have served as an emotional outlet for them to express the joy of salvation 
as well as to spread that joy to their neighbors who had not yet tasted it. It is important to 
note that nighttime was seen as the time of spirits and spiritual power in many African 
traditional religions.6 Therefore, some revivalists might have adopted and incorporated 
nighttime religious practices into daily Christian life as a means to intensify their new 
religious belief. 
																																																								
4 C. B. Verity, Ruanda Notes 53 (July 1935): 24.  
5 Godfrey Hindley interview, May 4, 1972, Uganda Christian University Archive (henceforth 
“UCU”) East African Revival Interviews, folder 1, p. 11. 
6 For example, in the Shona spirit religion, nighttime rituals of singing, dancing, and offering 
sacrifices were crucial for spiritual empowerment and community-building. Titus Presler documented how 
the traditional religious practice called pungwe (all-night vigil) became popularized among guerrilla 
fighters during the liberation war of Zimbabwe in the 1970s, and how African churches in Zimbabwe 
employed it as a spiritual renewal strategy in the 1980s and afterward. Titus Presler, Transfigured Night: 
Mission and Culture in Zimbabwe’s Vigil Movement (Pretoria, South Africa: University of South Africa 
Press, 1999). 
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Such unexpected and puzzling behaviors—weeping and singing—made religious 
authorities alert to the possibility of disturbing the order of church and society. The 
headmasters of several mission schools worried that religious practices that promoted 
uncontrolled emotions might undercut their efforts to keep students obedient and 
disciplined. They took steps to ward off what they regarded as fanatical elements of the 
Revival. At the Girls’ School in the Kabale station, for example, a new rule ordered all 
students to be in bed by 9 p.m., which would make it impossible for students to meet at 
night.7  
Political authorities criticized the nighttime singing, too. Local chiefs began 
persecuting Balokole converts for their nighttime singing; in Kigezi in southwestern 
Uganda, some were beaten and imprisoned for disturbing the community.8 Accordingly, 
Joe Church pleaded with the British District Commissioner to step in to resolve the 
situation. The District Commissioner ordered the local chiefs not to persecute the African 
revivalists for religious reasons; at the same time, he prohibited the revivalists from 
singing after 9:30 p.m.9 Both groups accepted the arbitration of the District 
																																																								
7 A veteran missionary who pioneered the Girls’ School at Kabale, Constance Hornby witnessed 
several instances of village teachers being deeply transformed by the Revival. At the same time, however, 
she came to realize that the strongly emotional and enthusiastic aspects of the Revival should be carefully 
guided for the benefit of the whole mission. Constance Hornby, Ruanda Notes 69 (August 1939): 11–12.  
8 Several African revivalists speculated that the persecution by chiefs might have been related to 
religious issues, because most of the chiefs were Catholics and disliked the aggressive attitude of the 
Balokole in their effort to convert Catholics to Protestantism. Silas Nzyiarwe interview, September 21, 
1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 2; Erisa Ruhindi interview, September 27, 1971, UCU 
East African Revival Interviews, folder 2; Yeremiah Rwakatogoro interview, July 16, 1971, UCU East 
African Revival Interviews, folder 3. 
9 Joe Church to various unnamed recipients, March 6, 1941, JEC 1/6/8.  
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Commissioner, but an unexpected problem was that most Africans at that time did not 
own a clock, and thus had no clear idea of the hour. Unaware of the time, some 
revivalists continued to sing beyond the nightly curfew. 
The Balokole converts’ emotionalism may have been intricately linked to the 
experiential character of African religiosity. Unlike Europeans who supposedly adhered 
to a rational doctrine of religion, Africans focused on powerful experience as they 
internalized religious teaching. Writing in 1970, the prominent African philosopher and 
theologian John Mbiti convincingly argued that even decades after the events of the 
Balokole Revival, religious experiences were crucial elements of the ways African people 
related to and worshiped God: 
[African people] have no creeds to recite: their creeds are within them, in their 
blood and in their hearts. Their beliefs about God are expressed through concrete 
concepts, attitudes and acts of worship.10 
 
Not content with a purely intellectual understanding of religious doctrine, African people 
sought to keep experiencing what they accepted as an ultimate reality. It is widely known 
that singing and dancing have been integral to African religious practices. Almost all 
religious ceremonies in Africa are accompanied by singing, which creates corporate 
feeling and solidarity within a particular religious group. Some scholars have even argued 
that African spirituality was centered on human participation in the universal existence—
becoming one with the ultimate reality— through the forms of music, dance, art, and 
																																																								
10 John S. Mbiti, African Religions and Philosophy (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), 67. 
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other expressive performances.11 This unique experience of the ultimate reality has been 
fundamental to the spiritual and religious patrimony of Africa. 
 Missionaries serving in Africa in the 1930s noticed that religious experiences had 
pedagogical purposes. They reported how religious experiences helped African people 
make sense of the world around them. Scottish missionary James Dougall, for example, 
maintained that African people perceived the physical and spiritual world through the 
“logic of experience” rather than through logical reasoning.12 There is no doubt that 
Dougall, an educational missionary during the colonial period, had a rather limited and 
racialized perspective on the intellectual capacity of African people. Yet Dougall was 
ahead of his time in suggesting that missionaries should adopt experiential methods of 
learning. He even argued that it would be useless to transplant European religious ideas 
into the African soil. In this view, encouraging emotional experience was an effective 
way to help converts internalize the new spiritual and moral teaching that the Balokole 
movement disseminated.  
 It is noteworthy that Joe Church regarded the “experiential elements” of the 
Revival as positive and edifying for African Christians. In a revival convention at Bishop 
Tucker Theological College, the intellectual center of the Church of Uganda, Joe Church 
and his team from Ruanda emphasized that the biblical meaning of “knowing” involves 
																																																								
11 Laurenti Magesa, What Is Not Sacred?: African Spirituality (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 
2013); Matthew Michael, Christian Theology and African Traditions (Cambridge: Lutterworth Press, 
2013). 
12 James W. C. Dougall, “Characteristics of African Thought,” Africa: Journal of the 
International Institute 5, no. 3 (1932): 249–65.  
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both head knowledge and “knowing by experience.”13 Using the biblical example of the 
two disciples on the road to Emmaus, who at first did not recognize the risen Jesus as he 
walked with them, Joe Church made the case that their conventional knowledge of 
Christianity was inadequate until their eyes were opened by the Holy Spirit. His broader 
point was that genuine inner transformation took place only when an individual was able 
to see and understand the true meaning of salvation through his or her own spiritual 
experience. Thus, Church’s view of religious experience was more positive than that of 
other missionaries in the same period. 
Enthusiasm 
Another controversial aspect of the Balokole Revival was that some established 
religious figures considered the Revival a threat to the ecclesiastical structure and 
authority of the Church of Uganda. Just as traditionalists during the eighteenth-century 
Great Awakening denounced “enthusiasts” who they felt brought disorder and confusion 
to the established church, some Ugandan Anglicans feared the Revival might bring 
schism. Even people who were sympathetic to the Balokole Revival took a cautious 
stance toward religious enthusiasm among the revivalists. 
 It will be helpful to define the terms “enthusiasm” and “revivalism,” which 
remained in use at the time of the Balokole Revival. General Secretary of the Church 
Missionary Society Max Warren drew the distinction that enthusiasm emphasized 
																																																								
13 The revival team from the Ruanda Mission taught the students at Bishop Tucker Theological 
College that the Hebrew word yada (“knowing”), in addition to its basic meaning of understanding 
intellectual information, had a deeper connotation of apprehending and experiencing the true reality. 
Church, “Nsibambi: The Prophet,” p. 29. 
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individual spiritual experience and thus made that experience paramount, whereas revival 
aimed to renew and reform the church.14 Warren, a historian and an Anglican churchman, 
wrote: 
“Enthusiasm” seeks to save itself even though the Church be lost. Revival 
directed towards the Church, itself essentially within the Church, slowly but 
surely reforms the Church. It is a tragedy of church history how often revival has 
surrendered to “enthusiasm” and created schism, adding again and again to the 
number of “Christianities.”15 
 
The Church of Uganda’s concerns about enthusiastic tendencies in the Balokole Revival 
had historical roots. In the revivalist tradition that stresses the individual experience of 
spiritual transformation, a certain degree of enthusiasm has always been found. 
Enthusiastic revivalists tended to place highest value on a “close, warm, emotional 
relationship with God.”16 They sometimes stepped across orthodox lines to challenge 
traditions or social structures within the church that they perceived as corrupt. Church 
authorities perceived this as a subversive potential threat to established order. 
Uneasiness about enthusiastic tendencies within the Balokole Revival evidently 
reflected the theological position of the Anglican leadership: that individual experience, 
however unique and transforming, cannot and should not supersede the ordered ministry 
of the Anglican Church. By defining revival as “the renewing of the Church,” European 
																																																								
14 Even before becoming the General Secretary of the CMS, Max Warren was particularly 
interested in the evangelistic ministry of the Ruanda Mission, mainly because his brother Jack Warren had 
served in the Mission in the 1920s. Unfortunately, Jack Warren’s health collapsed in 1928 and he passed 
away in England in 1929. 
15 Max A. Warren, Revival: An Enquiry (London: SCM Press, 1954), 25. 
16 David S. Lovejoy, Religious Enthusiasm in the New World: Heresy to Revolution (Cambridge, 
MA: Harvard University Press, 1985), 198.  
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churchmen like Warren undeniably implied that any movement that precipitated schism 
within the Church could not be a true revival.17  
 The British missionaries in East Africa took an ambivalent attitude toward the 
enthusiastic character of the Revival; they did not wholeheartedly encourage it but hardly 
condemned it as entirely negative and disruptive. Joe Church, who clearly was aware of 
the potential dangers, saw religious enthusiasm as “growing pains” for the fuller 
development of indigenous Christianity. In Uganda, Bishop Stuart seemed to agree with 
Church up until 1941.18 The bishop considered the fanatical phenomena of the Revival to 
be unavoidable: 
Can you have Revival in Africa without excesses? I am a little bit [in] doubt [of] 
it and certainly in Ruanda and Uganda we have found that they do get through 
these unfortunate outward signs and go on to a real deep faith and changed 
lives.19 
 
Behind the authorities’ concern was a hermeneutic of suspicion regarding indigenous 
movements in the colonial context. While acknowledging that “a time of Revival is a 
difficult time and needs tremendous patience,” Bishop Stuart strove through his counsel 
and guidance to incorporate the positive impact of the Revival into the Church of 
																																																								
17 Warren, Revival, 19.  
18 In that year, twenty-six students who were involved in the Balokole movement were dismissed 
from Bishop Tucker Theological College in Mukono for disobeying the warden. The so-called Mukono 
Incident provoked serious confusion and division in the Church of Uganda, and Bishop Stuart supported 
the warden’s decision to expel the students, which Stuart agreed was necessary to safeguard the order and 
stability of the Church. Frustrated with the Balokole students’ obstinate (and even arrogant) attitude, after 
that incident the bishop became aloof from any activities of the Balokole. The details and consequences of 
the Mukono Incident will be meticulously discussed in the second half of this chapter. 
19 Cyril Stuart to George Chambers, April 27, 1940, JEC 1/3/43. 
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Uganda. In Kenya, Bishop Neville Langford-Smith appraised the Revival as “a 
movement of the Spirit definitely characterized by enthusiasm and a zeal to spread the 
witness.”20 Appreciating enthusiasm as a positive achievement of the Revival, Bishop 
Langford-Smith maintained that such enthusiasm and zeal were crucial in the evangelistic 
ministry of the church, especially when they were shared by laymen. It can be inferred, 
therefore, that there was an internal debate among church authorities regarding the 
character of the movement. 
In the late 1930s, Joe Church and his missionary colleagues organized a series of 
special meetings in order for the bishop and archdeacon to offer guidance and counsel to 
African evangelists, teachers, and baptismal candidates with regard to religious 
enthusiasm. Archdeacon W. A. Pitt-Pitts indicated he believed the Balokole Revival had 
divine origins, but he sought to check extravagances and infuse all revivalists with a spirit 
of humility and love.21 Bishop Stuart exhorted Balokole converts to be wary of hysteria, 
because it might hinder the spread of the Revival in other organized churches.22 It is 
important to note that the bishop and archdeacon had no doubt, at least at that time, that 
through the Ruanda Revival God was bringing about notable changes in many people’s 
lives, from nominalism to joy of salvation and desire to win the lost. In 1939 Archdeacon 
Pitt-Pitts consulted with the founders and leaders of the Ruanda Mission and submitted a 
																																																								
20 Neville Langford-Smith, “Revival in East Africa,” International Review of Missions 43, no. 
169 (1954): 79.  
21 J. E. Church, Ruanda Notes 58 (October 1936): 10–12.  
22 Cyril Stuart, Ruanda Notes 59 (January 1937): 5–12. 
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detailed report that discussed several contentious points, including religious enthusiasm 
and doctrinal issues. He gave a heartfelt affirmation of the Revival but proposed that 
some African revivalists’ exclusive and sectarian tendencies ought to be wisely redirected 
so that the movement might contribute to revitalization of the Church of Uganda, without 
causing division within the church.23 
Voices, Dreams, and Physical Signs 
From the early years of the Balokole movement, the African revivalists were 
proactive in appropriating the charismatic dimension of Christianity according to their 
spirituality and cosmology. As noted above, their religious practices contained 
predominantly emotional and spontaneous elements such as fervent singing and weeping 
in prayer. For Balokole, conversion was not merely adoption of new religious ideas; more 
importantly, it was something profound that they had to “experience” with all five of 
their senses. Many revivalists attested that they had been converted by hearing an audible 
voice calling them to repent. It was not uncommon for the African leaders of the Revival 
to receive divine discernment through the form of dreams or visions. Furthermore, some 
radical revivalists even contended that if a person was truly converted, and the Spirit 
cleansed their sins, at the moment of conversion there would always be a discernable 
physical sign such as the person’s body trembling and shaking. This charismatic aspect of 
the Balokole Revival became controversial when church authorities became concerned 
about disorder and confusion which it brought into the church. 
																																																								
23 W. A. Pitt-Pitts, “Revival Difficulties,” April 13, 1939, Church Missionary Society Archive 
(henceforth “CMS”) G3 A11/1 File 3 1935–1949. 
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Voices 
Divine voices played a pivotal role in the conversion of African revivalists. 
Many of them testified that their conversion was prompted not by attending a revival 
convention or hearing an influential revivalist preacher, but by hearing a divine voice 
urging them to repent.24 A predominant number of them attributed their conversion 
experience directly to God. The account below of a conversion experience is quite 
typical: 
[The] voice told me all the sins I had committed. “You must confess all these 
sins” the voice said, “And after you have repented them all surely I will forgive 
you” it promised. And surely, Jesus came and forgave me. I repented all my 
sins…25 
 
The Balokole converts tended to identify the voice with Jesus Christ. They had 
previously heard the story of Jesus from revivalist preachers who visited their villages, 
and they claimed they experienced Jesus’ voice while they were alone at home. The 
divine voice was often reported to have offered comfort about a miserable situation or 
rebuked someone’s secret sins. One convert shared his experience as follows: 
When it was night time one day I heard a voice saying, “Come you who are tired, 
heavy laden, and I will give you rest.” I agreed and became saved. In the 
morning I told my father and mother that I had been saved.26 
 																																																								
24 For example, African evangelists Matia Magole and Zakaria Mateeka testified that they 
converted to Christianity when they heard a voice telling them to destroy fetishes and go to church. Matia 
Magole and Zakaria Mateeka interview, February 22, 1972, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 1. 
Joe Church also reported several cases of Africans converting after hearing a voice telling them to repent 
and go to church. Church, Quest for the Highest, 140–41. 
25 Winifred Mary Basore interview, September 15, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, 
folder 2, p. 3. 
26 Jeremiah Karamo interview, July 6, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 2, p. 1.  
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Particularly interesting was that a number of Balokole converts employed the 
expression “a voice entered into my heart” when they described their spiritual experience. 
Some of them even differentiated between the moment when they heard a voice for the 
first time, and the moment when the voice entered their heart, as in the testimony below 
offered by one African revivalist: 
In 1940, I heard the voice… The voice told me that I should be saved and go to 
church… My parents hated [the preachers] completely… But then it was when 
the voice entered me and I decided to be saved although my parents hated 
them.27 
 
Identifying the divine voice with the Christian God, some Balokole converts recounted 
that “Jesus entered me” or “something like God entered me.”28 Traditionally, African 
people tended to conceptualize their encounter with deity as a form of spirit possession, 
which may have influenced how they made sense what happened to them. In most 
African religions, spirit possession was understood as opening up “a field of 
communication with a world beyond ordinary human experience, where invisible beings 
can influence the lives of their human counterparts for good or ill.”29 Conceiving of 
religion as a “system of power” and religious practices as “being in touch with the source 
and channels of power in the universe,” the African Balokole testified that they had an 
																																																								
27 Faith Bugaare interview, July 19, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 3, p. 1. 
28 Daniel Kajagi interview, September 27, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 2, 
p. 1; Wilson Komuda interview, September 21, 1971, UCU East African Revival Interviews, folder 2, p. 1. 
29 Gerrie ter Haar, How God Became Africa: African Spirituality and Western Secular Thought 
(Philadelphia: University Pennsylvania Press, 2009), 38. 
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exceptionally powerful spiritual experience and that their life was entirely transformed by 
that power.30 
 The Ruanda missionaries, most of whom had come from the evangelical circle in 
Cambridge, were not particularly concerned when they heard African converts professing 
that they heard the voice of God. In fact, the missionaries prayed for the Holy Spirit to 
speak to people’s hearts concerning sinners’ hopeless state and desperate need for 
salvation. During his pioneering work in Urundi, W. F. Church wrote to his friends and 
supporters at home:  
Will you pray that the Barundi may not only agree to everything, but that they 
may hear and respond to the voice of the Holy Spirit, convicting of sin, of 
righteousness and judgment to come?31 
 
For the missionaries who desired the real change of African people, conversion inspired 
by hearing a divine voice was apparently the answer to their prayer. 
Dreams 
A second notable element of the Balokole appropriation of Christianity was that 
the revivalists regarded dreams and visions as valid channels of the divine message. The 
transformative effects of dream experience in religious conversion can be found 
throughout Christian history. Carefully analyzing notable cases of conversion through 
dream experience (for example, the conversions of Constantine, Jerome, and Matteo 
Ricci), Kelly Bulkeley—a contemporary psychologist of religion specializing in dream 
																																																								
30 Kwame Bediako, Christianity in Africa: The Renewal of a Non-Western Religion (Maryknoll, 
NY: Orbis Books, 1995), 106.  
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research—argued that dreams can become especially salient in the context of a major 
transition or crisis in life, as an effort to make meaning of the life and find a new 
breakthrough.32 According to Bulkeley, dream experience can be either an impetus to 
make a decision of religious conversion or an experiential affirmation of the conversion. 
Furthermore, it can also have the power to generate “symbols and metaphors that bridge 
people’s traditional religious beliefs and their newly adopted faith.”33 As a multilayered 
interaction of personal, cultural, and spiritual forces at work, the dream can inspire an 
individual at a time of uncertainty and assure them of a personal revelation from the 
divine. 
From the outset, both African and European leaders of the Balokole Revival 
maintained that they received divine guidance in dreams or visions. For example, Simeon 
Nsibambi testified that even before he was invited to preach at the historic Kabale 
Convention held in southwestern Uganda in 1935, God told him in a vivid dream to 
prepare for travel to that region.34 Consequently, by the time he received an invitation 
letter from the organizer, Nsibambi had already started saving money for that journey. In 
another case a Bugandan revivalist named Ezra Kikonyogo moved to Ruanda after 
dreaming that he was dragged there by a rope attached to the boat of Blasio Kigozi. 
Arriving in Ruanda after the premature death of Kigozi in 1936, Kikonyogo was to fill 																																																								
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the big shoes of the prominent African leader of the Revival.35 The British missionaries 
also took their dreams seriously as a way that God spoke to them concerning particular 
issues. Joe Church recounted his vivid dream of a quarrel at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital 
in London, which he interpreted as God’s revelation that Church was unwilling to forgive 
people who were against him.36 
Just as voices were, dreams were profoundly instrumental in the conversion of 
African people to the Christian faith. During the Gahini Convention in 1933, missionaries 
observed that some African people claimed that their conversion was a direct 
consequence of their dreams. Joe Church gave a detailed account of such cases: 
Three at least were born again through dreams. One dreamt that he saw Mr. 
Verity coming to his kraal on a motor cycle and that he was afraid, because he 
knew he was coming to ask him why he wasn’t working for God in his distant 
village. Another dreamt that he had developed gangrene of the tongue from 
smoking too much, so his pipe was thrown away and he stepped out for God.37 
 
A contentious dimension of this focus on dreams in the Balokole Revival was the 
way in which preachers appeared to manipulate dreams in converting non-believers to 
Christianity. Church authorities pointed out that some revivalist preachers described 
catastrophic dream images in order to frighten people about the upcoming judgment of 
God, so they would repent their sins and accept Jesus as their savior. For instance, 
African evangelist Matia Magole was said to preach about his dreams in order to terrify 
people about the disastrous end of the world:  																																																								
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I have seen the Son of God crucified on the Cross, I have seen the earth rolled 
like a mat, and it is going to perish; I have seen the raving of the seas.38  
 
When the Ruanda missionaries discovered the extent to which Balokole evangelists were 
weaving their own frightening dreams into their preaching, they exhorted them to preach 
not the “gospel of dreams” but the “gospel of Christ’s blood.”39 In the early 1940s when 
the Ugandan church authorities contested this aspect of the Balokole movement, John V. 
Taylor—the warden of Bishop Tucker Theological College in the late 1940s—reported 
that there emerged a more careful and suspicious attitude among the revivalist leaders 
about whether a dream or voice should be regarded as the direct impact of the Holy 
Spirit.40 
Physical Signs 
The most controversial issue of the Revival concerned bodily manifestations in 
conversion. There were an increasing number of reports of Africans shaking or trembling 
as they underwent a conversion experience. This was reported in particular districts, but 
not in all regions that the Revival touched.41 An eyewitness of the 1935 Revival in 
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southwestern Uganda recounted: “People would be filled with Holy Power, start shaking, 
and you would find them half dead, speaking deliriously.”42 
African converts tried to link a deep conviction of sin with their bodily 
manifestations: “The people started with feeling guilty after hearing from the preachers 
and they started shaking.”43 The physical signs in conversion were so unusual to non-
believers and to Catholics that some visited churches to observe what was going on 
among the revivalists.44 
A striking case of bodily manifestations among African revivalists took place in 
the early 1940s. At the invitation of Bishop George Chambers in Tanganyika, in April 
1939 Joe Church and his team from the Ruanda Mission conducted an evangelistic 
convention for African teachers and evangelists in Katoke in northwestern Tanganyika. 
During the week-long convention in which Joe Church’s team preached on sin, 
repentance, and salvation, nothing dramatic occurred except one notable repentance of a 
young African worker.45 Bishop Chambers wrote appreciatively of the convention’s 
positive impact on the moral and spiritual attitudes of African mission workers: “God has 
literally visited his people, Europeans and Africans alike are simply staggered at the 
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miracle that has occurred here.”46 Starting in the following year, however, church 
authorities in northwestern Tanganyika began to receive reports of strange and ecstatic 
manifestations—people shaking, screaming, crying, and barking like animals. 
Several missionaries in the region around Katoke, who were not entirely 
unfamiliar with this kind of manifestations, were endorsing these extraordinary events as 
evidence of the working of the Spirit. Most notably, Lionel Bakewell, then Principal of 
Teachers’ Training School in Katoke, underwent an unusual spiritual experience (what he 
called the “baptism of the Holy Spirit”) a few months after the convention led by Joe 
Church. In his lengthy letter to Church, Bakewell gave a thorough description of how his 
body shook during what he understood as his baptism by the Spirit: 
At 5:10 a.m. I awoke, and had a feeling that my heart was crumbling like an 
unbaked earthen pot in water… Then followed wave after wave of some sort of 
emotion which shook my whole body, and woke Chris (we sleep in a double 
bed), and then floods of tears. I knew the Holy Spirit had come.47 
 
Bakewell was not the only missionary in northwestern Tanganyika who understood such 
physical experiences to be markers of a spiritual experience. During his visit in 1939, Joe 
Church noticed that Bakewell’s wife Christabel and fellow missionary Ethel Bennett had 
spread teaching that Church considered problematic: that there must be outward signs 
when the Spirit ministers to believers.48 Furthermore, another missionary working for the 																																																								
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Church Army in Central Tanganyika even contended: “When omnipotence enters a 
person, the human frame is hardly able to contain it, so there must be some outward 
manifestations of such a visitation.”49 
 It is not an easy task to trace the origin and rationale of these ecstatic phenomena. 
Several scholars have tried to explain this peculiar manifestation in the East African 
Revival. Derek Peterson argued that this type of ecstatic event provided African converts 
with a strong conviction that radical transformation had occurred within them; he also 
suggested that in the literal, physical motion of their bodies they experienced “a 
discursive and moral momentum that allowed them to put distance between themselves 
and their old lives.”50 On the other hand, Jason Bruner suggested that shaking was deeply 
related to converts’ fear of judgment in a heavenly court; he argued that the physical 
experience led people to repent the cause of the shaking while on earth, in order that they 
might avoid divine judgment.51 Some enthusiasts continued to believe that “the time of 
shaking of their bodies was also the introduction of salvation,” even though Bishop 
Chambers and Joe Church warned against an undue emphasis on physical signs.52 
What is certain is that none of the missionaries from the Ruanda Mission ever 
taught or encouraged people to shake, scream, or laugh at the time of their conversion. 
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Joe Church refuted the claim that the physical phenomena were evidence of God 
cleansing a person of sin. After consulting the African and European leaders of the 
Revival, A. C. Stanley Smith concluded that shaking of the body was somehow related to 
African traditional custom. Ostensibly, it appeared similar to the movement of traditional 
dancing. 
[Shaking] seems to come when people are under conviction, and even if ‘put on’ 
it shows a genuine hunger; it wholly ceases when they come into peace.53 
 
Although people in the region had not yet had any contact with Pentecostal 
missionaries, their charismatic spirituality much resembled key features of Pentecostal 
Christianity. It is conceivable that what happened in northwestern Tanganyika after the 
visit of the Ruanda team was an indigenous expression of the charismatic form of 
Christianity, or recently converted Christians’ reinterpretation of traditional phenomena 
as Christian. Joe Church used the phrase “Pentecostal signs” to describe what people 
experienced at Katoke.54 With his frequent use of the phrase the “baptism of the Holy 
Spirit,” Lionel Bakewell also tried to connect what was going on in Katoke with the 
biblical account of the Pentecost in the early church. He reported that the African 
revivalists in Tanganyika were convinced that they were experiencing what had been 
promised in Hebrews 2:4, which speaks of God ministering to His people “both by signs 
and wonders and by manifold powers and by gifts.”55 																																																								
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 It should be noted that Joe Church and his colleagues in the Ruanda Mission 
never called themselves Pentecostals; not all revivalists regarded the healing and other 
supernatural events taking place in the context of the revival as signs that each Christian 
in the movement should seek the “gifts of the Spirit” in the way Pentecostals understood 
that. The oldest son of Church, John C. T. Church, testified that his father had never 
prayed in tongues as far as he remembered.56 Jim Brazier, the first Anglican Bishop of 
Ruanda and Urundi, asserted that the revival convention in the Ruanda Mission was a 
“strongly anti-Pentecostal movement, anti-tongues movement,” as was its parent group in 
England.57 In a letter to Bishop Stuart, Joe Church maintained that despite some seeming 
similarities, the Church of Uganda should not label the Balokole movement as 
“Pentecostalism.”58 As a reformist movement to encourage individual members of the 
established church to live holy lives, the Balokole Revival had to keep its theological and 
phenomenological distance from Pentecostalism. Since African and European leaders of 
the Revival shared the goal of revitalizing the Anglican Church in East Africa, they did 
not want to cause unnecessary confusion by adopting controversial practices such as 
shaking of the body.  
The ecstatic experiences in northwestern Tanganyika were short-lived. Bishop 
Chambers forbade any outward manifestations in the Diocese of Central Tanganyika. 
Nighttime prayer meetings were also prohibited. The Ruanda missionaries who supported 																																																								
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the Revival, most notably Joe Church, responded actively when controversies flared up, 
so that the movement would be understood by and acceptable to the Anglican Church. 
After the Bakewells were transferred to another mission station, the spiritual fervor of 
African revivalists fell away. Joe Church received a missionary report from the Katoke 
station that improved moral values such as honesty and hard work supplanted bodily 
manifestations as proof of the authenticity of one’s conversion.59  
Lay Leadership in the Revitalization Movement 
Criticism of Nominal Christianity 
In the Church of Uganda, the Balokole Revival gained a reputation as a 
revitalization movement against nominal Christianity. By the 1930s, many second-
generation Christians in Uganda had lost their predecessors’ resolute commitment to 
biblical values, and their ethical standards had become compromised. In a letter to his 
father at home, Joe Church lamented that the Church of Uganda was full of “baptized 
heathens.”60 Envisioning the expansion of the Ruanda Revival to the Church of Uganda, 
the African leaders sought to restore the church to its glorious heritage of martyrdom, 
spiritual vitality, and moral reform. In some sense, therefore, it was quite inevitable that 
the Balokole laid their fingers on what they perceived as corrupt in the Church of 
Uganda. 
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The basis of the Balokole criticism of nominal Christians in Uganda was 
twofold: spiritual laxity and moral retrogression. Regarding the first criticism, the African 
revivalists pointed out that many baptized members of the Church did not have a vital 
personal relationship with God. In the Anglican Church in East Africa, the membership 
process was quite clear and straightforward: 1) learn how to read; 2) study catechism for 
a year; 3) be baptized by a priest; and 4) be confirmed by the bishop. By claiming 
firsthand experience of the Spirit (and calling themselves “the saved ones”), however, the 
Balokole converts implied that no one who lacked a dramatic conversion experience 
could have yet attained salvation. The revivalists’ conviction that baptism or catechism 
was no guarantor of salvation was evident to others; they tended to look down on people 
in the Church whom they did not consider truly saved. This exclusivist attitude, and the 
Balokole denunciation of nominal Christianity in Uganda as spiritual complacency, posed 
disconcerting questions to the church officials. Even Ruanda missionaries supporting the 
Revival saw a great danger in exclusivist tendencies of the Balokole: 
The most puzzling problem arose from the very nature of Revival as a revolt 
against low spirituality. This meant intolerance of any lowering of standards, and 
thereby the denial of fellowship to other Christians who were not heart and soul 
in the movement.61 
 
British colonial officials also noticed the arrogance of the Balokole; one commented that 
“the outlook of the [Balokole] followers, according to themselves, is always right, and 
that of everyone else, wrong.”62 
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The second basis of criticism against nominal faith was ethical compromise 
among Christians in the Church of Uganda. The Balokole charged that some church 
teachers and baptized Christians were drinking beer or smoking tobacco in secret.63 
Under the conservative ethical standards of the Ruanda Mission, the African revivalists 
were taught that drinking, smoking, and fornication were “signs of pagans.”64 For the 
Balokole, therefore, the first marked sign of conversion was to destroy their beer pot and 
smoking pipe, because beer libations and taking snuff were signs of traditional spirits.65 
Some of them even burned them out of doors in order to signify in public their new faith 
commitment. Furthermore, the Balokole argued that polygamists should not be baptized 
unless they abandoned their polygamous relationships. Those already in polygamous 
marriages were advised to select only one spouse, and let others leave, in order to be 
considered as a true Christian.66 
The Balokole believed that hidden sin among nominal Christians was the most 
formidable threat in the church. They insisted that all sinful practices should be exposed 
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so that their continuing effect could be rooted out. For this reason, the revivalist preachers 
from Ruanda always placed huge emphasis on sin. African Christians in Uganda, who 
had heard mostly about the love of God from missionaries in the past, were startled by 
this stress on sin and became suspicious of revivalist teaching. That was why they 
initially called the Balokole Revival “a new gospel from Ruanda” or “a religion of 
Ruanda.”67 After listening to Blasio Kigozi preach, for example, Christians in Uganda 
felt deeply troubled and wrote letters to church authorities questioning what the 
prominent African leader from Ruanda told them: 
There is too much preaching about sin. We are baptized and confirmed 
Christians of several years’ standing. Isn’t that enough? Do we need to be born 
again?68 
 
Balokole converts who routinely pointed out issues of hidden sin often developed a 
judgmental attitude toward everything that did not conform to the Balokole standards. As 
one of the Ruanda medical missionaries put it, “A spirit of criticism and harsh judgment 
of others sprang up leading to a deep division between our senior Christians on finer 
points of teaching.”69 
Lay Leadership in the Revival 
At the outset of the movement, lay leadership in the Balokole Revival was 
predominant. The first group of African leaders such as Simeon Nsibambi, Yosiya 
Kinuka, and William Nagenda were all laymen, and the movement’s most fervent 																																																								
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supporter among the Europeans was Joe Church, a lay missionary. In their campaign to 
revitalize the Church of Uganda from its religious formalism, some Balokole leaders 
implicitly or explicitly criticized the authoritarian, institutionalized structure of the 
Church. Ordained Church of Uganda clergy perceived this criticism as an anticlerical 
attitude. That was probably why few ordained Africans joined the movement in its early 
period. 
The so-called “parson-layman controversy” dated back to the establishment of 
the Ruanda Mission in 1921. Because two passionate young doctors founded the Mission, 
and its work centered on hospitals and schools, its leadership was more diverse 
professionally than those of purely evangelistic mission agencies. According to CMS 
regulations, the relationship between clerical and medical missionaries was to be 
somewhat hierarchical, with a clerical head of station in the top position. Not 
surprisingly, the medical professionals who founded and led the mission were 
discontented with this scheme.70 They envisioned cooperation between the different 
functions of the Mission, not necessarily in a hierarchical structure. Most Ruanda 
missionaries shared the conviction that ordained clergy did not necessarily hold a “higher 
spiritual position” than a layman.71 In practical terms, in the eyes of a veteran missionary 
who had served in Uganda for five decades, the Ruanda Mission was “essentially a 
laymen’s (and laywomen’s) enterprise.”72  																																																								
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At the time when the Balokole movement emerged, lay leadership was already 
on the rise in mission agencies working in Uganda and Ruanda-Urundi. As the British 
Protectorate offered generous grants for educational projects in Uganda starting in the 
late 1920s, the number of specialist missionaries rapidly increased. The colonial 
government needed qualified teachers and educational specialists in the Protectorate, and 
British missionary candidates who seized on these grants as a new means of financial 
support made their way to East Africa in greater numbers.73 In that same period, 
however, the number of ordained missionaries gradually dwindled, mainly because they 
had to depend solely on church support which became harder to secure during the Great 
Depression. In the 1930s, for instance, several missionaries of the Ruanda Mission who 
went home to England on furloughs were not allowed to return to the mission field 
because they did not have enough financial support; most of them were ordained 
missionaries.74 As for African mission workers, it was challenging for those in Ruanda-
Urundi to pursue ordination in the Anglican Church, because there was no theological 
training college in the country until 1939 when Lawrence Barham established one in 
Ibuye, Urundi. Only a handful of African ordinands from the region enjoyed the rare 
privilege to study theology at Bishop Tucker Theological College in Uganda. 
Consequently, in agencies once led almost exclusively by ordained missionaries, lay 
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missionaries such as educators, medical professionals, and non-ordained evangelists 
stepped into many of those leadership roles. 
When the Revival emerged at Gahini Hospital with the conversion of Yosiya 
Kinuka in 1931 (as discussed in chapter 2), the first group of African leaders were all 
laymen. As the movement expanded to Uganda in 1935, it initially appealed to spiritually 
thirsty people living in distressed circumstances. One revivalist who converted in 1936 
later recalled: 
It was lay people… I was a teacher, a schoolmaster. Some people were 
government workers. One of us was a cashier. Others were hospital assistants or 
dispensers and so on. And after being saved, we used to meet together. We still 
do that – about three times a week in our houses for reading the word of God, 
sharing experience.75 
 
Since the early African leaders of the Revival were not ordained ministers, they had no 
official authority in the Church of Uganda. They were not allowed to preach during 
regular church services, or to use the church building for Revival fellowship meetings. 
That is why the fellowship meetings took place in the houses of Balokole converts. They 
preached the gospel message in marketplaces or streets primarily because they did not 
have a license to preach in the church. 
The Church of Uganda’s refusal to allow the Balokole to meet in church 
buildings was widely attributed to the judgmental attitudes of the Balokole described 
earlier in this chapter. The fervent young revivalists who denounced non-Balokole 
Christians as “baptized pagans” also accused most clergymen in the Church of being 
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spiritually cold, and even unconverted. Church authorities were embarrassed and 
offended by these criticisms, and the vivid descriptions of sinful behavior that often were 
woven into Balokole testimonies offended them as well. They also were concerned about 
the resulting confusion, disorder, and divisions within the Church of Uganda. Many 
senior clergy in the Church of Uganda came to distrust revivalist practices, and so they 
banned unofficial meetings from their church facilities. 
Anticlerical tendencies among the Balokole intensified after the 1936 Mukono 
Convention. Joe Church and his colleagues organized this event for promising ordinands 
at the invitation of Bishop Stuart, who was impressed at that time by the evangelistic 
impact of the Ruanda Revival and envisioned the convention as good preparation for the 
Diamond Jubilee of the Uganda Church in the following year. The Mukono Convention 
took place at Bishop Tucker Theological College. It was less successful than other 
conventions due to the indifferent attitude of some of the college’s faculty and students 
who were from aristocratic backgrounds and valued the traditional standards of decorum. 
One of the plenary speakers described the apathetic response of the college’s faculty and 
staff to what was preached in the meeting:  
We went and it was dreadfully difficult. They were all sitting there, very solemn 
– all the staff looking very antagonistic… The Principal wasn’t at all pleased. He 
was really angry.76 
 
Joe Church reported that John Herbert, then the warden of the College, found fault with 
the Ruanda Bible Team’s convention preaching: 
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I object to this teaching of sin, sin, sin… It is unsettling my students. I believe 
they are Christians, and they should not be spoken to like that.77 
 
The cold reception they received at this convention was a turning point for the 
Balokole leaders. Discouraged by the antagonistic responses of the European churchmen 
and the African ordinands in Uganda, the Balokole leaders concluded that working 
collaboratively with the clergy would be unfavorable for the revitalization movement. To 
the Balokole, the leaders of the Church of Uganda seemed to be solely interested in 
maintaining order and stability in the organized church. African clergy in Uganda 
repeatedly called for reining in extravagances of the revivalists to safeguard against 
disorder within the church. Accordingly, the relationship between the revivalists and the 
non-revivalist clergy gradually deteriorated.  
In sharp contrast, most of the missionaries of the Ruanda Mission remained 
wholeheartedly supportive of the Balokole. With the backing and support of the Ruanda 
missionaries, the Balokole affirmed and embodied “the spiritual responsibility of the laity 
in the church.”78 It is a significant feature of the Balokole Revival that outsiders (i.e. lay 
evangelists) of the ecclesiastical institution played essential roles as catalysts, while the 
insiders (i.e. African clergy) were more concerned with protecting their own prerogatives, 
for which they had worked so hard. 
Revival and Churchmanship 
The Mukono Incident: The Tipping Point of Conflict 
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The tension and conflict over the Balokole Revival severely deteriorated after 
what came to be known as the “Mukono Incident.” In October 1941, twenty-six Balokole 
students were expelled from the prestigious Bishop Tucker Theological College in 
Mukono, Uganda, for their disobedience to the warden of the College. Having observed 
some controversial aspects of the Balokole movement, such as the repeated denunciation 
of non-Balokole students and faculty, the Rev. John C. Jones (who had recently been 
appointed as warden) introduced new rules to regulate their activities. No student was 
allowed to leave his dormitory room before 6 a.m. and no preaching was allowed in the 
College without the permission of the warden.79 For the Balokole students at Mukono, 
this seemed like a complete prohibition of their religious activities; it was widely known 
that they gathered from 4 to 6 a.m. to pray and that they had seized every possible 
opportunity to preach to their fellow students about the necessity for repentance and 
confession. The Balokole students were informed of the new rules but decided to 
continue attending their 4 a.m. prayer meeting. The warden soon summoned them and 
dismissed them from the College for their conscious disobedience. 
Several scholars have noted the serious effects of the Mukono Incident in the 
history of the East African Revival as well as of the Church of Uganda. One of the 
earliest scholarly analyses of the conflict came from Catherine Robin.80 Based on 
missionary archives and extensive interviews with the African and European revivalists, 																																																								
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Robin convincingly argued that the Incident was an inevitable result of the ongoing 
conflict between the young, enthusiastic revivalists and old, seasoned clergymen in 
Uganda. Robin noted a pattern of conflict between the two groups: 1) The revivalists 
denounced clergymen and nominal Christians in the Church; 2) The Uganda Church 
authorities prescribed new rules to control such indiscipline; 3) The Ruanda missionaries 
explicitly exhorted the African revivalists to acknowledge and obey church authorities 
while at the same time implicitly defending the revivalists’ point of view—though not 
their behavior. Robin observed that despite the Ruanda missionaries’ efforts to mediate, 
antagonism intensified on both sides from 1941 to 1944. It seemed that every time church 
authorities created a new rule to restrict the scope of revivalist activities within the 
Uganda Church, as they did repeatedly in the early 1940s, the revivalists struck back with 
increasingly strident and frequent calls for creation of a new diocese in Ruanda, or even a 
separate church.  
Another scholar who investigated the Mukono Incident in depth is Kevin Ward, 
who taught at Mukono in the 1980s and 1990s.81 Analyzing the Incident in the larger 
framework of the theological divergence between the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda 
Church, Ward asserted that the trouble at Mukono was rooted in two principal issues: 
modernism and ritualism.82 Warden Jones was open to moderate biblical criticism and 
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appreciated the order and beauty of Anglican liturgy. This theological stance was in sharp 
contrast with the religious conviction of the Balokole students, who held to biblical 
literalism and emphasized dramatic conversion experiences. For instance, Erisa Wakabi, 
one of the twenty-six dismissed students, had confronted the warden in an 
uncompromising manner: 
So we told [Jones] “Sorry we wouldn’t like the modernistic way of teaching the 
Bible. We would like to use the simple, old, traditional, conservative way of the 
Bible.” So he was very, very disappointed, he said “Oh, I am despised.”83 
 
On his side, Jones saw an acute need to teach prospective African clergy about the 
significance of order and discipline in the Anglican Church. However, the Balokole 
students considered liturgy far less important than their conviction that in continuing their 
early morning prayer meetings, they were obeying God—and even if it was necessary to 
flout human authorities to do so, it still was the better choice. Ward made a convincing 
case that the real issue in the conflict was not about ecclesiastical authority but about 
theological divergence.  
Jason Bruner took a different approach in his recent analysis of the Mukono 
Incident, focusing on the revivalist student movement’s efforts that aimed to diffuse the 
message of the Revival at schools.84 Noting that during the colonial period, a new 
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morality and social order were extensively instilled in school settings, Bruner claimed 
that schools were likewise major centers for revivalist activities in East Africa. Balokole 
students had high moral standards; they disdained smoking, drinking, and sexual liaisons, 
and were deeply concerned about the moral state of students who were not revivalists. 
Accordingly, they felt compelled to preach to their fellow students (and even to faculty 
members) about the necessity for repentance.  
Bruner laid out that this was exactly what happened at Bishop Tucker 
Theological College. In the second term of 1941, upon learning of a number of thefts at 
the school, William Nagenda and his Balokole colleagues started preaching to other 
students.85 School authorities found some aspects of their preaching to be disturbing and 
offensive, and they feared that the subversive character of the Balokole student 
movement might precipitate unruliness and dissension among the students. That was why 
the warden sought to regulate such disruptive behavior and discipline those who broke 
the rules.  
Another issue on which it will be helpful to shed new light is Bishop Stuart’s 
involvement in the controversy, which the scholars discussed above did not examine in 
detail. Once Bishop Stuart entered the fray, the situation became much more complicated. 
It was unfortunate that when the Mukono Incident took place, the bishop was out of the 
country assisting with the consecration of a new bishop in Northern Rhodesia. Upon his 
return to Uganda, Bishop Stuart immediately perceived that the issue was of great 
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significance. In a letter to Joe Church, he described the Mukono Incident as “the greatest 
crisis in the history of the Uganda Church.”86 He represented the Incident as a conflict 
over the legitimacy of authority. The bishop did not take issue with the Balokole 
students’ conservative theological and ethical stance so much as he criticized their 
indiscipline and disobedience to the warden. What was at stake now was not the 
revivalists’ doctrine or practice, but their rebellion against the ecclesiastical authority. It 
was no surprise that Bishop Stuart wholeheartedly supported the decision of Warden 
Jones, whom he called a “real man of God.”87 Throughout his correspondence with the 
British missionaries who supported the Revival, the bishop consistently claimed that the 
issue was simple and clear: “[T]hose who as students will not obey orders cannot expect 
to be used by God as leaders.”88 
Thirteen European and ten African leaders of the Revival gathered at the Kabale 
station in December 1941 in order to discuss how to deal with the Mukono Incident. 
Among the participants was William Nagenda, one of the expelled students, who was 
emerging as a Balokole leader. They reaffirmed their loyalty to the Church of Uganda, 
but all of them endorsed a statement that “the ‘Mukono Incident’ was unwisely handled, 
and that the Students were not in any true sense ‘rebels.’”89 They also pointed out that 
many Ugandan clergy had strove for years to eradicate the Balokole movement from the 
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Church, and that their modernist view of the Bible in Uganda minimized sin and 
undermined faith in the word of God. After the meeting, they produced and circulated the 
so-called Kabale Report, which described Bishop Stuart as an incompetent totalitarian.  
This, of course, could be interpreted as a serious offense against the bishop. 
Bishop Stuart felt strongly that he was wrongly accused of opposing the Revival in the 
Church and that the Ruanda Mission was trying to shift the movement out from under the 
control of the ecclesiastical structure. To safeguard the order and stability of the Church 
of Uganda, he had to do something that showed his firm determination with regard to the 
Balokole Revival. Upon hearing of Joe Church’s plan to convene a revival convention 
without church authorities’ official permission, the bishop revoked Joe Church’s license 
to preach in Uganda and charged that what he preached was a “corruption of Keswick.”90 
The bishop was afraid, and resented that Joe Church and his African associates stirred up 
“partisan feelings” in the Church.91 Thus, in an anguished letter he forbade Joe Church 
from holding any revival meeting until he made a public repentance of supporting the 
rebellious students of Mukono and causing serious divisions in the Church of Uganda.92 
The letter made it clear that Bishop Stuart no longer trusted Joe Church and the people 
around him. This sudden change in the bishop’s attitude toward the Revival surprised Joe 
Church and left him extremely frustrated. 
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As the head of the hierarchical religious institution in Uganda, each year Bishop 
Stuart addressed a conference of missionaries serving in Uganda. At the 1942 conference 
he asserted that the Anglican Church stood for an “ordered ministry” in which obedience 
and discipline were essential.93 Calling indiscipline and slander “evil” practices, the 
bishop proclaimed that he would not permit them, based on the conviction that “a Church 
cannot be built up without authority.”94 In practical terms, this was to mean that no 
Anglican had a right to preach or minister unless church authorities granted specific 
permission to that person to do so. Depicting the Balokole as “the loud voiced minority” 
in the Church of Uganda, the bishop exhorted all missionaries in Uganda to reframe their 
evangelistic practices “on ordered lines.”95 At the same time, Bishop Stuart tried to leave 
the door open to the Balokole remaining within the Church of Uganda as long as they 
obeyed the church authorities.  
In February 1943, Bishop Stuart introduced more regulations to effectively 
control the scope of the Balokole movement under his supervision. Through what was 
called the “New Way,” the bishop promulgated fourteen points that he said were intended 
to attain reconciliation between the revivalists and the anti-revivalists.96 The new rules 
prohibited the interruption of church services, the confession of shameful sins in public, 
and the use of the term “Balokole.” Itinerant preachers were not allowed to speak in a 
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parish or a mission station except with the permission of the church authorities. 
Discouraging negative criticism or disdain among Christians, the bishop’s New Way 
promoted a “spirit of charity” in the Church of Uganda. Most revivalists, however, saw 
this set of new rules as a “stick to beat the Balokole” that gave preferential treatment to 
the organized church.97 When clergymen were instructed to read the New Way aloud 
during a worship service, a few Balokole clergymen in Uganda refused because they 
considered it an attempt to bring about unity by force.  
Given the widespread controversy and resistance that the New Way stirred up, it 
would be hard to affirm that Bishop Stuart achieved what he had intended with regard to 
the unity of the Church. Nonetheless, during his leadership through 1953 there was no 
major split in the Church, even though internal conflicts continued between the Ruanda 
Mission and the Uganda Church. The bishop’s attitude toward the Balokole changed very 
little throughout his remaining years in office. After the Mukono Incident, he remained 
aloof from Balokole activities and never restored an amicable relationship with Joe 
Church. 
The Ruanda Mission versus the Uganda Church 
Church of Uganda involvement in controversy and conflict surrounding the 
Balokole movement was nothing new, according to Joe Church, who wrote of it 
“occurring over and over again during the last few years” prior to the Mukono Incident.98 
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In letters, Joe Church mentioned accusations and interference that impeded his effort to 
expand the Revival. For example, the CMS home office became anxious about Joe 
Church’s negative description of the spiritual state of the Church of Uganda in his first 
book about the Ruanda Revival and its remarkable African leader, Blasio Kigozi.99 The 
home office therefore suggested that he soften his remarks about the Church. When Joe 
Church refused to revise his writing, the CMS publishing house decided to print the book 
without an author’s name. In another instance, the CMS home office initially endorsed 
Joe Church’s scheme to recruit a team of young missionaries from England solely for the 
purpose of evangelistic and pastoral work “for the building up of a true holiness 
movement in Uganda based exclusively on the Bible.”100 He planned to call the new team 
the “Uganda Seven,” clearly alluding to the famous “Cambridge Seven” and that earlier 
team’s missional outreach and intense spirituality. However, the plan was later thwarted 
by Bishop Stuart, who was concerned about possible conflict among clerical missionaries 
in Uganda. 
Conflict with Bishop Stuart 
 Bishop Stuart felt uneasy and offended by the Balokole’s public disparagement of 
the Church of Uganda.101 He complained to Joe Church that all he heard from prominent 
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leaders of the Revival like Simeon Nsibambi was “denunciation, denunciation, 
denunciation, nothing positive at all.”102 The bishop expressed frustration at having to 
face the disturbing criticism that “the ministry of the Church of Uganda [was] cold and 
perishing in sin.”103 At every possible opportunity, he asserted that there were many 
good, mature Christians in Uganda who did not identify themselves as Balokole.104 For 
Bishop Stuart and church leaders, the most critical issue was neither the appellation 
“Balokole” nor their distinctive spirituality, but their tendency to think themselves 
superior to everyone else in the Church.105  
Over against the seemingly arrogant attitude of the revivalists in the Ruanda 
Mission, Bishop Stuart argued that the revival movement in Uganda did not originate 
from the Ruanda Revival. He maintained that revival began in Uganda in 1937 through 
his own conscious effort to celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of the Uganda Church.106 The 
bishop regarded John Herbert, then canon and later archdeacon, to have played a crucial 
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role by conducting evangelistic missions for clergy and teachers throughout the diocese. 
The bishop and Herbert both perceived certain dangers in the revivalists’ exclusive 
attitude, but they were hopeful that even enthusiasts would make an important 
contribution to the spiritual revitalization in the Uganda Church “under wise and 
sympathetic guidance.”107 It was evident that the bishop retained an authoritative attitude 
about his ecclesiastic function, assuming that it was solely his responsibility to guide and 
supervise the African churches. 
After the Mukono Incident, the leaders of the Ruanda Mission became hesitant to 
send ordination candidates to Mukono for theological education.108 In fact, the Ruanda 
missionaries had argued among themselves for some time about whether the teaching at 
Bishop Tucker Theological College was excessively modernist. A suggestion was made 
that the Mission establish its own theological college in Ruanda-Urundi with teaching 
consistent with the evangelical tradition of the Cambridge Inter-Collegiate Christian 
Union (CICCU). In 1939, Lawrence Barham—a close colleague of Joe Church and 
sympathetic supporter of the Revival— was put in charge of running the new college at 
Ibuye, Urundi.109 With its own theological college, the Ruanda Mission strove to uphold 
its conservative theology and develop African clergymen along that line. Graduates of the 
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college were ordained for the first time in 1941 in Ruanda-Urundi. All three of the 
African clergymen ordained—Semu Ndimbirwe, Erenesti Nyabagabo, and Yosiya 
Kinuka— were prominent leaders of the Revival. They were officially recognized by 
Bishop Stuart to take pastoral responsibilities in the young churches of Ruanda-Urundi. 
Considering the rapidly growing antagonism between the Ruanda Mission and 
the Uganda Church, one might wonder how the Balokole Revival was able to remain 
within the established church without causing a serious schism. Various scholars gave 
credit to different people for enabling the revivalists and the anti-revivalists to co-exist in 
the Church of Uganda. Most notably, John V. Taylor—the warden of Mukono from 1945 
to 1954, and later the General Secretary of the CMS—paid tribute to Bishop Stuart for his 
patience and mediation between the two opposing groups in the Church: 
In the church of Uganda it was probably the unshakeable patience of Bishop 
Stuart, more than any other human factor, which prevented an external 
breakaway of the revival from the church. More and more those who were in the 
movement, and those who were not, came to recognize and accept it as belonging 
to the church for the sake of the church.110 
 
The official CMS history written by Gordon Hewitt accepts Taylor’s analysis as 
historically accurate.111 Another notable authority on the Society, Max Warren, 
acknowledged both Bishop Stuart’s and William Nagenda’s efforts to avoid schism in the 
Church of Uganda.112 It is important to recognize Nagenda’s contribution, because in 																																																								
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prior years many African prophets in spiritual renewal movements had broken away from 
a mission-founded church and created their own religious community.113 Nagenda, 
however, never intended to leave the Anglican Church even after his expulsion from 
Mukono. He served for the rest of his life as a free evangelist in the Church of Uganda, 
and became an important, inspiring role model (even called the “Bishop of the 
Balokole”114) for numerous African evangelists working anonymously in East Africa.  
 On the other hand, Joe Church explicitly objected to the view that Bishop Stuart 
offered a crucial contribution in preventing a schism in the Church. Church made the 
following comment in a book about Bishop Stuart’s effort to maintain unity: “Absolute 
bunk! The facts were exactly the opposite. The Balokole of Uganda and Rwanda had no 
intentions of leaving the church in spite of provocation by Bishop Stuart.”115 Perceiving 
that the conflict acutely intensified after the Kabale Report, Joe Church became 
extremely careful not to create further misunderstanding between revivalists and church 
authorities. When the bishop revoked Joe Church’s preaching license and banned a large 
Balokole convention in Kampala in 1942, several European leaders of the Revival 
suggested that they should plan an open-air revival convention (mainly because the 
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church authorities had no practical way to forbid open-air gatherings). Leslie Lea-Wilson, 
a tea plantation owner and warm supporter of the Revival, offered his plantation at 
Namutamba as a convention venue. Yet, Joe Church rejected the suggestion because he 
thought it could mark the Balokole group as a separate body which was against the 
church authorities. Instead, he turned his eyes to Kenya, South Sudan, Tanganyika, and 
even Europe, where there were no obstacles to spreading the message of the Revival. To 
ensure that the Revival’s impact in Ruanda-Urundi would continue, he took the leading 
role in collaborating closely with the Alliance of Protestant Missions; the Danish Baptists 
and Free Methodists were particularly amicable partners in the revitalization movement 
in the country.116 
 What should not be missed is the pivotal role of A. C. Stanley Smith in bridging 
the gulf between Bishop Stuart and Joe Church. They both regarded the founder of the 
Ruanda Mission as an ally; the bishop saw him as a moderate, while Church held him in 
great esteem and shared his CICCU spirit. Stanley Smith effectively maintained the 
balance between the two by affirming the transformative work of the Spirit in the Revival 
and by counseling the Balokole not to be harsh and judgmental toward other groups of 
Christians in the Church.117 He explicitly acknowledged the traditional view that “the 																																																								
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Organized Church is an inevitable outcome of evangelistic work and witness.”118 Calling 
for ministers and laity to work together with mutual respect, Stanley Smith pointed out 
that the revival movement was “essentially a mobilisation of the laity for the exercise of 
its Christian duty of service, including spiritual service.”119 He suggested that the 
Balokole Revival should be recognized “as a Pietist movement in the Church of 
Uganda.”120 To achieve this aim, Stanley Smith persuaded the bishop that the policy of 
the Ruanda Mission was to strengthen cooperation with him, that all Balokole converts 
were loyal and active members of the Uganda Church, and that it was not the goal of the 
movement’s leadership to attack the organized church or its ordained ministers.121 At the 
same time, he offered thoughtful advice to Joe Church that the revivalists should soften 
the condemnatory character of their preaching and avoid any act of discourtesy toward 
church authorities.122 In many regards, Stanley Smith’s hidden role as a mediator between 
the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda Church made a crucial contribution to avoiding 
schism in the Church. 
Sacraments and Liturgy 
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However, partnership with the Uganda Church continued to be hard to achieve. 
In addition to their theological differences, the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda Church 
took divergent stances on the sacraments and liturgy. Much like low church Anglicans in 
England, the revivalist converts in Ruanda downplayed the significance of sacraments of 
the Church. Other Ugandan Christians identified baptism with salvation, but nearly all 
Balokole held that salvation had little to do with baptism. They believed salvation came 
from true repentance and conversion experience, and a vast number of revivalists claimed 
that they had been saved “prior to baptism” or “without baptism.”123 Consequently, they 
did not participate in infant baptism, a common practice in Uganda.124 Moreover, the 
Balokole converts considered their own fellowship meetings more important than Sunday 
worship services.125 Throughout Ruanda-Urundi, the Revival expanded through 
“unofficial gatherings and prayer meetings,” often led by lay leaders, which took place 
after the regular service of the Church.126 The revivalists believed that the only proof of 																																																								
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living faith was the transformation of a person’s heart and behavior, which is why they 
shared the conviction that “the best method of preaching [is] personal testimony.”127 
They considered it unnecessary for a preacher to be ordained; the example of a changed 
life was a more powerful testimony than a sermon would be. 
Because the Balokole felt a stronger sense of solidarity with their revivalist 
brethren than they did with the broader community of the Uganda Church, the Balokole 
in Ruanda wished to celebrate the sacrament of Holy Communion in their own fellowship 
meeting. However, church authorities initially opposed this, primarily because they did 
not want lay people to administer communion, and there were very few ordained clergy 
among the revivalists. Lacking the official authority to administer Holy Communion, the 
Ruanda missionaries—most of whom were lay people—came up with an alternative 
liturgy to commemorate the atonement of Jesus Christ: the Agape Meal (or the Love 
Feast, as it was called by early Methodists). With its historical roots in the Apostolic 
tradition, the Agape Meal was understood as “a Christian fellowship meal recalling the 
meals Jesus shared with disciples during his ministry and expressing the koinonia 
(community, sharing, fellowship) enjoyed by the family of Christ.”128 It was widely 
practiced in private homes in the early centuries of Christianity along with praise, prayer, 
scripture reading, and testimonies.129 In the modern era, Continental Pietists such as 																																																								
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eighteenth-century Moravians and Mennonites resuscitated the Agape Meal in its original 
simplicity.130 John Wesley popularized it in the Evangelical Revival and the Methodist 
Church in Britain after his first encounter with it through the Moravians in Georgia in 
1737.131 It was practiced in various forms, but with a consistent primary purpose: 
spiritual fellowship with the risen Lord and other brethren in a Christian community.132 
The signs of Agape—the cup and bread—symbolized “the unity of fellowship in the love 
of Christ.”133 In a profound manner, it provided an ideal setting for breaking social and 
political divisions. 
Joe Church felt strongly that the church should return to celebrating Communion 
in gatherings marked by genuine brotherhood in Christ: 
I have always felt strongly that a true “agape” or “love feast” as it was first 
instituted in the Acts should ideally be for those who are really in fellowship and 
filled with the Holy Spirit.134 
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His desire for genuine fellowship in the Agape Meal evidently reflected the Balokole 
understanding of Christian brotherhood. They considered their shared spiritual experience 
far more seriously than church membership. They were willing to share the Agape Meal 
with any born-again Christians regardless of denominations or traditions. Lawrence 
Barham recalled that few Ruanda missionaries had a strong commitment to the Anglican 
Church as an institutional structure.135 They had little interest in converting African 
people to Anglicanism; they were keenly concerned about winning the lost for Christ. A. 
C. Stanley Smith always emphasized that the object of his loyalty was “not the Church of 
Uganda but the Church of Jesus Christ.”136 
Upon the repeated requests of the Ruanda missionaries, Bishop Stuart tentatively 
accepted the Agape Meal as an alternative form of Communion, but he made sure that it 
could not and would not replace Holy Communion in the Church. The bishop authorized 
the Ruanda missionaries to appoint some trusted African elders to administer the 
breaking of bread in revival fellowship meetings. One missionary later commented that 
the bishop could have not envisioned how significant the Agape Meal would prove to be 
in blessing and inspiring revivalist converts in these informal gatherings for spiritual 
progress.137 With the bishop’s official permission, the revivalists attained a certain extent 
																																																								
135 Lawrence Barham suggests that the Ruanda missionaries’ lukewarm commitment to 
Anglicanism was related to their social and geographic context. In the Belgian territory in which they 
worked, Anglicans were a religious minority without any notable state support. The development of 
ecclesiastical structure in Ruanda-Urundi was slow and negligible until 1961 when the Diocese of Ruanda 
and Urundi was created. Barham interview, May 26, 1972. 
136 Stanley Smith to all missionaries, October 13, 1942.  
137 Hindley interview, May 4, 1972. 
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of liturgical freedom that enabled them to deepen the purpose of the Holy Communion 
everywhere as well as the Balokole spirituality that focused on the message of the cross 
in fellowship meetings. 
The home office of the CMS was open to adaptation of the Anglican liturgy to 
the local context. The Africa Secretary of the Society, G. T. Manley, expected that 
“simple liturgy” developing in a newly pioneered country like Ruanda-Urundi would 
include historic elements of the Anglican tradition “with considerable local additions and 
options.”138 The Society regarded the Ruanda Mission “as a fine field for experiment” of 
liturgical adaptation and innovation. Accordingly, the Agape Meal as an alternative 
liturgy became a hallmark of the Society’s effort to build up African Christianity based 
on African religiosity and tradition. That was exactly what the Ruanda missionaries 
strove for. 
Two Models: William Nagenda and Erica Sabiti 
As the relationship between the Ruanda Mission and the Uganda Church 
continued to be intricately complicated, many of the Balokole leaders kept their distance 
from the ecclesiastical structure. Rather than pursuing a position in the organized church, 
or recognition by it, they endeavored for institutional reform through individual 
transformation. Some of the African leaders focused on disseminating the Revival 
message across denominational and geographical boundaries. Others strove to reform the 
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Anglican Church through the Balokole movement. William Nagenda and Erica Sabiti 
became significant models of these two approaches to evangelistic ministry. 
William Nagenda: A Model for Free Evangelists 
William Nagenda was arguably the most famous and influential African 
evangelist of the Balokole movement throughout the 1940s.139 As a renowned evangelist 
whose influence touched all over the world, he became an inspiring prototype of a full-
time minister who was not ordained.  
The son of a respected Muganda chief in Kampala, Nagenda attended King’s 
College in Budo and Makerere College in Kampala, which at that time were the two most 
prestigious schools in Uganda. He had an excellent command of English, and after 
college he became a clerk in the government office in Entebbe. Nagenda’s encounter with 
Simeon Nsibambi, however, made a profound impact on his life. Nsibambi visited 
Entebbe to preach in the open air, and his preaching challenged the self-oriented life of 
Nagenda.140 After his conversion experience, Nagenda decided to leave all privileges 
behind and offer himself for missions in a remote country. 
Bishop Stuart was deeply impressed by the report that several elite young men 
from Buganda, including Nagenda, dedicated themselves to the Christian cause. Giving 																																																								
139 For brief biographical information about William Nagenda, see H. H. Osborn, “William 
Nagenda,” Dictionary of African Christian Biography, accessed February 19, 2018, 
https://dacb.org/stories/uganda/nagenda-william. 
140 Years later, Nagenda recalled his conversion and Nsibambi’s sermon that preceded that 
experience: “It was a Sunday morning, when Jesus came and convicted me of one thing after another… 
That Sunday morning, I came to the end of myself. I know there was no hope for me. I want to praise God 
that I saw the Lord Jesus Christ—on the cross for me.” H. H. Osborn, Pioneers in the East African Revival 
(Winchester, UK: Apologia, 2000), 112–13. 
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counsel to each one, the bishop arranged for Nagenda to serve in the Gahini station as 
headmaster of the Evangelists’ Training School. Nagenda assumed that responsibility at 
the end of 1936, filling the shoes of Blasio Kigozi, who had died unexpectedly several 
months earlier. It is important to note that Simeon Nsibambi, Blasio Kigozi, and William 
Nagenda were all brothers-in-law.141 Their wives Eva, Katherine, and Sala were 
daughters of Erasto Bakaluba, a devout Christian and one of the first African teachers at 
King’s College in Budo. The three highly educated sisters played significant roles, often 
behind the scenes, as female leaders of the Balokole movement.142 
 Working closely with African leaders of the Revival at Gahini, Nagenda 
demonstrated that he was gifted in teamwork and leadership. In particular, he maintained 
a good balance between reason and emotion, which remained one of his strengths 
throughout his later evangelistic ministry. For example, at Gahini he provided wise 
counsel to those who seemed overly fixated on charismatic signs by bringing them back 
all the time to Christ. Nagenda ardently contended that when the Holy Spirit came, he did 
not reveal himself but always pointed to Jesus Christ—a principle that was the core 
theology of the Balokole Revival shaped by Joe Church and Simeon Nsibambi from its 
very beginning.143 Recognizing Nagenda’s strong character and leadership potential, Joe 																																																								
141 Mark A. Noll and Carolyn Nystrom, Clouds of Witness: Christian Voices from Africa and Asia 
(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 101–2; Barringer, “Recording of the Work of the Holy Spirit,” 
183. 
142 J. E. Church, William Nagenda: A Great Lover of Jesus (London: Ruanda Mission, 1973), 2–
3.  
143 As heirs of staunch evangelicals in the low Church of England, Joe Church and Ruanda 
missionaries placed the cross of Christ at the center of their theology and ministry. Joe Church firmly 
believed that even in remarkable manifestations, “the Holy Spirit glorified Jesus and pointed us to the 
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Church asked him to accompany him to an evangelistic convention in Uganda and Kenya 
starting in 1938.  
 Following the advice and endorsement of Bishop Stuart, Nagenda decided to 
pursue ordination in the Church of Uganda. He left the Ruanda Mission in 1940 to attend 
Bishop Tucker Theological College. During his studies there, Nagenda endeavored to 
spread the message of the Revival to his fellow students and formed an informal 
gathering for prayer with Balokole students early in the morning. He was frustrated, 
however, by the lack of spiritual vitality and evangelistic fervor among many faculty and 
students. Nagenda wrote to Joe Church: “Mukono is such a difficult place in every way. 
One can easily get cold… They wouldn’t even allow us to sing hymns.”144 
 The Mukono Incident in October 1941 completely changed the course of 
Nagenda’s life and ministry. He was one of the students expelled from the College for 
their disobedience to the warden’s recently-instituted rules forbidding unofficial 
gatherings. The timing was particularly unfortunate for Nagenda, who was just one 
month short of completing his theological study for ordination. Immediately after his 
expulsion, Nagenda wrote to Joe Church that he had no intention of leaving the Church of 
Uganda and would endeavor to prove that he had been working for the benefit of the 
																																																								
Blood of Jesus for cleansing when we may have grieved Him on the way.” Osborn, Pioneers in the East 
African Revival, 87. 
144 William Nagenda to Joe Church, November 1, 1940, quoted in Church, Quest for the Highest, 
180. 
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whole church.145 He interpreted the Mukono Incident as an indication that it was God’s 
will that he serve as a free evangelist:  
“I feel this has come to show me that I may not become a clergyman, there is a 
big work to be done by free evangelists. I must lay down my life for my friends 
and for the Revival.”146 
 
Despite his remarkable educational background and outstanding leadership qualities, 
Nagenda was willing to serve as an anonymous worker of the gospel, on an equal footing 
with numerous other African evangelists in the Ruanda Mission. 
 Bishop Stuart was deeply disappointed that Nagenda did not repent of his role in 
the Mukono Incident. Although Nagenda admitted that he had disobeyed the warden’s 
new rules, he remained convinced that he obeyed God in doing so. The bishop had 
cherished Nagenda as the most promising African leader of the Revival; he even 
considered Nagenda as a top candidate to become the first African bishop in Uganda.147 
Nevertheless, in order to maintain the order and discipline of the Church, Bishop Stuart 
revoked Nagenda’s license to preach in Church of Uganda parishes, which covered the 
regions of Ruanda-Urundi at that time.  
 Nagenda became actively involved in evangelistic ministry across denominational 
and geographic boundaries after his expulsion from Bishop Tucker Theological College. 
He accepted Lea-Wilson’s offer of a place to stay at Namutamba, which became a major 
																																																								
145 Nagenda to Church (n.d., ca. 1941). 
146 William Nagenda to Joe Church, October 27, 1941, quoted in Church, Quest for the Highest, 
185. 
147 Stuart to Church, December 22, 1941. 
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center of Balokole activities in Uganda.148 Blocked from official ministry in the Church 
of Uganda, Nagenda sought opportunities to reach out to people in other countries and 
denominations. He accompanied Joe Church on a series of international tours to 
disseminate the message of the Revival. In his autobiography, Joe Church used the phrase 
“Go ye into the world” to characterize the phase of the Balokole movement between 1943 
and 1965. It is evident that after the Mukono Incident, Church and his associates turned 
their eyes beyond the Anglican Church of Uganda in their effort to spread the spirit and 
the message of the Revival. 
 Church and Nagenda were invited to churches in England, France, Germany, and 
Switzerland in 1947 to testify to what God was doing in the East African Revival. 
Following the Bible Team principle, Church and Nagenda served together as plenary 
speakers of the revival conventions in Nyasaland (Malawi) in 1951, in Angola and India 
in 1952, and in the United States in 1953. Their ministry expanded in denominational 
terms as well; they collaborated for the revitalization movement with the Kenyan 
Presbyterian Church, the Tanzanian Lutheran Church, the Dutch Reformed Church, the 
Church of Scotland Mission, the Zambezi Mission, and the South Africa General 
Mission. Furthermore, the Worldwide Evangelization Crusade (WEC) funded Church 
and Nagenda’s British tour in 1947 and arranged their American tour in 1953. With the 
																																																								
148 While complimenting Bishop Stuart for his effort to improve the spiritual state of the Uganda 
Church, Lea-Wilson shared his personal observations of the recent revival’s profound transformation of the 
attitudes of African workers on his plantation. He had no doubt that “the whole movement [was] definitely 
bringing people out of sin, as no other movement [had] ever done in Uganda [since his arrival in 1907].” 
Leslie Lea-Wilson to Cyril Stuart, November 22, 1941, JEC 3/5/39. 
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official support of the international mission organization, over six months the two 
prominent leaders of the East African Revival visited and ministered in New York, 
Boston, Toronto, Detroit, Chicago, and Minneapolis. The Balokole Revival was no 
longer confined within the ecclesiastical structure of the Anglican Church of Uganda; it 
gained a reputation as a remarkable renewal movement at the international and 
interdenominational level.149 
Erica Sabiti: A Model for Ordained Clergy 
As an ordained clergyman, Erica Sabiti represented another model of the 
Balokole who spearheaded a revitalization movement within the ecclesiastical structure 
of the Church of Uganda.150 Born and raised in a Christian family in Ankole in western 
Uganda, Sabiti was educated at King’s College in Budo and Makerere College in 
Kampala. During his college years, he was profoundly inspired by the history of the 
faithful commitment of early martyrs of Uganda, and he became determined to serve as a 
clergyman.151 Sabiti was ordained as an Anglican priest in 1935 after theological training 
at Bishop Tucker Theological College. While in Mukono, he had the privilege of 
																																																								
149 In 1953, Nagenda spoke at a conference at the American headquarters of the WEC in Fort 
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InterVarsity Christian Fellowship in the United States. Richard K.	MacMaster	and Donald R. Jacobs, A 
Gentle Wind of God: The Influence of the East African Revival (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 2006), 139–
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Dictionary of African Christian Biography, accessed February 25, 2018, 
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studying in the bishop’s special ordination class in English, in which Blasio Kigozi was 
also included.152 
With great prospects, Sabiti was posted to lead the church at Bweranyangi, the 
largest parish in Ankole. His pastoral ministry was successful: The size of the 
congregation continuously increased, and the local colonial administration respected his 
capable leadership. Starting in 1936, the church in Ankole felt the effects of the Balokole 
Revival; two Balokole teachers from Mbarara (thirty miles east of Ankole) visited the 
church and shared their testimonies of conversion. What was particularly striking to 
Sabiti was the conversion experience of his wife, Geraldine Sabati, an intelligent, 
certified teacher. Her testimony about her transformative spiritual experience led Erica to 
examine his own spiritual state.153 Although he himself had not yet had a similar 
conversion experience, Erica Sabiti became amicable toward the Balokole movement. He 
associated with the Balokole leaders from the Ruanda Mission. In 1937, Sabiti welcomed 
and accommodated Joe Church, Simeon Nsibambi, and Yosiya Kinuka for the night 
during their journey to northwestern Uganda to hold a revival convention. Joe Church 
wrote in his diary that he was impressed to hear from Sabiti about several astonishing 
conversion stories in Ankole.154 
																																																								
152 Bishop Stuart later commented that it was a great pleasure to him that his first duty in Uganda 
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During a visit to Ruanda in January 1939, Erica Sabiti underwent a conversion 
experience (or more precisely a so-called “second blessing” experience, as he was 
already a believer). Bishop Stuart had asked him to accompany him on his annual visit to 
the churches in that country. In this context, Sabiti met with Balokole Christians in 
Ruanda whom he had previously considered underprivileged and less educated, and 
discovered they had striking spiritual vitality. This challenged his formal relationship 
with God. At the Gahini station, an African Christian approached Sabiti after listening to 
his sermon and said: “You have preached about the Blood of Jesus, but I do not think you 
have really experienced it in your own life.”155 This comment shocked Sabiti as he was 
genuinely loved and respected by his own people in Ankole. With a broken heart, he 
prayed for spiritual transformation and went through a second blessing experience. 
Immediately after this unusual spiritual experience, Sabiti invited the Bible Team 
from the Ruanda Mission to hold a revival convention in his parish. In March 1939, Joe 
Church and William Nagenda came and spoke to African teachers and evangelists about 
true repentance and holiness.156 Sabiti’s parish became a major center of the Balokole 
Revival in western Uganda, and over the years that followed Sabiti spoke regularly at the 
larger convention in Uganda along with Yosiya Kinuka and William Nagenda. 
Throughout the 1940s, Sabiti was one of a handful of so-called “revived clergymen” in 
the Church of Uganda. It can be inferred that Joe Church included Sabiti as a plenary 
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speaker as a part of his strategic effort to keep the Revival within the organized church by 
involving ordained clergy who had the right and the license to preach in the church. 
In January 1966, Sabiti was consecrated as the Archbishop of the Church of 
Uganda at Namirembe Cathedral. He became the first African archbishop in the whole 
Anglican Communion. In a profound sense, Sabiti was the long-awaited embodiment of 
Africanization of the Church that had been articulated six decades earlier by the first 
Bishop of Uganda, Alfred Tucker.157 One of Sabiti’s important contributions was to 
maintain church unity in the midst of division and opposition. Because of his cultural 
roots on the western margins of the country, Sabiti had to overcome the criticism and 
contempt of those from Buganda, who positioned themselves as the mainstream of 
Ugandan society. Sabiti later reflected that his experience of the Revival and its 
controversies early in his clerical career was greatly helpful to him when, as Archbishop, 
he interacted with those holding on to conservative tendencies as to their social or 
ecclesiastic traditions.158 
Erica Sabiti left a profound impact on the tenth Lambeth Conference of the 
Anglican Communion that took place in Westminster in July 1968. The first worldwide 
gathering of the Anglican Communion after nearly all African nations had achieved 
independence, the Conference demonstrated a considerable shift in the African churches 																																																								
157 The Church of Uganda had sought to realize a model of an African Ministry suggested by 
Bishop Alfred Tucker in which African pastors and teachers would assume full responsibility for directing 
all church ministries. Bishop Tucker emphasized the training of African Christian leaders to accomplish this 
aim. Christopher Byaruhanga, Bishop Alfred Robert Tucker and the Establishment of the African Anglican 
Church (Nairobi, Kenya: Word Alive Publication, 2008), 169–75. 
158 Sabiti interview, March 7, 1972. 
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from Western to African leadership. Representing eleven bishops from the Anglican 
Province of Uganda, Rwanda, and Burundi, Sabiti called for renewal of the church in 
faith: 
Renewal means going back to where things are at their best—or at least it does in 
my country. In all of our technological progress, the sinful mind is still the 
same… [W]e know there can be no renewal unless we are driven to the cross.159 
 
Thanks to the faithful service of African clergy like Sabiti, the Balokole Revival was able 
to remain within the institutional church in East Africa, overcoming fierce controversies 
and opposition of the church authorities. 
Conclusion 
 Although the Balokole Revival managed to remain within the established church 
in Uganda, it did so in the context of a broad range of conflicts. The revivalists’ excessive 
emotionalism and alleged claim that they were only true Christians in the Church of 
Uganda drew harsh criticism and accusations by church authorities. In response, Ruanda 
missionaries such as Joe Church and A. C. Stanley Smith, with their sympathetic support 
of the African initiative that undergirded the Revival, had to broker resolution of various 
controversies in order for the movement to be accepted as a Pietist movement within the 
Church of Uganda. Bishop Stuart, who recognized the Revival’s potential for positive 
impact within the Church, left the door open to the Balokole remaining within the Church 
on the condition that they would acknowledge and obey the church authorities. 
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 A more serious rift arose when the bishop realized that most revivalist converts 
were quite willing to challenge the Church’s authority as they called for genuine 
repentance. The Mukono Incident is the most obvious illustration of the revivalists’ 
intractable, uncompromising attitude; Bishop Stuart found it unacceptable in the Church, 
which stood for an ordered ministry. Once the bishop acutely restricted the scope of 
revivalist activities in Uganda, the European and African leaders of the Revival had few 
options but to turn their eyes to people in other countries and denominations. In a 
nutshell, the revivalists succeeded in preventing a painful schism in the Church. The way 
they managed to remain within the church, however, was far more complicated than they 
intended or foresaw in the movement’s early years.
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CONCLUSION 
 Starting in the mid-1940s, the international tours of Joe Church and William 
Nagenda carried the message of the Balokole Revival beyond East Africa to different 
parts of the globe. Their evangelistic missions took place in Europe (in 1947), India (in 
1952), North America (in 1953), Palestine (in 1953), and Brazil (in 1958). The Ruanda 
Mission acknowledged the significance of Church and Nagenda’s international 
evangelistic ministry in challenging and revitalizing countless Christians all over the 
world. A. C. Stanley Smith expressed the Mission’s endorsement of Church and 
Nagenda’s crucial contribution to the global church this way:  
‘Separate me Barnabas and Saul.’ So came the command of the Holy Ghost to 
the church at Antioch and so, if we dare make a comparison, came the call to the 
Ruanda Mission to release Joe Church and William Nagenda. Revival has come 
to Ruanda, Uganda and Kenya… Calls come from Congo, Angola, Nyasaland 
and India, from Switzerland, England and the United States. Our Mission felt 
that as long as God was using them, we could not withhold their testimony from 
the worldwide Church, hungry for Revival.1 
 
 The striking impact of the evangelistic tours inspired two British evangelical 
leaders to write books about the Balokole Revival while the tours were underway, in 
order to promote in the secularizing Western world the deeper experience of Christ that 
Church and Nagenda were preaching about on other continents. Roy Hession’s The 
Calvary Road was released in 1950 and Norman P. Grubb’s Continuous Revival in the 
following year. These short books published by Christian Literature Crusade drew 
substantial interest in evangelical circles, and throughout the English-speaking world they 
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popularized spiritual practices of the East African Revival, such as daily repentance and 
public testimony.2 
 After his unfortunate expulsion from Bishop Tucker Theological College, 
Nagenda had decided to become a “free evangelist” travelling and ministering across 
denominational boundaries. Joe Church supported his determination and arranged various 
opportunities for Nagenda to speak and call for a deeper spiritual life. In many respects, 
Nagenda became a prototype of international evangelistic preachers from Africa. With 
his excellent linguistic ability and outstanding leadership skills, he demonstrated that it 
was possible (and even necessary) for African evangelists to challenge the global church, 
including European and American churches, and to call for their revitalization.  
 Following in Nagenda’s footsteps, in the late 1950s Festo Kivengere launched an 
international tour to spread the message of the East African Revival in England (in 1957) 
and Australia (in 1958).3 Nagenda accompanied Kivengere on his first visit to the United 
States in 1961 when both were invited to speak at the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship 
mission conference.4 Unlike Nagenda, who remained a free evangelist, Kivengere was 
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(Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2013), 82–84. 
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ordained as an Anglican priest in 1967 after years of service as a layman. In 1972 he was 
consecrated as the Bishop of Kigezi. Widely referred to as “the Billy Graham of Africa,” 
Kivengere ardently proclaimed the theological essence of the Balokole Revival to the 
global church at the historic Lausanne Congress on World Evangelization in 1974: “The 
theme of the East African Revival was the cross, and we need it!”5 
 Those who initiated the Balokole movement had envisioned that it would grow 
and eventually spread beyond East Africa, but the way they achieved it was quite 
different from their initial expectations. By the early 1940s, as they faced ferocious 
opposition by church authorities, the European and African leaders perceived the need to 
search for other opportunities to share what they had experienced in the Revival. They 
avoided an official schism in the Church of Uganda by persistently affirming: “There is 
no desire anywhere to form a separate Church. The Church of Uganda is ‘our’ Church, 
we are members of it and love it.”6 After the Mukono Incident in 1941, however, the 
revivalists were excluded from the mainstream of the Church of Uganda (although 
suspicion dwindled gradually when the Balokole movement gained an international 
reputation as theologically sound and spiritually empowering). The official church’s 
withdrawal of its support of the movement coincided with a trend within the movement 
toward greater flexibility and inclusivity in terms of its ecclesiology. It was in this 
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unexpected fashion that the Balokole Revival—which had at first focused on revitalizing 
the Ugandan Church—became a transnational movement whose impact extended far 
beyond geographic and denominational borders. With its worldwide reputation and 
influence, the East African Revival has been remembered as one of the most remarkable 
revitalization movements of twentieth-century Africa. 
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